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The last man alive 

A.S. Neill 

 

PREFACE 

This book is an elaboration of a story I told to the pupils of my school, children from 

eight to twelve. The usual story for children is written at a desk in a private room; this one was 

told to a group, and it followed the interests of the group. Their comments showed me what 

they wanted, and I soon discovered that what they wanted was blood-and-thunder and deeds of 

derring-do. But I found that they also wanted humour, a quality prominent in books for children. 

My view is that a book for children should always be one that an adult can read with some 

pleasure or at least without boredom, and here humour is essential, for there is nothing duller 

than to sit and read a children's story aloud if it only appeals to the very young.  

In other words, a story for children must adapt itself to the psychology not only of the 

child but of the parent or nurse or teacher. The child wants thrills; the adult wants to be diverted. 

You can't easily shock children. You can make them mow down cannibals with a machine gun, 

make them wade in blood, but there is nothing shocking in it to them. They want power, and, 

when you are ten years old, power in the form of a gun is the power you like best. Nice people 

may protest that that ought not to be, but the storyteller should not deal with oughts; he should 

give the child what interests him most. 

My story has at least one merit. It tells of the adventures of real children, and I 

recommend any parent who reads my story aloud to substitute the names of his own children 

for the names in the book. Bill will listen with some interest to a tale of a hero called Jim, but 

if you tell him a stirring story about himself, he will listen with sparkling eyes and eager ears.  

When I tell a story I have about twenty children as audience, and it is impossible to 

make every one a participant. The unfortunate ones who are left out are exceedingly jealous. In 

the present story I had to cast lots to see who should be in it. The storyteller's first realisation 

should be that each child is a bundle of egocentricity. It is useless to attempt to be over-logical. 

If you make Bert, aged nine, fly the latest bomber, looping the loop and at the same time hitting 

six eggs in the air with a revolver, Bert will accept the statement without reserve, but he may 
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suspect that you have underrated his prowess in the matter of the number of eggs. The story 

should satisfy the child's wish to work miracles. That means that the most popular story is the 

one that is a fairy-tale up to date.  

Some children will, of course, have a critical attitude to any one story. Bert will accept 

the statement that he shot six eggs in the air, but Bill will be inclined to doubt it. That is the 

way of life. I remember Bert's being very critical because I made Bill swim under water for half 

an hour; but when, in the next instalment, I made Bert knock out the world's heavyweight 

champion with a straight left, he indignantly defended his prowess when Jim said he couldn't 

have done it. The imagination of a child has no bounds. Everything is within his range. His 

world is largely one of make-believe.  

I quarrel with those people who are afraid to pander to a child's imagination. They want 

to lead the boy from gangsters and cannibals to Shakespeare and Beethoven or, worse, to tales 

with a moral. They will not accept the boy as he is -- a primitive savage who should be living 

on Crusoe's island. But by savage I do not mean cruel. Children who would not hurt a fly will 

delight in a story in which they bump off a million cannibals or pirates.  

There are parents who refuse to give children war toys on the grounds that war games 

encourage militarism. This is definitely wrong. Better to have children live out their killing 

phantasies at the age of nine than to have them living them out later in reality in the field of 

battle. A nation that is spending hundreds of millions on war preparations to defend, in the first 

and last resort, our capitalist, profit-making society should not object to the children's sharing 

in the general interest in guns and bombs. Most of the children of Summerhill who were 

delighted when I told them stories about themselves, stories dealing mostly with killing savages, 

are now, at the age of twenty-one, pacifists. The sadists who torture Jews are merely adults who 

are living out their infantile desire to have power in the form of cruelty.  

No story for children should have an ulterior motive. There must be no attempt to uplift 

or to educate. The only criterion should be pleasure. If children listen with delight the story is 

a good one. Nor should a story have long words or involved sentences.  

To readers who do not know of Summerhill School I explain that it is a school where 

children are free. The staff has no dignity, and in real life, as in the story, I am "Neill" to the 

children without the Mister. Fathers reading the book aloud could well substitute "Daddy" for 

"Neill" all the way, but only fathers who have no dignity and who are on equal terms with their 

children. 
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INTRODUCTION 

All the characters in this story, except the Summerhillians, are imaginary and have no 

relations to any living person.  

 

 

This present story arose out of a Sunday-night conversation.  

"I've got no idea for a story to-night", I said. "My imagination has run dry".  

"Can't you tell us another story about Pyecraft the millionaire, like you did in A Dominie's 

Five?" asked Betty.  

"I've got an idea", said Michael. "Let us be the last people alive. Everybody dies except 

ourselves."  

"And we live among a lot of rotting corpses", said David scornfully; "no thanks."  

"We could bury them", suggested Jean.  

"It would take a bit of collecting", I remarked, "to get rid of forty-two million dead British."  

Evelyn sighed.  

"Then we simply couldn't be the last people alive", she said. "I'd hate gathering corpses."  

I suddenly had an idea. 

"We don't need to have corpses", I said. "I'll tell you the story of The Last Man Alive." 
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CHAPTER 1 

It was a beautiful summer morning and Neill was conducting a class on the tennis lawn. Jean 

awoke him by poking him in the ribs with a pencil.  

"Telegram for you", she said, and Neill took the telegram from the red-faced telegraph 

messenger.  

"No answer", said Neill absently, as he re-read the wire. He glanced at his watch. "Lord, he 

should be here at any moment now", he said excitedly.  

"Who", asked Gordon.  

"Pyecraft", said Neill. "He is on his way to Summerhill in his latest airship. Listen! I hear 

the drone of the engine."  

"Bee", grunted David, and a bee it was; but ten minutes later a great silver airship swooped 

down and landed on the hockey-field like a swan on a lake. All rushed towards it, and Pyecraft 

opened the narrow door and with the help of the children squeezed his fat body through and 

out.  

"Attaboy!", he cried. "Hullo, old Neill; hello, kids." He looked them over. "A new generation 

to me, but I guess they are as full of beans as the old lot".  

"What's the idea", asked Neill. "Why have you come over?"  

"Ah", said Pyecraft; "various reasons. I got fed up with business all the time. I want 

adventure."  

"Cannibals," sighed Evelyn wistfully.  

Pyecraft shook his head.  

http://thelastmanalive.tripod.com/footnotes.html
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"Neill and I are too old for that now", he said sadly. "We haven't the courage nowadays. We 

are both old and grey."  

"But you said you wanted adventure", said Robert rather scornfully; "although how you can 

get adventure without cannibals and pirates I don't know".  

"But there are other adventures", said Pyecraft. "Scientific ones. I have had this ship specially 

built, at a cost of millions of dollars, because I want to win the altitude record of the world."  

"The what", asked Bunny.  

"Go up farther than anyone has ever been before", explained Pyecraft. "The height record 

to-day is ten miles and I want to beat that."  

"But why didn't you do it in America?", asked Betty.  

Pyecraft smiled.  

"Because I knew that my old friend Neill and some of his kids would like to help me win the 

record", he said, and the children gave a gasp of joy. Neill gave a sickly smile.  

"Very kind of you to think of us, Pyecraft", he said, "but for my part...I'm afraid I can't come. 

I've got a golf match on with Watson this afternoon, and I don't want to miss that Marx brothers 

film, and -"  

"Coward", murmured Evelyn with feeling.  

"Hopeless coward", said David; "but we don't need him, do we Michael?" Michael scratched 

his head.  

"But who can read the mathematical instruments if Neill doesn't come?"  

"Who can read them if he does come?", asked Betty sweetly.  

"Surely Pyecraft can read his own instruments", said Neill with some heat. "Besides, there 

is another reason why he can't come: I've suddenly remembered that the Income Tax man is 

coming to see me this afternoon."  

"That settles it", grinned Pyecraft.  

"Come on; I promise we won't be down again till he has gone", and he gently pushed Neill 

into the airship.  

The children scrambled after, and Pyecraft puffed and blew his entrance. When he had 

recovered his breath he explained the flight.  

"Each of you has an oxygen mask. We rise and rise, and when you begin to feel a little 

breathless and red in the face, that means that the air is getting too thin to breathe. You then put 

on your mask; and you will notice each one has a microphone, so that we can talk to each other 

even at a very great height. Got me?"  

They all nodded.  
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"A great adventure", said Pyecraft.  

"Too tame for me", said Robert. "I call this an old man's adventure."  

Neill looked at him for a long moment.  

"We are about two miles up", he said, "and if Robert wants a good adventure, all he has to 

do is to jump over the side and parachute down to Summerhill."  

Robert stared over the side.  

"Phew, if it didn't open!", he gasped.  

"You wouldn't feel anything", said David placidly. "Just a biff, and then...I wonder if you 

fell feet first, would your feet go into the ground?"  

"They would a bit", said Gordon thoughtfully; "but what would happen would be that the 

tops of your thighbones would go up through your body and come out at your neck."  

"Don't!", cried Jean wretchedly. "It isn't fair to talk about like that when we are so high up." 

Then a grim smile came over her face. "All the same, it would be interesting to see what Robert 

was like after he had fallen a few miles." She looked round the cabin. "Where are the parachutes, 

Pyecraft?"  

Pyecraft paled.  

"Mein Gott!" he exclaimed. "That fool of a chauffeur of mine has forgotten to put them in." 

And they all paled, all except Neill, who couldn't go any paler.  

"But there is no danger", said Pyecraft. "None whatever...that is, if the thin air isn't lighter 

than the helium in the envelope, for of course if it is the envelope will burst..."  

"Then what", they gasped.  

"I'll make a bigger hole and a bigger splash than any of you", grinned Pyecraft, and his grin 

gave the children comfort.  

"Ten miles up", said Neill, and he put on his oxygen mask. The others did likewise. Suddenly 

Evelyn, who had been looking over the side, gave an exclamation.  

"Look! The clouds are green, and I always thought that when you were above the clouds 

they were a dazzling white."  

"It is mighty queer", said Pyecraft.  

"Mirage", said Bunny. "Chaps in the desert see oases and palm-trees."  

"Rot", said Neill. "It isn't any mirage. It is -- I don't know. All I know is that we are high 

enough and I want to go down."  

Pyecraft glanced at the altimeter.  
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"Nineteen miles", he said. "Not bad. I thought of getting up to thirty miles, but we won't risk 

it to-day without parachutes. Let's descent", and he touched a lever and they began rapidly to 

descent.  

"Look! The clouds are white now", cried Jean as they approached them, and in a minute they 

dived into the white mist of thick cloud. In an hour they came down on the hockey-field.  

"In time for tea", cried Bunny, and set off at a run for the dining-room. The other children 

followed, while the old men came after them slowly. Corkhill, the Chemistry Master was 

leaning against the front door.  

"Hullo, Corks", said David. "Tea over yet?"  

Corks made no sign that he had heard.  

"Is tea over?", repeated David, and he shook Corks by the arm. The arm came off is his hand, 

and David dropped it with a yell. At that moment Pyecraft and Neill came up. They stared 

aghast. Neill clutched Corks by the shoulder and gave him a slight shake.  

"What's up, Corks?", he asked. Corks' head rolled on to the gravel. It was at this point that 

they all ran away like frightened rabbits. As they crouched in the bushes Gordon said: "Did any 

of you notice that there was no blood? His arm looked like it was made of stone."  

"He asked me for his salary yesterday; said he was stony", said Neill. "Corks always was - " 

he stopped as he saw Evelyn's savage expression.  

"Trying to be funny when poor Corks is dead", she said.  

http://thelastmanalive.tripod.com/footnotes.html
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"No use staying here", said Robert. "I'm hungry, Corks or no Corks. Who's coming?" and he 

made for the kitchen. The others followed. Maisie (the cook) was bending over the Aga.  

"Tea", said Robert; "and, by the way, what has happened to Corks?"  

Maisie made no reply.  

David bent down and playfully took hold of her foot. It came away in his hand. The girls 

screamed, the boys yelled, Neill and Pyecraft sat down heavily...in the same chair, unfortunately 

for Neill, who sat down first.  

"What is it all about?" groaned Bunny.  

"Perhaps there are more", suggested David hopefully, and they rushed through the school. 

Yes, everyone was turned to stone.  

"It's awful", tittered Betty, "but really it is funny too. Look at old Chad", and, indeed the 

Secretary looked handsome. He had been practising his golf swing on the lawn, and there he 

stood with his club and followed through, a bearded statue.  

"Beautiful", said Pyecraft.  

"Rotten", said Neill; "arms too near the body."  

http://thelastmanalive.tripod.com/footnotes.html
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The search for statuary continued. Davis was, as they expected, a statue in repose; Ole 

Herman, again as they expected, was eating; he had been petrified as he was shoving a large 

piece of bread into his mouth. Michael rescued the bread.  

"But why aren't we turned stone too?" asked Jean suddenly.  

No one knew.  

"I know", said David.  

"That green cloud. It must have been a cloud that everyone into stone."  

"Sounds the only explanation", nodded Pyecraft. "I say, look!", and he pointed to a cat that 

came round the corner. "But the trouble is this: if that cloud were a petrifying one, why ain't 

that cat a statue?"  

"And I hear a cock crowing", said Robert. "What do you think, Neill?"  

Neill looked wise.  

"I think David is right. We were above the cloud, and we possibly the last people left alive. 

Apparently the cloud had no effect on animals."  

"Good thing", remarked Betty; "else we'd all starve".  

"The last ones alive. How awful!"  

"How glorious!", said Evelyn. We can take everything we like from the all the shops.  

"Yes", cried Michael, "and all the motors and aeroplanes and -- and -- aw, boys! This is 

topping, great. I'm off to Coates' shop."  

And they went off to the shop, and, well...  

 

TO BE CONTINUED IN OUR NEXT CHAPTER... 
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Discussion 

I lit my pipe.  

"A good story", said Bunny. "Good for you, Neill old chap."  

David frowned.  

"Of course you made them all stone so's they wouldn't stink, didn't you?" I nodded and he 

went on. "Not a bad idea, but silly".  

"How silly?" I asked.  

"'Cos a cloud like that would make animals into stone too".  

"David's right" said Michael. "I want a story that is right from a science point of view."  

"But it is right from a scientific point of view", I said.  

"How?"  

"A cloud could attack human beings without harming animals".  

"How?"  

"Well", I began, "er -- that is -- er --"...  

"Knew you were wrong", said Michael.  

"Wrong be blowed", said I. "Take a disease like measles. Do cats take measles? Do rabbits 

take infantile paralysis? Ever seen a cow with Bright's disease? If animals don't take human 

diseases, why should they take human clouds?"  

"But there wasn't a cloud", said Evelyn.  

"O.K.", I said firmly; "and if there wasn't a cloud there will be no story."  

Gordon grinned.  

"Neill's just annoyed 'cos we criticise his story", he said. "Let's all agree that there was a 

cloud".  

"A completely scientific, full blooded, Aryan cloud", I stipulated.  

They nodded agreement and I promised to continue the story on the following Sunday night. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The raid on Coates' shop led to a period of indifference to things external, but towards 

evening the effects of an overdose of sweets wore off. They sat in Neill's room and reviewed 

the situation.  

"Although I'm sorry about all the others dying like that", said Michael cheerfully, "it is going 

to be great fun being the only people alive."  

"If we really are the last people alive", said Neill. "We can't tell."  

"Yes, we can", said Betty. "We'll switch on the radio", and she began to turn the dial knob. 

Berlin, Moscow, Warsaw, Rome...not a sound from them.  

"Try America on the short waves", suggested Bunny, but America was also silent.  

"Hurrah!" cried David. "We really are the only ones left on the earth. Scrumptious!"  

At this moment the light went out.  

"Exactly", said Pyecraft drily; "as you say, scrumptious. The dynamos have gone on working 

until the fires have gone out. Now, before you crow too much about the joy of being the last 

people alive, just get this into your heads: no light, no radio, no telephone, no food."  

"Food?" said Gordon. "Why, what about all the shops? There's tons of grub in Leiston. 

Bread, meat, and -"  

"They'll soon go bad", said Robert thougthfully. "But we can kill our own meat", he added.  

"Or live on greens and things", suggested Jean. "We'll end up by being rabbits."  

"Or cannibals", put in Neill, and Pyecraft looked uneasily down at his waistcoat.  

"Anyway", said David philosophically, "the food question can be settled later. And 

remember there are tons of tinned food in the country."  

"No vitamins", remarked Gordon; "but if the worst comes to the worst we can go to Spain 

and eat oranges."  

Next morning they took what they needed from the butchers' shops, but by the third day the 

meat was beginning to get high. They could not use the refrigerator because, of course, it 

depended on the mains current.  

"I don't worry about the food so much", said Robert with a frown; "more important is to 

know what to do with all these statues. I keep falling over them, and we really ought to park 

them somewhere. I propose we make a sort of art gallery in the hockey-field."  

"They'd look better standing in rows down the front drive", said Betty.  

"Their heads keep falling off", said Michael; "but if we mix some cement we could get over 

that difficulty."  
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So they dragged the sotne bodies and stood them up side by side down the front drive. 

Corkhill's head kept falling off, but Michael got cement and a trowel and fixed that up. It was 

later that Neill discovered that Michael had put the wrong head on Corks ... the head of little 

Nona, aged four. Chad's picturesque golf pose they left in all its glory on the lawn, and soon a 

sparrow made its nest in his beard. Later Neill was severely censured at a general meeting for 

sneaking Branwen's statue and breaking it up to make a foundation for a new workshop.  

"It simply isn't done," said the chairman, Bunny, sternly. "It is sheeer vandalism, and 

anyway, why take Branwen ? She looked so beautiful; and besides, there was much more stuff 

in Smeed."  

"Too coarse," said Neill. "I wanted fine concrete"; but his defence was not accepted, and his 

punishment was to carry Mervyn's statue six times round the front lawn.  

"Thank God," he murmured, "that you weren't turned to stone, Pyecraft."  

Meanwhile the children had been out reconnoitring. The roads they found almost 

impassable. When the cloud had come down death had been instantaneous, and motorists had 

died at the wheel. Cars were overturned, stuck in hedges, crashed into walls. So on the railway. 

Trains with dead stone drivers had crashed into others trains, and wreckage strewed every line. 

The children came back downcast.  

"We have all the Rolls Royces in the world," said Bunny miserably, "and we can't use them. 

It isn't so much fun being the only ones alive, after all."  

But the cars proved to be useful, for the children collected as many as they could, and by 

running them at night they managed to have electric light. The boys very cleverly led wires 

from the cars from the cars into the house. Petrol there was in abundance at the local garages, 

although it was not easy to get petrol from the electric pumps at first.  

One morning Pyecraft stood at the front door and sniffed unhappily.  

"Strikes me that that darn cloud is coming back again", he said.  

Michael sniffed also.  

"I know what that is, Pyecraft. That's the bad meat down in the town. Come on, lads, we've 

got to do something about this", and he led a gang downtown. They solved the problem easily: 

they soaked the butcher's shops with petrol and set fire to them. Much to Neill's disgust, they 

also set fire to the White Horse.  

"Why?", he asked tearfully.  

"Because", said Betty, "Pyecraft and you go there too often, and if we can't have meat, you 

should you have drink?"  

Later it will be shown that Neill never forgave Betty for this criminal act.  
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The party was living on bread which they made themselves. It was Gordon who suggested 

that Betty's bread must have had a touch of the petrifying cloud, and when she threw the loaf at 

him he was sure of it. They had greens enough for their purpose, but the boys complained of 

having no meat.  

"Why not kill it?" suggested Neill, and they said it was a good idea and they would have a 

try. So next day they found a wandering cow and drove it into the garage. They looked at it 

awkwardly.  

"How exactly do you kill a cow?" asked David. "If we had a revolver..."  

"There are a few in the airship", said Pyecraft, and David ran and fetched a heavy automatic.  

"Hit it right between the eyes", said Robert.  

"Oke", said David quietly, and he stood two feet away and took a long and careful aim.  

Bang!  

The plane of the window starred. The cow looked at David rather sadly and began to chew 

the cud. David threw down the automatic.  

"I can't do it", he said with a sob, and Robert took up the automatic. Be he could not bring 

himself to shoot the cow either, and everyone agreed that killing their own meat was out of the 

question. But they found that they could shoot rabbits and partridges without conscience, and 

with the aid of tinned fruits and tinned salmon they managed to have satisfying meals.  

Suddenly they became acutely conscious of the dog problem. They had seen stray dogs 

nosing around looking for food, but it wasn't until the Collier's Alsatian attacked Jean that they 

realised that the dogs were reverting to savagery. The cats also were becoming less tame and 

domestic, but for the moment the cats were no danger.  

"Cats", said the scientific Michael, "are solitary animals: they will never be a great danger; 

but the dog is a wolf, and, mark my words, they will soon be running in packs."  

And, indeed, this actually did happen. The Alsatian began to have a following of lesser dogs, 

and they went out at nights foraging for food. The children had gone around the nearby farms 

and let the live-stock out into the fields, for the penned animals were starving. The dogs 

commenced by killing sheep, but soon they attacked larger animals. At nights the children 

shivered to hear the growls of the attacking pack, and they decided to barricade the gates at 

night. Here the statues came in handy. They cemented four of the staff together, put hinges on 

them, and made an efficient gate. They so arranged Lucy's arm that it made a latch, but when 

the gate was slammed the arm broke, so that in the end the arms of the whole school came into 

use as latches.  
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One day when Betty was picking blackberries a dog attacked her and bit her leg. We do not 

know if that dog told the others that human blood was sweet, but certainly from that time on 

the pack slunk round and round the school, their red tongues hanging out greedily. It was not 

safe to go out unarmed even in the daytime. There were not enough arm to go round, so Pyecraft 

and David set off in the airship for London and brought back arms and ammunition in 

abundance. They went as far as Woolwich Arsenal, where they got six of the most modern 

machine-guns.  

"Now", said Bunny grimly, "we've got to make war on the dog pack - war to the death."  

They discussed tactics.  

"My idea is this", said Bunny. "We use a decoy, someone like Neill. After dark he goes out 

into the field and the dogs smell him and then they rush at him and we blaze away at them with 

our machine-guns. Simple, isn't it?"  

"Very", said Neill. "Only a genius could think of it. The only snag is that I'm not the one 

with the strongest smell. I suggest that Bunny goes out and makes a noise like a dog biscuit, 

and -"  

"Shut up!" they yelled.  
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But no decoy was required. On the following evening Evelyn went out to milk the cow, and 

on her way back from the stable the Alsatian sprang on her and dragged her off in his jaws. Her 

screams brought the human pack out at a rush. The dog made for the woods. The pack was 

waiting outside and went yelping after their leader.  

What is it all about? groaned Bunny'; by F. K. Waechter">  

"Don't fire", panted David, who was leading, "we might hit Evelyn. It must be a hand-to-

hand fight."  

"Dogs don't have hands", said Betty who was feeling annoyed because Evelyn was the 

heroine of the moment. Evelyn screamed again, and Betty felt less annoyed at not being the 

heroine of the moment.  

The children were gaining. At the edge of the wood the Alsatian dropped its prey and stood 

at bay. The other dogs stood behind snarling, with neck hair on end. David, who was now 

leading, hesitated, but only for a moment. He rushed at the Alsatian and struck it squarely on 

the head with the butt end of his gat. The brute barred its teeth and came at him. David went 

down with the Alsatian on top of him, and a collie worrying at his legs, while a bull-terrier 

snapped at his arm. The battle was in full swing. The dogs outnumbered the children by ten to 

one.  

"Drag Evelyn to the side", yelled Neill, "and I'll machine-gun the lot."  

Gordon and Bunny dragged her aside, while Michael got David clear.  

"Now for it!" cried Neill grimly, and he pressed the trigger. Nothing happened.  

"The wrong cartridge belt!" gasped Neill. "Use your revolvers!"  

It was wonderful. Great shooting, marvellous. Out of sixty dogs they killed one and wounded 

two. The Alsatian fled after taking a bite out of David's thigh, and from that day on the dog 

pack kept away from the children.  

"We put the wind up them", said David unctuously.  

"No", said Neill; "you didn't put the wind up them. The whole story was this: the dog that 

bit Betty told the pack how good human blood was, but when the Alsatian took a chunk out of 

your leg, me lad, it realised that the other dog had been a darned liar. That's why the pack keeps 

off." Neill looked out through the window. "Look", he continued, "look at the pack going by 

with hanging tails and demoralised jaws. Disillusioned, they know that human blood isn't worth 

lapping."  

David did not agree with this explanation, but interestingly enough, Betty did.  

"I suppose girls are really sweeter than boys", she said with a broad smile.  
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After the fight had ended David said he was sorry and Betty said that only cowards fight 

girls, and they began to fight again. Pyecraft said that in his young days...but he fell asleep 

before he had finished what he was going to say.  

"Let's have peace", said Neill. "We've settled the dog danger, and we're going to have an era 

of perfect peace."  

"Rats", said Michael.  

"I don't want any of your cheek", said Neill dangerously.  

"Cheek be blowed", said Michael with dignity; "I said rats and I mean rats."  

"How rats?"  

"Are you all blind?" said Michael. "Haven't you noticed how bold they are becoming these 

last days? My father says that if men ever failed to keep up civilisation the only animals who 

could make a new civilisation would be the rats. They are more intelligent than any other 

animal."  

"No use", said Robert, shaking his head. "No hands, and without hands no animal can rule."  

"But they could use their forefeet as hands", said Michael.  

"That may be", said Betty, "but they have no weight. How could they make big guns and 

ships and things?"  

"Civilisation doesn't need these", said Neill sagely. "A rat civilisation would, of course, be 

different, better I hope. They won't make poison-gas anyway, and I question if they will have 

wars. I think we ought to shoot ourselves and give the rats their chance."  

Now that they had been made conscious of the rats, they did observe that they were decidedly 

bolder than they had been. Neill found a big one in the larder one night, but instead of scurrying 

off it arched its back and showed its teeth. Neill decided to withdraw with as much grace as he 

could. There was rat poison enough for the taking in many a chemist's shop but the children 

refused to use it on the ground that it was the sort of poison that burns out the animal's guts 

cruelly.  

"We fight fair", said Robert as he blew the head off a rat with a shot-gun.  

"I really don't think the rats will trouble us much", said Pyecraft. "After all they are an animal 

that is parasitic on man. They live on the rubbish man throws away."  

"Then why are we seeing more of them now?" asked David.  

"If you ask me", said the wise Gordon, "it is because the cats have taken to the woods and 

are living on birds mostly; and the dogs aren't bothering about rats when they can kill sheep and 

cattle and horses. Still, we can manage the rats. Now it would be different if there were lions 
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and tigers about. I suppose that all the wild animals in the Zoo will be dead from starvation by 

now, eh? Good thing for us, if yo ask me."  

"Now you come to mention it", said Jean, "I thought I heard a lion roar last night."  

There was an uncomfortable silence.  

"Impossible", said Betty uneasily.  

"Quite impossible", said Michael. "What do you say, David?"  

David looked vacantly at the wall.  

"They can't have come so far north yet", he said as if speaking to himself.  

"What do you mean?" they all cried at once, and David blushed red and looked at Pyecraft.  

"What's the mystery?" asked Neill impatiently.  

"You tell them, Pyecraft", said David nervously.  

Pyecraft laughed guiltily.  

"It was a secret between David and me. You remember when we flew to London to get the 

machine-guns? Well, when we got there we heard dreadful hungry cries coming from the Zoo, 

and David's tender heart was touched. 'We can't let them die of starvation like that', he said 

tearfully; 'we must let them free to find food for themselves.' I tried to reason with him, but he 

was adamant, so what could I do but let him have his way. I left him at the Zoo while I fetched 

the guns from Woolwich."  

Neill glared at David.  

"Do you mean to tell us that you deliberately let the wild animals loose?" he demanded.  

"I did", said David defiantly.  

"Lovely", breathed Betty.  

"Spiffing!" chuckled Bunny.  

"But how did you manage it without getting eaten up?" asked Jean.  

David smiled and his eyes took a far-away look.  

"It took a bit of doing", he said proudly. "When I went near the cages the starved brutes leapt 

at the bars, and I thought that the tigers would break through. I went to the main office and got 

a ball of string and a box of three-inch nails. Then I cut off long length, tied a nail to one end, 

took the pins out of the latches and stuck the nails in. When Pyecraft brought back the airship, 

I got in with my bundle of string ends, and when the ship rose it drew out all the nails and the 

gates simply needed to be pushed against to open. That of course was only the wild animals; 

the giraffes and deer and that kind I had let out by hand. Poor brutes, I fear the lions and tigers 

ate a few of them."  

The others had listened with bated breath to this account of adventure.  
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"I propose that David be shot", said Neill earnestly.  

"Shot?" cried Michael with delight. "Shot? Shot for giving us the chance to have a jungle of 

our own in England? I think we ought to give him a medal."  

The other fools agreed with Michael, and Neill went upstairs miserable to bed. And...  

 

TO BE CONTINUED. 
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Discussion 

"That bit about me letting the animals at the zoo is a bit far-fetched", said David critically. 

"Cages don't have latches with pins in them."  

"They ought to have", said I.  

"And the dogs wouldn't get into packs", said Robert; "at least, not for quite a long time, and 

certainly the little dogs wouldn't join with the big ones. Foxes and wolverines never join up 

with wolves. No, Neill, not good enough."  

"Ah", I remarked, "you haven't studied dialectic materialism."  

"What has that got to do with dogs?"  

I smiled knowingly.  

"You don't know what Marx said about barks, evidently", I said.  

Robert looked at me as if I was a bad cheese. 

"You always fool when you can't defend yourself", he said angrily. "And I know you are 

wrong about the rats."  

"I could a tail unfold", I began, but Jean interrupted me.  

"I think it very silly to stay on at Summerhill if we are the last people alive. I want to go to 

London and take things from all the shops there. We could stay in Buckingham Palace and go 

to all the picture-houses, and --"  

"Picture-houses?" I asked with raised eyebrows.  

"Oh", said Jean, "I forgot. Of course not; there would be nobody to make the film thing go."  

"And no electricity", said Michael. "Still, it would be good fun to go to London. Do take us 

to London, Neill."  

"Perhaps", I said -- "perhaps next time we shall go to London."  
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CHAPTER 3 

It was Jean who first saw the tiger. She had gone out alone to Snowden's farm to gather eggs.  

"I heard a funny sort of growl in the cattle run", she said breathlessly, "and I thought it was 

one of the dogs, and when I looked I saw a great big cat, and it was eating one of the cows. All 

messy like, with blood dripping from its mouth. I just ran like blazes all the way back."  

"Bet it was an ordinary cat", said Robert.  

"It had stripes", said Jean, "and it was big as a horse."  

"I don't believe it anyway", said David, "but I'm not going out of the house to-day."  

Pyecraft saw the tiger and its mate next day, and everyone spent the day carting statues from 

the town to make a barricade. Michael discovered a new method.  

"Best if we take all their legs and use them as legs, then lay the bodies across them like this. 

The arms are best like this - shoring the lot up."  

"Yes", said Neill, "but what about this heap of heads?"  

Michael had no idea what to do with the heads, but Bunny solved the problem by using them 

as hand-grenades during the first attack.  

Gordon suggested filling the heads with gun-powder or T.N.T., but the sentiment of the party 

was against this idea.  

"Pity to waste emptiness", sighed Gordon, as he studied the heads of the local council.  

The stockade was rather fun. There was really no necessity to man it by night, for in the 

house they were safe from all animals, but the call of adventure gripped them, and at night one 

could see sentries pacing up and down behind the wall of Leiston citizens. But the tigers did 

not attack. There was an attack one night and Robert swore he had killed three tigers and a lion, 

Bunny two elephants, Evelyn six leopards, and Betty ten crocodiles. In the morning, they found 

three dead sheep. Snowden's sheep had been alarmed by a dog and had stampeded blindly into 

the stockade. After that, when the children were a nuisance, Neill looked at them very hard and 

said: "Stockade." It always silenced them.  

A wave of discontent passed over the group.  

Said Neill to Pyecraft: "What's up with them? They look fed up with something. What is it?"  

"They are fed up with being here", said Pyecraft. "They need a change. If we flew them to 

London it would cheer them up for a bit."  

So when Neill proposed that they should visit London they all welcomed the idea 

boisterously. They crowded into the airship and in half an hour were looking down on St. Paul's. 

At Jean's suggestion Pyecraft brought the ship down in front of Buckingham Palace, and at once 
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they all rushed in to see what a stone king looked like. They couldn't find him, and then Gordon 

recalled reading that he had been on a yachting cruise off the coast of Ireland.  

"All the better", said David; "for we'd have had to park him if we wanted his room, and it 

would feel disloyal to park a king, wouldn't it?"  

"His head might fall off, like Corkie's", said Betty.  

"Or like Charles the Second's", said David, who had been taught history by Neill.  

They loved the Palace. The Life Guards had been paraded at the entrance when the cloud 

came, and there they stood at attention, a straight, erect line of stone manhood. Robert grinned 

and gave the sergeant at the end a mighty shove, and the line did a graceful topple over all the 

way down. The children laughed uproariously, and thought it so great fun that they went out 

into the streets and toppled over all the cinema and theatre queues. Michael was lucky enough 

to find a line of policemen in Oxford Street, and he duly pushed them over sideways.  

The House Of Commons interested them a lot. The Prime Minister had been delivering a 

speech about leaving no alley unexplored and no stone unturned when the cloud came. Neill 

satisfied a life long wish by making a speech telling the members what he thought about them 

and their misgovernment. Then Michael, who is a bit of a Bolshie, spent ten minutes throwing 

Cabinet Ministers' heads about.  

"They are so light", he exclaimed; but it took both his hands to shy Lloyd George's head at 

Winston Churchill. It was all good clean fun, as Pyecraft put it. But it left the house in a bit of 

a mess.  

The next objective of the children was the shops. Neill went to Buck & Ryan's and took all 

the lovely tools he had wanted to have, but Pyecraft informed him kindly but firmly that he 

refused to clutter up the airship with seven lathes, four shaping machines, and three tons of 

miscellaneous tools. The boys at once made for the gun shops, and then for the toy departments 

of Gamage's and Selfridge's. Evelyn went to the H.M.V. shop and sat all afternoon playing 

records on a spring-driven grammophone. The radiograms, of course, were useless without 

current, but later she found a radiogram that ran on batteries. Betty did the fashion shops of 

Bond Street, and appeared in the evening wearing three diamond necklaces, five tiaras (all at 

once), and an assortment of jewelled wristlet watches. Jean stayed in a chocolate shop most of 

the afternoon, and had to be carried home to the Palace. Pyecraft and Neill finished their tour 

in the Ritz wine cellar. They musically informed Bunny, who had come to look for them, that 

they would not be home till morning.  

Visiting shops took some days. There was so much to take, so much more to wish that one 

could carry. Every boy had a multi-bladed knife, a few knuckledusters, scores of marbles, to 
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say nothing of sundry whips and daggers and swords. The girls had heaps of grammophone 

records and boxes of lipstick and stacks of gold jewellery. Neill had twohundredweight baccy 

from Dunhills, and Pyecraft...now, that's funny, but Pyecraft was the only one who did not take 

anything. Gordon asked him why.  

"That's an easy one", he smiled. "I was a millionaire and anything I wanted I could buy."  

"And did you buy it", asked Gordon.  

Pyecraft considered for a moment.  

"Now I come to think of it, I didn't", he said. "I had all the money but I never seemed to think 

to want to buy anything with it."  

It must be remembered that the streets in London were far from normal. It was not easy to 

make one's way along in a maze of taxi smashes and stone crowds. Motoring was out of the 

question. A few stray dogs were about, but there was not sign of Zoo animals. They visited the 

Zoo and found only a few monkeys and reptiles. Bare bones showed that the beasts of prey had 

made a way with many of the running kind of animals.  
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"Wouldn't you kids care to visit you homes", asked Neill one night as he reclined in the 

throne.  

Gordon, who trying on the crown, looked up.  

"That's an idea", he said interested.  

He went home next day and returned at night.  

"How were the old folks", asked Neill.  

"They didn't give me much of a welcome", grinned Gordon.  

"Oh!"  

"Mother wasn't there", he said, "but father was in the garden. There is one good thing about 

this cloud business: no need to waste money on tombstones. All you do is to plant a chap in his 

garden and he is his own tombstone."  

The children refused to leave London in spite of the arguments of Neill and Pyecraft. The 

men were talking in the bar of the Criterion.  

"I don't like the look of the kids", said Pyecraft.  

"They are so pale and sickly looking."  

"Vitamin starvation", said Neill.  

"No fresh greens or fruit: vitamin C deficiency. We should take them back to the country."  

"But they won't come", protested Pyecraft.  

"In that case", said Neill jokingly, "it would be better to bump them off, for rather a quick 

death than a lingering death from some deficiency disease. We'll give them to the end of the 

week, and if they refuse to come...we'll use a machine-gun on them", and they both laughed.  

Little did they know that David and Bunny were listening behind a barrel of rum.  

As they made their zigzag way back to the Palace a shot whizzed by their heads.  

"These silly asses playing with rifles", muttered Neill, but as they approached the Palace 

they were challenged by the voice of David.  

"Who goes there?"  

"Friends."  

"What friends?"  

"Pyecraft and Neill."  

The answer came sharp and clear.  

"Traitors! You were overheard in the Criterion bar. Give it them, boys", and a volley rang 

out. The two men fled, and dodging behind a stone company of the Dorsets they made their 

escape. The war had begun.  
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The men decided to make the Tower of London their headquarters. There they knew would 

be arms enough and to spare.  

"Outnumbered", said Pyecraft, "we must rely on our brains. We must first of all a barricade 

of beefeaters, and one of us will always have to be awake."  

"Don't worry", said Neill, "they'll soon forget about us with all the shops to raid. They are 

only playing at war; they want excitement, that's all."  

Pyecraft went out to reconnoitre and when he returned he said: "I got quite a start as I was 

coming into the yard. A small Grenadier stone trumpeter stood with trumpet to lips, and as I 

passed I could have sworn that the trumpet made a toot."  

"Nerves", said Neill. "You are jumpy. Let's go and have a look at your trumpeter", and they 

went out into the yard. The trumpeter was not there, but on the ground lay his scarlet uniform 

and trumpet. They were staring at these in consternation when they heard Michael's voice 

behind the wall. He was speaking to Robert.  

"Great idea that of yours - pretending to be a stone bugler", he was saying. "Not only for 

spying, but it makes them nervy."  

Neill spent the afternoon bashing innocent stone bugler boys over the head with a hammer. 

Next morning the courtyard was filled with queer figures. The children had raided Madame 

Tussaud's and had brought the entire population of the Chamber of Horrors, and set them up in 

rows. The men looked out, and the horrible leer of Crippen met their gaze. Charles Peace stood 

beside Crippen.  

"Hell!" cried Pyecraft in terror. "Their heads are moving!"  

They were unaware that the inventive David was behind the wall pulling strings.  

"It's a rotten beastly way to wage war", said Neill passionately. "It isn't war; it is barbarism."  

"Who began it?" asked a Cupid over a fountain, and Betty dropped her bow and arrow and 

scuttled over the wall.  

Soon the two men were almost distraught: they saw an enemy in every stone policeman and 

death in every servant girl.  

"We must get out of this", said Neill. "Let's take to the river", and at the dead of night they 

carried their machine-guns to a motor boat and drifted down the river. They dared not start the 

motor for fear of betraying their escape. They anchored of Chatham and spent a sleepless night. 

In the morning they saw that the Hood was anchored close by.  

"It's tragic to see a ship like that", said Pyecraft. "Look at it, the biggest battleship afloat, and 

what is it to-day? A grave of stone sailor."  
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"Ses you", said Bunny, and a fifteen-inch gun boomed. The shell crashed in Hammersmith 

Broadway, for the only range that Bunny knew about was the kitchen one. The children 

appeared on the Hood bridge with hand-grenades, and if a typical London fog had not 

descended at that moment this story would have lost its two heroes. But in the fog they got 

away.  

"If we go to Buckingham Palace they will never think of looking there", said Neill.  

"Good idea", said Pyecraft, "but we'll make ourselves doubly safe by putting on policemen's 

uniform, so that if they come we simply stand like stone statues."  

The plan had to be modified because there was no policeman's uniform large enough to fit 

Pyecraft, but in the War Office they found many Major-Generals of Pyecraft's figure. Neill put 

on a policeman's uniform and helmet.  

They had lunch in the King's private room, and they were just about to clear away when they 

heard footsteps. They jumped up and took positions on the floor. Neill took up a policeman's 

attitude, and Pyecraft bent down as if picking up a piece of paper. The children entered.  

"Hullo", said Jean, "what's been happening here?"  

"They've come and sneaked our grub", said Evelyn. "They must be in the house, for the 

coffee is steaming. Come on, let's search." They all rushed from the room.  

"What fools we were!" said Neill; "we ought to have made for the airship."  

"Too late", said Pyecraft, "here they come again."  

They were evidently puzzled. David looked idly round the room.  

"That's funny."  

"What is?" asked Jean.  

"Look at that bobby", said David, "holding up the traffic with his hand in the king's room."  

"Habit", said Gordon. And then Pyecraft sneezed. The fight was sharp and short, and soon 

the two men were bound hand and foot, while the children considered what to do with tem.  

"Traitors should die", said Michael pleasantly.  

"We are all agreed about that", said Bunny, "but the point is how?"  

"They are usually shot", suggested Betty, who liked war stories.  

"No", said Robert; "there is the army way. We take off their ropes and leave a revolver by 

their side. We go out and they take the path of honour."  

This plan they carried out, and Neill and Pyecraft were left with an army revolver on the 

table beside them. "Après vowse", said Neill in his excellent Parisian accent.  
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"Don't be silly", said Pyecraft. "Why should we shoot ourselves? Much better to fire two 

shots: they will think we have bumped ourselves off: they come running...and we say, Stick 'em 

up!"  

"Excellent!" cried Neill, and he pulled the trigger. The rod roared twice, and the children 

came bursting in.  

"Stick 'em up!" said Neill grimly.  

They kept their arms by their sides.  

"Stick 'em up or I fire!"  

They made no movement. Neill pulled the trigger: there was an empty click...and the children 

burst into loud laughter.  

"To think that we'd be fools enough to give you more than two cartridges!" cried David; then 

his face darkened. "You unutterable traitors", he said tensely, "there is nothing for you but 

torture. To the Tower and the thumb-screws!" he cried.  

Evelyn had been toying with the radio, turning the knobs absent-mindedly. Suddenly from 

the radio came a deep voice.  

"Achtung, achtung, achtung. Hier Deutschlandsender. Achtung."  

"German!" gasped Robert. "We aren't the only ones left alive. What does it mean, Neill?"  

"A prisoner condemned to torture and death does not oblige his executioners", he said with 

dignity.  

The children whispered together. Then Michael stepped forward.  

"We offer you both a free pardon if you will tell us what it means", he said.  

Neill shook his head.  

"Not enough", he said firmly: "There is the question of war guilt. We did not begin the war."  

"Oh, you big liar", said Evelyn angrily; "you were going to bump us off."  

"A joke", said Neill, "and we are anxious about your health."  

Robert sighed.  

"I guess that we will all have to be anxious abouth our health now, since there are German 

blokes alive. They may want to conquer the whole world, seeing they are Germans. What did 

he say, Neill?"  

"Nothing much. Achtung means 'Attention' - 'attention, here is a German radio sender.' But 

it didn't say where."  

"I don't like this", complained Betty. "No one has any right to be the last ones alive. It's our 

world." And the others fervently agreed with her.  

"Seems to me", said David slowly, "that it's up to us to fly to Germany and find these chaps."  
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"And when you have found them?" asked Pyecraft.  

"Ah!" said David non-committally.  

That is the end of this chapter, and next time we shall go to Germany.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED. 
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Discussion 

"Too overdone", was Robert's criticism. "Silly also all that bit about us and the Tower. How 

could we get the Hood to go without steam and stokers? I say that a story must be true to life."  

"I always think it's true when Neill is telling it", said the less critical Evelyn.  

"I agree with Robert", said Michael. "How could we take the wax figures from Tussaud's to 

the Tower when the streets were blocked with cars and people?"  

"Underground, change at Charing Cross", said I.  

"No trains running", crowed Michael.  

I paused to consider this.  

"You walked underground along the rails with torches."  

"No", said Michael with decision; "no, the trains would all have smashed and blocked the 

line when the cloud came."  

I smiled knowingly.  

"That", said I, "only goes to show how little you know of science. The cloud was not much 

heavier than air, so that it sank into the underground shafts rather gradually, giving the drivers 

time to feel queer and draw up at the stations."  

"You can't trip up old Neill", said Bunny. "But I didn't care much for the bit about being in 

London. I want to fight lions and tigers, and it is silly to fight with you and Pyecraft when there 

are so few of us left alive."  

Betty pulled my sleeve.  

"Look here, Neill, when you tell a story tell it properly. You said that when I burned the 

White Horse you never forgave me and that you had your revenge later."  

"Revenge", I said, "sometimes waits a long time, Betty. Beware!"  
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CHAPTER 4 

They flew over to Germany.  

Said Pyecraft: "The chances are that the airports, for any survivor must have been above the 

cloud, as we were," so they went to Hamburg, Berlin, Dresden, Munich, but every town was 

dead.  

"I'm getting tired of looking down at Germans with stone Heil Hitler arms," said Betty. "I 

vote we go home again."  

"Maybe," said David,"some of them were climbing a mountain in Germany, Neill?"  

Neill told him, but David failed to find Everest on the map of Germany.  

"But there's one here that looks high," he said poring over the map; "the Zug-something."  

"The Zugspitze," nodded Pyecraft; "we might try it," and then turned the nose of the airship 

to the Bavarian Alps. When they came over the Zugspitze all glasses were concentrated on the 

mountain side.  

"Look!" cried Bunny suddenly, "is that someone waving a Nazi flag?" It was.  

Neill took the speaking trumpet and in his best German shouted to the man below to come 

down to the level, for the airship could not ground on the mountain side. The man began to run 

downhill, and when they had come to earth he came panting towards them. All stared at the 

man. He was in rags, and his unshaven face gave him the appearance of a wild man of the 

woods. Gordon instinctively and unconsciously fingered his gat. The German tried to speak, 

but his words were incoherent. Pyecraft gave him a stiff glass of brandy and colour began to 

come into his cheeks and life into his eyes.  

"The poor man", murmured Evelyn, almost in tears.  

The German looked at her quickly and a smile came to his face.  

"Englisch?" he said. "Gut, I speak a leetle Englisch, by dam I am, not true?" and when the 

children laughed he laughed with them. He began to tell his story. His name was Fritz 

Apfelkuchen and his age fifty-two. He was a radio engineer, and had been sent to the summit 

of the mountain to try experiments with a new portable broadcasting apparatus. Thus he had 

escaped the destroying cloud. He had been completely bewildered, for he had not noticed the 

green cloud, and when he came down the mountain again and found everyone turned into stone 

he had concluded that he was mad. He listened to the children's explanation of the petrifying 

cloud in amazement. The death of humanity did not seem to worry him.  

"Wot I likes not is that I can send not radio messes", he said sadly.  
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"Messages", corrected Neill kindly. "Messes are the things that Michael makes of radio. 

What do you intend to do? You can't live in Germany alone. You had better come back to 

England with us."  

Fritz shook his head.  

"Nein", he said, "das kann ich nicht. Ich bin Deutscher. No, Germany is my home and I must 

here stay. But we can speak to us another on the radio, not?"  

"H'm", murmured Neill, "but the trouble is that none of us know anything about radio. We 

couldn't send you messages."  

"Speak for yourself", said Gordon, and the other boys growled agreement with this 

sentiment.  

Pyecraft said: "The best thing is for Fritz to give the boys a few lessons on transmitting", and 

this was agreed to. They flew to Berlin, and in the radio lab there Fritz constructed a simple 

transmitting set which they were to take to England. It could be run off car batteries and was 

powerful enough to communicate with Germany.  

"I votes we go back to the school", proposed Jean, and they all agreed.  

They were all glad to see the old place again, even if it did look rather neglected and 

uninviting. It had been a hot summer and grass was everywhere. The gravel paths were green, 

and even on the tarred roads green patches were appearing. Chad's beard had withered and 

dropped off, but Evelyn made a beard of hay and tied it on, but the rats got it next day. The rats 

had taken possession of the house, and it was evident that they resented the return of the humans. 

They looked sleek and fat, and the children wondered where and how they were feeding. They 

soon knew, for the skeletons of pigs and cows and horses told the grim story.  

"If you ask me", said Robert gloomily, "when they exhaust the supply of animals they'll go 

for us."  

"I can't think of a more ghastly death than being eaten in instalments by rats", said Pyecraft, 

and the girls shivered and shrank.  

"I know", said Gordon suddenly.  

"You know what?"  

"How to beat the rats. We'll collect all the terrier dogs we can and make them into a 

bodyguard."  

"An excellent idea", said Neill, "but how are you going to collect them? By now they are 

running in packs like wolves, and if you did catch a few how do you know they wouldn't ignore 

the rats and have a feast on us?"  

"We could take their puppies", said Jean, "and train them to fight the rats."  
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The idea seemed to be the only feasible one, and the company became a sort of trappers' 

association. The terrier pack was led by the Alsatian, and its ferocity was terrible. The pack had 

attacked one of the Zoo lions and after a whole-day battle had dragged it to earth and killed it. 

The carcase lay rotting by Theberton village.  

"On foot", declared David, "we can't do it. We must be mounted. We must get horses."  

But here there was a difficulty, for very few horses were left. Most of them had been penned 

in fields and, being unable to get away, had fallen easy victims to the dogs. Neill suggested 

going to the Scottish moors, where no doubt horses had survived because of their freedom of 

flight, but, as Bunny said, even if they caught them how were they to bring them to Leiston? 

They couldn't easily convey horses by airship.  

"True", said Neill, "but what about shipping them from a Scots port?"  

The plan seemed worth trying, and they flew to the Scots moors. There they found horses 

running about in large droves - wild horses with flying manes.  

"Now for fun!" cried the boys exultantly.  

"Fun", said Neill quietly, "is hardly the word. Do you see that other drove coming over the 

brow of that hill? Highland cattle, Skibs, led by bulls. Look out! They are going to charge!"  

There was a rush for the airship, and they just managed to get clear of the heather when the 

leading bull rushed at them.  

"Give them a bomb!" yelled Bunny, but the girls told him he was a murderer, and it was just 

silly and rotten to kill such lovely animals.  

"Lovely?" said David as he looked over the side at the bulls pawing the ground and snorting. 

"Shouldn't care much to be a Spanish bullfighter, would you, Neill?"  

"Not much", said Neill hastily, "but an idea has suddenly come to me. Last night, you may 

remember, Michael was telling us the theory of bullfighting, how that the whole art was to make 

the bull charge the red rag and not the matador. I propose that Michael now follows up his 

theory with a practical demonstration."  

Michael smiled in a sickly sort of fashion.  

"Funny, aren't you? I was talking about one bull in a bullring, not a few hundred bulls on a 

Scots heath."  

"We might find a single bull somewhere", said Neill helpfully.  

By this time they had flown away from the herd.  

"Look, down there", pointed Gordon, "isn't that a bull all by itself?"  

"It's a sheep", said Michael hastily.  
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"No", said Neill, "it's a bull. Give Michael his toreador's sword and we'll lower him with the 

rope ladder."  

Michael glared at Neill with hatred in his eyes.  

"It isn't the same thing", he said. "In Spain the bull is first made tired by goring horses and 

getting darts into it, and then, when it is just about done out, the matador kills it. That bull is 

fresh and, without a horse, it would be certain death."  

Neill looked at him hard.  

"Theory is all right", he said, "but when it comes to practice - "  

Michael jumped up. "Give me that Bolshie flag and my sword", he shouted. "I'll show you 

if I am a coward or not", and he swung out and down the rope ladder. All gasped.  

"You idiot, Neill!" cried David. "You are driving him to his death."  

"Better death than dishonour", said Neill. "But we shall miss him. He was a pleasant 

companion."  
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Michael reached the ground, and signalled for the rope ladder to be drawn up. He stood there 

alone, his lips set firm, his eye on the bull. The bull looked up and gave a tiny snort; then it 

went on eating grass. Michael took a step forward and waved his red flag. The bull gave two 

snorts and then let out a tremendous bellow. Michael paled, but he took another step forward. 

Then the bull rushed at him.  

"Great!" said Pyecraft. "Did you see how he put out the flag at the moment of impact? See 

how he stepped aside and let the bull miss him by a hair's breadth?"  

The bull, now angry, turned suddenly in its tracks, and again made straight for Michael. Its 

left horn tore the seat out of Michael's pants, and this was the luckiest thing that could have 

happened, for the trouser seat stuck on the horn and kept flapping in front of the brute's eyes, 

so that he could not see his enemy properly. This, of course enraged him more than ever. He 

pawed the ground viciously, and made short, sharp rushes. He had brains, that bull had: the 

Spanish ring bull is just learning that his enemy is the man, not the rag, when he meets his death, 

and that is why a bull is never allowed to enter the ring again if he happens to survive one fight. 

He has learned his lesson and would never be tricked by the red rag again. This Skibo bull 

learned his lesson after the second charge. He ignored the red rag and made straight for Michael 

every time. The boys had their automatics trained on the bull in case Michael should fail, but 

Michael did not know this: indeed, he was very indignant when he learned it later.  

Both combatants were becoming exhausted. Sweat was pouring off them both. Suddenly the 

bull caught him and tossed him high into the air, but Michael fell astride the bull's back, and 

the brute went careering round in circles coming down hard on its front feet, trying to throw 

him as steers do in rodeos. Michael waved his hat and shouted: Whoopee! Then he was thrown 

off and lay still. A gasp of horror went through the occupants of the airship when the bull 

charged the prostrate figure, but the gasp changed to a cheer when they saw him point his sword 

at the charging bull. There was a flash of steel, a crash of carcase, and a red stream dyed the 

heather. He had got it right through the heart. Then Michael fainted.  

Everyone, even Neill, said that Michael had fought very cleverly and bravely, and Michael 

modestly said that it was luck rather than skill, but of course he knew he was lying.  

"Very pleasant interlude", said Pyecraft, "but our business here is to catch wild horses. My 

idea is that we find a drove of them, bring the ship down just above their heads, and shoo them 

before us till we get them into a glen where they can't escape. We'll separate them from the 

cattle this way."  

Everyone agreed that this seemed a good method, and they duly shooed a drove into a glen 

between two mountains. The top of the glen ended in high rocks, and it was evident that there 
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was no escape that way. The drove was a large one, round about three hundred horses. Pyecraft, 

who had been a cowboy many years before, showed them how to use a lasso, and they practised 

on two stone shepherds they found nearby. Pyecraft showed them the sudden jerk which took 

off their heads each time, and soon the children were adapts at the game. The horses had at first 

been terror-struck, for many of them had never seen a human being, but they became 

accustomed to seeing the children practising daily with the ropes, and they went on grazing 

quietly.  

Well, there is not much left to tell. They lassoed nine horses, one for each, but it was evident 

that no single horse could carry Pyecraft, and Betty suggested they wait till they went back and 

tried to lasso an elephant for him. It wasn't easy to manage the horses. When caught they kicked 

and struggled, but finally they got them all tied together and with a thick rope to the airship, 

and flying a few feet above the ground they brought them to the sea. There was a boat in the 

harbour at Buckie, and they got the horses on board. Neill and Pyecraft agreed to take the airship 

home, while the children brought the horses by boat to Sizewell.  

"Are you sure that you can sail a boat?" asked Neill doubtfully.  

"Of course", they replied indignantly.  

"But is it the right course?" asked Neill, and they looked at him in disdain and made no reply.  

As the two men flew southwards Neill remarked: "I'm worried about these kids. They know 

nothing about steering a course, nothing about rocks and things, and the lights of lightships and 

lighthouses are all extinguished long ago. We really ought not to have let them go alone."  

"They'll come through all right", said Pyecraft calmly.  

Meanwhile the boat was still in harbour, for it had to be provisioned for man and beast. The 

children had no very clear ideas about animal fodder, and had to use the method of trial and 

error. Evelyn tried one horse with a tin of sardines without result. Betty cooked a nice dinner in 

the ship's galley - tinned tomatoes, bully beef, cooked carrots, all followed by a custard pudding. 

It smelt good, and Betty was much surprised when her horse sniffed at it and then looked the 

other way.  

"All I know about horses is that they eat grass", said Jean, "but we can't bring a field of grass 

on a ship, can we?"  

"Maybe they will eat hay", suggested David, and he raided a haystack. The results were 

good, and they spent the day carting hay.  

Having settled the provision question they turned their attention to the mechanism of the 

ship. It was a ship of a thousand tons with steam engines. Obviously someone must light the 

fires and stoke up, and this the boys did with vigour. The girls arranged the provisions and took 
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charge of the galley. It took a long time to get up steam, and then came the question of steering. 

By vote they elected Robert captain, on the ground that his uncle knew a man who had a brother 

who was captain of a liner, so Robert put on a sou'wester and paced the bridge. He was very 

proud of himself and uttered strange sounds.  

"Land ahoy", he shouted. "Man the mizzen bulwarks. Weigh the anchor."  

"The only scales here are fish ones", grinned Gordon, who was swabbing the deck, and the 

captain told him not to use mutinous language. Strange how a bridge makes one dignified and 

apart.  

"Cast off!" ordered the captain, and they cast off their jackets. Chief Engineer David stood 

by the engines.  

"Full speed ahead", signalled the captain, and David drew a lever. The ship ran backwards 

into the jetty, and there was a long and acrimonious telephonic conversation between the bridge 

and the engine-room. Betty said that the horses shouldn't hear such language. Robert kept 

signalling, and by trying all the levers David managed to pile the ship up on a sandbank: then 

while they waited for full tide they had a meeting and appointed a new captain and a new chief 

engineer. Bunny took over the bridge and Gordon the engines.  

At full tide they managed to get clear of the harbour, and they steamed out into the open sea. 

The captain set a course due south, and the engines thudded their way through a calm sea, and 

the crew slept the sleep of the carefree. Jean took over the bridge while Bunny had breakfast 

and a nap. "But", he impressed on her, "stick to the course."  

"Ay, ay, sir", she said and saluted, and Bunny gave her a gracious smile.  

It was a lovely voyage. The horses munched their hay, and the children busied themselves 

with the ship. Stoking was a fag, and often the ship would stop because the steam gave out. 

Bunny took the bridge again. "Newcastle", he said airily, waving his hand towards a town on 

shore.  

"I didn't know that Newcastle had mountains and woods behind it", said Robert, who was 

really jealous of Bunny's captainship.  

"That", said Bunny in superior tones, "is because you didn't attend the Geography lessons 

enough, me lad."  

"Oo", shivered Jean, "but it is cold, and going south should be warmer."  

"That`s a ridge of high pressure coming from Iceland", said Bunny.  

Then Robert saw snow on land.  

"Funny thing to me", he said, "but if we are going south how comes it that we see snow in 

October? I propose we sail into that town in the distance and see what it is."  
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"Scarborough", said Bunny with a frown. "I know where I am going", but the others insisted 

on going in to see, and they slowly steamed into port.  

"BERGENS FISKEBOLLER", spelled out Robert. "Good lord, the fool has brought us to 

Holland."  

"Sweden", corrected Betty; "no wonder it was cold. I votes we get a new captain." And they 

elected Evelyn who at once turned direction south. They sailed all night and in the morning 

found themselves in Bergen again, so they made Betty captain. Betty was a good captain, and 

she took them south right enough.  

"We've been steaming for a week now", said Gordon, "and we ought to be near Sizewell. 

There is no land to be seen. And the glass is falling and I don't like it. Betty can't manage a boat 

in a storm." 

The storm broke, and the ship plunged and creaked alarmingly. Betty had to lash herself to 

the bridge. The poor horses were terror-struck and very sick. The whole crew was sick, but 

sickness or no sickness the fires had to be kept going.  

"We'll have to heave-to." said Bunny.  

"Heave two what?" asked Betty.  

"I don't know", said Bunny, "but in a storm you always heave-to."  

"I'm heaving enough", said Evelyn, who indeed was very sick. It was a dreadful night, and 

again and again they thought their last moment had come. The storm lasted for three days and 

then it began to die down. Soon the sun shone, and they sailed on a calm green sea.  

"Nice and warm", remarked Jean as she sunned herself on the deck.  

That night they dropped anchor in Barcelona.  

"We must have slipped through the straits of Gibraltar in the night", said Robert. "I votes we 

fire the captain and let me have a go again." And they did, and Robert steered them easily to 

Gibraltar, and out into the Atlantic, and then they ran out of coal. Then they suddenly 

remembered that they had wireless and they sent out an S.O.S. And luckily enough Neill picked 

it up.  

"Where are you?" he asked.  

"On the sea. We've got no coal and very little grub."  

"Yes", said Neill, "I know you are on the sea, but where? Are you still on the coast of 

Scotland?"  

"I don't think so", said David, who was doing the transmitting. "We came to Barcelona by 

mistake."  

"Barcelona?" said Neill. "Barcelona? What the devil are you doing there?"  
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"We passed Gib. two days ago", said David. "But", said Neill, "it's all very simple. When a 

ship is sinking it wirelesses its exact position. What is your exact position?"  

"I don't exactly know", said David, "but there's a big ship lying on our left and some flying 

fishes on the right, and -- "  

"What's your latitude and longitude, you fool?"  

"What are they?" asked David. 

"I don't know", said Neill. "Every ship carries them. Look in the captain's locker. Hullo, do 

you hear me? Hullo! Hullo!"  

But the ship's batteries had run down. Neill looked at Pyecraft. "We've got to find them", he 

said.  

Well, to cut a long story short, they found them, and they towed the ship over to a stone-

crewed White Star liner, from which they filled their bunkers and got food and fodder. Then, 

with the airship guiding them, they eventually reached Sizewell beach. The ship couldn't come 

in because of her draught, and the children were taken ashore by airship, while the horses were 

brought in next day. The boys rowed out in boats and made the horses swim ashore.  

And the next chapter will tell how they broke-in the horses.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED. 
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Discussion 

"Thanks, Neill, for making me kill the bull", said Michael.  

"You couldn't have done it in real life", said Evelyn.  

"Not so sure", said Michael cockily, and he lifted the poker and made passes at a cushion.  

"I think that bit about the ship was just silly", said Robert. "As if we'd make mistakes like 

that. And anyone knows that heave-to means to shove her nose into the teeth of the gale and go 

dead slow."  

"I thought it meant heaving two things overboard to make the ship lighter", said Evelyn with 

a slight laugh.  

"I wish you hadn't brought in that German", said Bunny. "I want only us to be alive."  

"But he is a nice chap", put in Jean.  

"Nice or not nice, I don't care", said Bunny. "You have to kill him, Neill."  

David was thinking hard.  

"No need", he said. "He'll die off and then there will be no more, 'cos you see, he has no wife 

and there will be no children."  

"You've no wife either", said Jean.  

"No", said David, "but when we grow up...oh Lord, think of it, you chaps, there'll be no 

dames to marry but these three awful frumps."  

Robert looked at the girls dispassionately.  

"They are pretty awful, I admit, David; but, you see, if we don't marry them the human race 

will die out. The only hope is that Pyecraft will want to become a sultan and have a harem. That 

would settle it."  

Betty snorted.  

"If you are the only husbands for us the sooner the human race dies out the better. And Neill 

makes the boys do all the brave things and it isn't fair."  

"It isn't so much fun being the last people alive as I thought", said Jean. "You should make 

another cloud come home and make them all alive again, Neill."  

"Hard luck on Corks, who has no head", said Robert.  

"And Branwen, who is the cement bed of the workshop", giggled Evelyn. "No, don't let them 

come alive again. There are too many left alive already!" and she looked significantly at Robert, 

who put out his tongue at her.  

"There's one thing not good about the story", said Gordon, "and that is, there is no time."  

"Time for what?" I asked.  
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"No time. You don't say how long we have been left alive. You never say: On the tenth of 

August so and so happened."  

"Why should I? Time is marked by events. An hour of the toothache or listening to Evelyn's 

gramophone is a long, long time, but an hour at the cinema is a short time."  

"Oh", sighed Betty, "if only we could go to the cinema in the story."  

"Cinema", said David contemptuously, "when there are dogs to kill! Ass." 
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CHAPTER 5 

"Breaking-in horses", said Pyecraft, "is not easy. I don't know the English method, but in the 

Wild West we...but let me show you."  

The horses had been housed in various class-rooms, and Pyecraft took one out on a halter, 

tied a long rope to it, and in the centre of the hockey-field let it run round him. It did so, kicking 

up its heels wildly. When it had tired itself a little Pyecraft gradually shortened the rope, so that 

the circle became less and less. But as it got more and more excited, for not only did the 

unaccustomed rope offend it, but also its fear of man made it wild with terror. It tried to savage 

Pyecraft with its teeth, and he gave it a sharp rap over the nose with a switch. He went through 

the performance again and again patiently, and gradually the horse allowed itself to be drawn 

in meekly. Then Pyecraft put harness on it...he had to tie up one foot to keep it still...and he 

yoked the horse to a log of wood. Then there was the very devil to pay. It went careering down 

the field with the log bumping after it, and they could see that it was terror-struck, but again 

exhaustion brought quiet, and Pyecraft had it walking and pulling.  

"The next stage", said Pyecraft, "is to put a saddle on it and ride it. As you can see, I haven't 

the figure for this, but Neill will show you how this is done."  

Neill suddenly remembered that he had cementing to do, and went away hurriedly.  

"Just like him", sneered David, and then he was sorry he had spoken, for at the sound of his 

voice Pyecraft turned to him.  

"You show them, David."  

David rapidly wondered if Neill didn't require him to help mix the cement, but Betty looked 

at him hard, and David blushed.  

"Okay", he said, and he lifted the saddle and approached the steed. They had to trip the horse 

up and hold it down while David put the saddle on. Up it jumped, and the brave David jumped 

into the saddle...well, he leapt, but the saddle was not there. He reddened and set his teeth. He 

chased the horse round the field, caught it by the mane, and this time vaulted into the saddle. 

He was there for the thousandth part of a second, but he tried again. Sixteen times he was 

thrown, but finally he held on, and the brute careered round the field in four-foot jumps. It was 

great horsemanship, as Pyecraft said, and when finally David got the horse to trot round quietly 

there was a spontaneous cheer from the group. That did it, and David just escaped having his 

neck broken.  

David volunteered to break-in all the horses, but the others furiously rejected his offer. The 

girls showed themselves as efficient and as brave as the boys, and Jean even bet them by riding 
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her horse standing on her head on its bare back. The problem was Neill's horse. He refused to 

break it in on the ground that the horse was a noble animal and it was a crime to break its spirit. 

"Which means you funk it", said Bunny brutally.  

Neill laughed scornfully. "Any fool cold break-in a horse", he cried. "Too tame for me. Give 

me an elephant or a rhinoceros and I'll show you."  

"Easy to say that", said David, "when you know there aren't any near you. Are you going to 

break-in your horse or not."  

"No", said Neill. "I am a civilised being, and if you fools like to go chasing terriers on 

horseback, I hope you get a good day for it. And that's final."  

"I don't suppose you can help being a coward", said Michael sadly. "Something in your 

childhood likely, a fright or something like that. We pity you, but it's tiresome for us to be 

saddled with someone who doesn't pull his weight."  

"Pyecraft has weight enough for himself and me", said Neill.  

One morning the children lined up at the front door, their horses champing their bits noisily. 

Neill's horse, which Bunny had broken-in, was to be the packhorse for carrying the puppies 

home. The dog pack was known to be along Saxmundham way, and all looked forward to a 

pleasant run. Each child had revolver and sword and also a cane. They swung out of the front 

drive in a cloud of dust.  

Near Saxmundham they heard the noise of yapping and baying, and they came through a 

wood into a glade and found the pack attacking an old bull.  

"Now for it", whispered Robert. "While the old ones are attacking we get behind and snaffle 

the pups. Come on", and they rode forwards. It was easy work to lean down and lift the pups, 

and soon every child had a couple. Then it was that the pups squeaked, and the whole pack left 

the bull and attacked the riders.  

"Home!" shouted Michael, and led the way. They thundered through the wood. Suddenly 

there was a scream: they looked back in time to see the Alsatian leap on Jean and bring her to 

the ground. They wheeled and charged the snarling pack. "Swords, lads!" roared Robert, and 

they slashed their way into the centre. Jean was bleeding from a score of bites, and a large collie 

had her by the throat. "Biff!" said Gordon, and drove his sword through its throat.  
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His blow had been so terrific that he overbalanced and fell into the centre of open red mouths, 

and the Alsatian sprang at him. Gordon rammed the muzzle of his revolver into its mouth and 

pulled the trigger. The trigger jammed.  

Things were by this time serious. Six children against a pack of perhaps a hundred dogs. 

Two members unhorsed, and the horses of the others terrified and almost uncontrollable. The 

horses of Gordon and Jean had stampeded. The revolvers were emptied and each shot found its 

mark, but there was no time to reload. It had to be swords, and swords it was. David beheaded 

a great Dane with one blow. They tried to form a ring round their fallen comrades, but the 

danger from their horses' feet was too great.  
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"Dismount!" cried Robert, and he led the way. So there the valiant band stood slashing away 

like blazes. Some of them managed to reload and the shots kept the pack back, but only for a 

moment.  

"Oh, for a machine-gun", sighed Bunny.  

"It's strapped on the packhorse", said Gordon, but the packhorse was shivering under the 

trees a hundred yards away. David, who had seen Tom Mix in the films, put his fingers to his 

lips and whistled. The horse pricked its ears, nothing more, but the whistle awoke old memories 

in the dogs and they came charging. Suddenly Betty gripped Robert by the arm. "Look!", she 

said, and pointed. Neill was swinging along the trees from branch to branch like Tarzan. He 

reached the packhorse and quickly unstrapped the machine-gun.  

"Run for it!" he yelled, and they picked up Gordon and Jean and bolted. The dogs were so 

startled by this manoeuvre that they paused, and that pause was their death warrant, for the 

machine gun began to spit red death, and in a few moments the battle was over. The Alsatian 

lay dead on the field.  

It was a successful outing in one sense, but in another it failed, for they had to drop their 

puppies in the fight. Only two remained. They very soon took to domesticity, but awkwardly 

enough they had no hate of rats. They began to fraternise with them, and they romped and 

played games with them. The inventive Gordon solved the matter by making a wooden rat in 

the workshop with nails for teeth. Then he made it bite the dogs, and they got furious. That 

ended the fraternisation, and soon the house was clear of rats.  

It would be misleading to say that the chief interest of the group was fighting. They lived 

their lives very much as they used to do, and they asked Neill to give them lessons. Pyecraft 

and he sometimes went to play golf at Thorpeness, but that was difficult owing to long grass on 

the greens and whins in the fairway. However, as they had hundreds of new balls, they got 

accustomed to going round in 435 and losing sixty balls on the round. The professional had 

been on the first tee when he was turned to stone, and Neill felt so uncomfortable driving off 

under his stony eye that he carried him round to the other side of the clubhouse. But it was not 

the state of the course that made Neill find little plesure in a round. No, what troubled him was 

the fact that, every time he played the long 3.rd hole, he had to pass the statue of his friend 

Watson. He had always to blush and look the other way, for the cloud had caught Watson 

kicking his ball into a better lie.  

There were times when the children were sad.  

"It's my birthday to-day", sighed Evelyn, "and that's one of the rotten things of being left 

alive like this: there's nobody to send you presents."  
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"There are millions of presents in the shops", said Jean.  

"Yes", said Evelyn with a tear in her eye, "I know, but it isn't quite the same. And I miss the 

post. It's awful having no letters or telegrams."  

Pyecraft overheard her, and in the afternoon he went off in the airship to London and came 

back with several parcels. He slipped down to the post-office and put on the uniforms of three 

postmen and a telegraph boy, and came up to the school and knocked at the door. Then he 

handed to Michael, who answered the door, four large parcels addressed to Miss Evelyn 

Williams. Evelyn said it was the sweetest thing that had ever been done to her.  

One night they sat and talked about what they missed most. Neill said it made him miserable 

to have no electric power in his workshop, that he had to drive his lathes by foot power. The 

boys solved this problem by tried to solve the problem later by fixing up a Daimler engine in 

the shop...and then Neill complained that he had to crank it up and they threatened to take it 

away again.  

Pyecraft grumbled at the fact that there were no new books in the world, but the boys could 

see no disadvantage in this. Robert said he missed the comic papers a lot, and at Pyecraft's 

suggestion he flew to London and brought back an enormous bundle of old ones from Fleetway 

House. Gordon regretted that the university career he had planned for himself would never 

come off.  

"Make your own university", suggested Neill. "I'll be one of the professors if you like."  

"Pity", said Gordon, "that we didn't have a doctor among us. Suppose one of us falls ill. 

Suppose Betty took appendicitis. We couldn't operate, could we?"  

"I'd have a mighty good try", said David. "Do you know what I'd do? I'd get a hammer and 

chisel and chip open one of the staff and see where the appendix was."  

The others thought this a good idea, and next day they got hammers and chisels and began 

to study anatomy. Robert, after breaking three cold chisels on Eyre (the maths. master), gave 

up in disgust. The work was too hard, and soon the anatomical study ceased.  

"I miss the newspapers", said Michael. "It would be topping to have the Daily Worker every 

morning again. It's so dull not knowing what is happening in the world."  

"Is there anything happening?" asked Neill.  

"That reminds me", said David suddenly; "what about old Fritz? We haven't heard from him 

in a long time. Let's try to get him", and he made for the transmitter. Yes, he was there all right, 

but he was having a bad time. The wolves from te steppes of Russia had begun to come 

westwards seeking food, and he could hardly go out to look for food himself, they were so 

dangerous. They were prowling the streets of Berlin like pariah dogs, and he had to seek the 
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highest room in the new Air Ministry building. But it was the food question that troubled him 

most. The children were unanimous in voting that they should go to his assistance, and next 

morning the airship set out. They landed on the Air Ministry roof landing-stage, and saw Fritz's 

pleasant face grinning at them from a skylight. He was delighted to see them, and when he saw 

the food they had brought he wept with joy and kissed Betty, and Betty reddened and told him 

to behave himself. They tried to persuade him to join them, but he firmly refused. All he asked 

was that they should take him home to his native town of Murnau, and this they did that day. 

They stayed at his house that night, and the wolves howled around them all night.  

"We can't leave you here", said Pyecraft. "There are thousands of wolves around and you 

won't be able to get any food. Better come with us", but Fritz had a strong sense of patriotism 

and said he couldn't leave his beloved Deutschland. Michael suggested an alternative.  

"Look here", he said, "I tell you what. We'll build a great wall all round the town, one that 

wolves can't jump, and you can grow your own vegetables and keep a few hens and pigs and 

maybe a cow or two."  

Fritz smiled with gratitude, but said that with so few workers the scheme was impossible to 

carry out.  

"Is it?" said Michael. "Not a wall perhaps, but we could dig a deep trench with these big 

digging machines I saw outside the town."  

And they began next day to use the machines. It took them a month to finish the trench, but 

they finished it. It was twenty feet deep and twelve feet wide, and no animal could possibly leap 

over it.  

"The only danger", said Neill, "is that with rain the walls will fall in, also that rain will fill 

the trench and they can swim over it. And again in winter it will freeze and the animals can 

cross the ice."  

The children considered this. They felt that they had bitten off more than they could chew, 

and were tired of the whole business. Robert suggested running an electric live wire round the 

trench, since there was a large dynamo nearby driven by a rapid stream, and Fritz said that he 

could easily fit that up by himself. Feeling that they had done their duty nobly, they left for 

home next day, and Fritz, the Emperor of Murnau, stood in the centre of his small kingdom and 

waved them good-bye.  

"Quite a nice chap", said David, "but all the same I wish he wasn't alive too. We'll have to 

spend our time flying over to save him from wolves."  

"He'll be needing us to help him grow his spuds next", said Bunny.  
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"I say", said Betty suddenly. "Don't let's go back to Summerhill yet. We can get petrol 

anywhere. Let's go round the world just to see if there are any other people alive."  

"We don't want to find other people alive", growled David. "What do you say, Neill?"  

"Well", began Neill, "I don't agree with you, David. I find that the present company is 

beginning to get to my nerves a bit. One gets so tired of seeing the same faces and hearing the 

same fatuous conversation all the time. I want someone I can talk to about psychology or 

economics or even golf."  

"You have Pyecraft", said Gordon.  

Neill looked at Pyecraft as he lay asleep with his mouth open.  

"True", he said, "but you can't carry on much of a conversation with a man who is awake 

about half an hour a day. Besides, Pyecraft is a bloated capitalist and I am a Bolshie."  

"What's the good", asked Michael, "of talking about things like capitalism and communism 

now? Moscow's Five-Year-Plan and Hitler's Four-Year-Plan are nowhere now, just a few 

millions of stone blokes hanging about while the wolves rule Europe."  

"Some folks might say that the wolves were already trying to rule Europe", said Neill 

cryptically. "But don't you think we ought to have our own Five-Year-Plan?"  

"Thousand-year-plan more like", said Evelyn. "We don't need a plan. We have everything 

we need - food, clothes, toys, arms."  

Robert considered this.  

"Yes", he said, "yes, that is true, but will it be true when we grow up, when Neill and Pyecraft 

have died of old age? The clothes will all be rotten, and furniture will be worm-eaten, and if we 

don't produce our own food we'll starve. I am beginning to think that being the last people alive 

isn't going to be all beer and skittles. Take technical things. Not one of us could make a piece 

of cloth or glass or anything made of steel. We don't know how to make soap."  

"That", said David decisively, "does not matter."  

"It doesn't", said Robert quickly; "I shouldn't have brought in soap, but take other things. 

Which of us could make a bulb for an electric torch? Or a battery? Or cast the cylinders of a 

motor?"  

"In short", said Neill, "we are the wrong people left alive. A gang of ignorant, useless 

creatures who don't know enough to start a new world civilisation."  

"We can study technical books", said Gordon.  

"That's not enough", Michael gave his opinion; "we need loads of people. I could possibly 

read up all about making cars, but to make a car you need any amount of people who would do 

the digging of coal and iron, the smelting, the casting. the fitting. It's men we need."  
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"Well", said Betty, "what about my plan to fly around the world? We might find black people 

who live on mountains that were higher than the green cloud."  

"We could make them slaves", said Jean; "or couldn't we catch monkeys and train them to 

dig coal and iron? Neill could be Tarzan of the Apes, eh?"  

"Yes", cried Bunny, "let's go round the world", and when when Pyecraft woke up he said he 

didn't mind, that he could sleep, if anything, better over India than over England. So they turned 

the nose of the airship south, and they stopped in Paris and filled up with petrol. They flew low 

over the Alps hoping to see a shepherd or hunter who had escaped the cloud, but they saw no 

one moving. They flew to Moscow and saw that the cloud had come during a great 

demonstration of the Red Army. Stalin stood at the salute, and a million men stood petrified in 

their march. Robert wanted to land and give them a shove to see how a million men toppled 

over, but Michael the Bolshie said that that would be awful vandalism.  

They flew over the Ural mountains, across Siberia to Japan. No sign of life here. China was 

also completely stone. India had its three hundred million dark statues. They crossed to South 

Africa and found no human life there. The animals had broken fromt the Kruger National Park 

and lions were prowling the streets of Pretoria. They landed beside one of the great gold mines 

of Johannesburg. Jean wanted to take a few bars of gold, but the others scoffed at the idea, for, 

as they said, gold is useless unless for filling teeth.  

"I have a hole in one of my teeth", said David, "that gives me gyp sometimes. Without a 

dentist our teeth are going to e a bally nuisance."  

Neill said that he had often watched dentists at work and he was sure it was quite easy, and 

if he liked they would find a dentist's surgery and he, Neill, would fill David's tooth with pure 

gold. David half-heartedly agreed to the suggestion, and they found a dentist's place and the 

others sat round while David took the chair and held on tightly to the arms. Neill examined the 

various tools.  

"The first thing, if I remember right", he said, "is to treat the tooth with the machine that 

goes brrrrrrr, you know."  

"Is it?" said David with a shiver. "I don't agree with you", but the others said that Neill was 

right, and Pyecraft brought forward the drilling machine. After Gordon and Robert had caught 

David at the bottom of the stairs and fetched him back, Neill began operations. David kept 

trying to say something, but, as Neill had his mouth firmly open, all that came from his throat 

was a Grrrr. Neill finished the drilling, and then David was free to say what he had been trying 

to say, namely, that Neill had drilled the wrong tooth.  
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"Sorry", said Neill pleasantly, "but that is easily remedied", but David went so quickly this 

time that they could not catch him. He made for a group of lions at the corner of the street, and 

only when he was in the very centre of the group did he feel safe. It was with difficulty that 

they got David to leave the precincts of leonine safety. Later, when David complained of 

toothache, Neill took from his pocket a hefty pair of dentist's forceps, and David's toothache 

always went away very suddenly.  

They went to Kimberley and the girls took about a million pound's worth of diamonds.  

"So silly", said Robert, "for what's the good of them? You can wear them, but there's nobody 

to see you wear them except us, and we don't admire you any more because you swank with a 

fortune of bright stones. Women are born capitalists I say; bourgeoisie standards."  

"This is interesting", said Neill. "Now you see that diamonds and gold are not wealth. All 

the gold in South Africa is useless to us because we can't buy anything with it. Political economy 

shows us that surplus value is - "  

"No", said Michael, "we don't want to hear about values. The only values I am interested in 

at the moment are stomach ones, and I votes we go down to that orange farm and study food 

values." And they did.  

They took the Cape-to-Cairo route, but saw no sign of human life. "We really are the only 

ones alive", said Evelyn cheerfully.  

"There's South America", said Pyecraft. "The Andes, very high. We'll go there."  

And, you know, on the highest peak of the Andes they found four men alive. They were 

Americans, and Pyecraft recognised them from photos he had seen. They were the last survivors 

of the Pirrolo Gang of Chicago. They had fled to South America after the raid on the Central 

Bank in which they had shot dead four clerks and five G men. Killers they were, and they looked 

it. Pirrolo was of Italian origin, a dark, suave, handsome man of about thirty. His companions 

were true Americans of the gangster class.  

The crew of the airship first became aware of their presence when a revolver shot hit the 

propeller as they were flying low over the mountains. Pyecraft was the first to see the gangsters, 

and he talked to them through the speaking trumpet. He told them about the cloud and that 

everyone was dead.  

"Are the G men all stone too?" shouted Pirrolo.  

"Of course", answered Pyecraft. "Why do you ask?"  

Pirrolo said he didn't believe the tall yarn about the cloud, and affirmed that it was all a trick 

to capture them, that the airship was full of G men, and that, if anyone made an attempt to land 

and catch them, he would be put on the spot.  
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The crew consulted among themselves.  

"I think we ought to leave them", said Betty. "If, as you say, they are gangsters, they'll kill 

us all."  

The boys objected.  

"What!", cried Michael. "Leave a chance like this? Are you dotty, Betty? My only regret is 

that there aren't a dozen of them."  

Said Neill: "That's all very well, Michael, but we aren't all at the gangster stage. We don't 

think that our new world would be improved by a few Chicago killers, do we, Pyecraft?"  

Pyecraft agreed with Neill.  

"But, Neill", cried David, "you can psycho-analyse them all and make them honest men."  

"If", said Neill sadly, "if I have failed to make you guys honest men, what chances have I of 

reforming an older lot of crooks."  

It was obvious that the boys had made up their minds to make advances to the gangsters, and 

Robert took the speaking trumpet.  

"Say, listen here, yuh punks", he shouted, "us guys is on the up and up, and not us for the 

double-cross. We ain't no dicks, and the cloud racket ain't no ballyhoo. Hang about till we 

deliver the cement samps."  

"What in all the earth does all that mean?" asked Neill.  

"It means", said Robert with dignity, "that I have not read the Black Mask magazine for years 

without knowing the lingo of Ed. Jenkins, the Phantom Crook. These chaps got what I meant", 

and apparently they had, for they nodded in agreement.  

"Translate", said Neill to Pyecraft, and the latter explained: "Robert told them that he'd prove 

the cloud story by producing a few statues, so what, Robert?"  

Robert said that they must fly to the nearest town, bring a few stone men and lower them 

with the derrick to the gangsters. This was done, but even then the gangsters were suspicious. 

So David suggested that they should go down to a village or town and see for themselves. This 

they did, and at last they were convinced that the cloud story was true. Pyecraft brought the ship 

to land and introductions followed. Pirrolo introduced his henchmen - Two-Gun Steve, Spike 

Faro, and Arizona Alf. Each man nodded and the boys noticed that they kept their hands in their 

jacket pockets, and they knew that each hand gripped a gat.  

"Excuse me for not knowing your language", said Neill, "but there is no need to keep your 

hands on your guns. As my colleague Robert put it, we are on the up and up, and there is no 

occasion for suspicion."  

The gangsters obviously did not understand this speech, so David translated.  
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"Nix on the spot hijack. We're level. Park the heaters", and the gangsters grinned and slowly 

took their hands from their pockets.  

The girls prepared lunch, and they ate it picnic fashion on the grass. Betty observed that 

although Pirrolo's table manners were perfect, his men ate like beasts.  

"Guess it was lucky for us that you came", said Pirrolo, and, rising slowly, he hit Spike with 

a straight left to the jaw. Spike went down and out.  

"Saw him eyeing them jewels this young jane is wearing", explained Pirrolo. "I never allow 

my men to snaffle from friends, especially when the friend is a frail", and he bowed to Evelyn, 

who blushed prettily. Spike sat up after a moment or two, and sullenly continued with his eating.  

Gordon asked Pirrolo what his plans were.  

"I'd like to go back to Chicago", he said, "got a date with Big Boss Simms."  

"Who is he?"  

"He double-crossed me over that Central Bank", he said darkly.  

"But", said Gordon, "what's the good of taking a stone man for a ride?"  

Pirrolo's mouth fell open, and he stared at Gordon.  

"Will he be stone too? Here, I say, live ain't worth living if there ain't no one to bump off."  

"Must you bump people off?" asked Betty. Pirrolo looked at her thoughtfully.  

"Habit of a lifetime, sister. It's going to be hard to adapt myself to a world of stone guys. I've 

taken 957 men for a ride, and it was my ambition to reach the thousand mark." He broke off 

with a suspicion of a sob, and stared miserably at the sausage Arizona Alf was wolfing. Betty 

felt quite sorry for him. He certainly was a handsome villain.  

"Why", asked Bunny, "why do they call you Two-Gun Steve?"  

Steve grinned broadly.  

"I'll show you", he said. "Chuck a sausage in the breeze, Alf."  

Alf reluctantly selected a smallish sausage from the dish and threw it in the air. Steve did a 

quick draw of both irons, and he blew the sausage to smithereens.  

"Steve was the best shot in America", said Pirrolo. "Show 'em the three-egg-trick, Steve."  

Pirrolo and Alf and Spike took an egg each and, at a signal from Steve, each threw his egg 

into the air. Using both guns, Steve hit each egg in the air.  

"Not bad", said David, "but can you do it with a looking-glass over your shoulder?"  

"How?" asked Steve.  

"I mean this way", said David. "Robert and Bunny, chuck up two eggs each, and you, Jean, 

lend me that small mirror in your powder doings. I can't, of course, hold the mirror and two 

guns at the same time, but if Neill will hold the mirror for me...good, now chuck up the eggs."  
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Four eggs were blown to nothingness, and David calmly wiped the contents of one egg from 

his left eye. He pretended not to see the gangsters' look of amazement. "I'm not much good", 

he said modestly, "but if I keep on trying I hope to beat Robert's six eggs."  

"Six eggs!" gasped Steve. "Can't be done."  

Then Robert showed him that it could be done with one gun, and Pirrolo clapped his hands 

and said that he had never seen such shooting.  

"Youse yeggs got something to learn", he said to his men, and they frowned, and the children 

knew that they were jealous.  

"What about the janes?" said Pirrolo pleasantly. "Can they use a rod?"  

"We aren't very good", said Evelyn. "I can only hit two eggs in the air, but Betty can do three 

eggs standing on her head."  

"Eggs is only eggs", said Spike nastily. "Wot counts is the quickness on the draw."  

"I agree", said Gordon, "but that is a thing you can't tell without one man getting killed. 

Unless of course we had lots of watches - stopwatches that would show exactly when they were 

hit."  

"The bullet would blow the face and hand to bits", said Neill.  

"No", said Gordon, "not if you aimed at it edgeways on and got the works without the hands 

and dial."  

"Yuh mean: give it the woiks?" nodded Alf.  

It seemed a reasonable method, and Gordon flew to a town and brought back a few dozen 

stop-watches, and they arranged them in a row with their edges facing one way. Each watch 

was set to the same second. The signal for the draw was to be a gong stroke by Pyecraft. The 

competitors lined up, and the children looked rather nervous.  

"The conditions", said Neill, "are that each gun must be in its holster, and each must stand 

with his arms folded. All ready?"  

Pyecraft crashed the gong, and there was a roar of guns.  

The results were as follows: 1 David, 2 Robert, 3 Betty, 4 Gordon, 5 Bunny, 6 Michael, 7 

Jean, 8 Evelyn, 9 Steve, 10 Alf, 11 Spike. Pirrolo and Neill did not compete. It was obvious 

that Pirrolo's men were chagrined and bitter about the result of the shooting.  

"Hitting watches ain't everything", said Steve angrily. "Yuh knows that the watch ain't gonna 

draw back on yer, but when ye're up agin a loogan with a gat he gets nervy on the draw." He 

turned to Gordon. "Wot abaht you and me having a go at one another?" he said.  

"Oke by me", said Gordon easily, but the others intervened and said it was silly for one to 

be killed when there were so few people in the world.  
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"Steve wouldn't be missed much", said Gordon, and if Pirrolo hadn't knocked Steve's gun 

up...well, someone would have been a corpse. Pyecraft persuaded the rivals to shake hands, and 

it was agreed that they would all fly to Chicago next day. And...  

 

TO BE CONTINUED. 
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Discussion 

"I like the bit about the shooting", said Michael, "but I don't think it was fair to make David 

first."  

"Somebody had to be first", said I. "I note that you don't complain that it was the same David 

who had his tooth drilled."  

"That", said Jean, "was funny, but when you tell a story why do you bring in things that 

couldn't happen?"  

"What sort of things?"  

"That bit about when we went after the dogs. You said we rode on horses and you stayed 

behind, and then you came swinging like Tarzan on the branches and saved us."  

"Why not?" I asked.  

"'Cos Saxmundham is about five miles away, and you couldn't get there without a horse in 

time." 

"Yes", said Gordon, "that was an impossible bit in the story."  

"I of course came by motor-bike", I said.  

"But you said the roads were blocked by cars."  

"That was true, but where a horse can get through a motor-bike can get through. Simple 

enough."  

"We could of beat them without you", said Evelyn, "and another thing, how could we dig a 

trench round that German town in a month?"  

"Pyecraft, Fritz, and I worked overtime", said I.  

"But you said in the story that Pyecraft was always sleeping."  

"Got him there, Evelyn", said Jean.  

"Most companies", said I, "have sleeping partners. You are too critical, that's what's wrong 

with you."  

"I wish you hadn't brought in the gangsters", said Evelyn. "They'll maybe kill us yet."  

"Shouldn't be surprised", said I.  

"I'm glad you brought them in", said Robert, "for there's no fun in a story if you can't use 

revolvers and machine-guns. I think you should make them steal the airship."  

"That", said Michael, "would be topping. But we'd get it back of course and kill them all."  

"But not Pirrolo", put in Betty. "He's nice and he wouldn't let them steal the airship."  

"He may look nice", said Jean, "but if a man wants to bump off a thousand men you can't 

exactly call him very nice, can you, Neill?"  
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"They say that Napoleon was quite a nice chap to talk to", I said, "and he bumped off more 

than a thousand."  

"Is that history or psychology?" asked David suspiciously.  

"Both", said I. "I know that the whole crowd of you are hoping that in the story it will come 

to a show-down with the gangsters, and I know that David and Co. have one ambition -- to put 

Steve and Co. on the spot. In fact, you are no better than Pirrolo."  

"We'll have to kill them", said Bunny thoughtfully. "I'm frightened of that chap Steve. 

Humph! To think that he thought himself such a crack shot! He wasn't much good, was he, 

Michael?"  

"Why didn't you take part in the shooting competition, Neill?" asked Michael.  

"I am one of those effective shots who do not require to show off", I said, and they laughed 

scornfully.  

"You couldn't hit the end of a house with a sawn-off shotgun", said Jean.  

"Maybe later in the story my marksmanship will save your lives, as it did in the case of the 

dogs", I said with some dignity, but they laughed more than ever, and I smiled grimly.  

"Wait", said I, "and you may have to eat your words."  

"But you haven't had your revenge for me burning the White Horse yet", said Betty.  

"Wait", said I patiently, "only wait."  
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CHAPTER 6 

They flew to Chicago, Pyecraft's home, and put up at his house in the suburbs. The gangsters 

refused an invitation to stay, saying that they had lots of joints to visit, but Pirrolo accepted an 

invitation to dinner on the following night. The girls undertook to cook and serve the dinner, 

and they did it well too, considering that they had only tinned beef and sardines to cook with. 

Luckily Pyecraft's wine cellar was an excellent one.  

Pirrolo came in full evening dress, immaculate. Neill borrowed one of Pyecraft's evening 

suits, and, with the aid of four pillows, managed to fill it comparatively well.  

Pirrolo ate gloomily, and over the coffee, Bunny asked him what was wrong.  

"Ah", he replied, "life isn't worth living now. We went to Big Boss Simms' hang out this 

morning and did a bit of shootin', but all we got was stone chips in the eye. Poor Two-Gun 

Steve broke down and wept to think that his profession was gone forever. And you must admit 

it is hard on a man, who has bumped a citizen off on an average every day, to see nix but stone 

people around. If only one gang had been left for us. It is dreadful. To think that a darned cloud 

should take away a man's honest living."  

Robert coughed politely.  

"I have a suggestion to make", he said. "You have a gang: we have a gang. Let's muscle in 

on each other and shoot it out."  

"Robert", said Neill hastily, "is of course joking. We have no desire to shoot anything out, 

not even our necks."  

"Here", growled Michael, "speak for yourself. A bit o' gun-work would be rather interesting 

in this stone-dull world. What say, David?"  

"I'm on", said David with delight, "but you can't have a gang war unless you have something 

to fight about. Speakeasies, rum-running, graft...they have no point now that we can get as much 

as we want of everything." He paused and stared with sudden interest at Evelyn. "Unless", he 

said, "you were to kidnap one of the frails."  

"Me first!", cried Evelyn. "I'd like to be a gangster's moll."  

"We always used to torture our kidnapees", murmured Pirrolo reminiscently.  

"Oh", said Evelyn coldly, "that of course is different. What sort of torture?"  

Pirrolo laughed pleasantly.  

"Tying to circular-saw benches was a good one, but I think the most interesting case we had 

was that of Susan Woggs, daughter of Silas K. Woggs the packing-case king. Nice kid. Game 

as blazes. She laughed at the circular saw, and so we gave her the snake one."  
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"The what did you say?" asked Evelyn with a catch of the breath.  

"We had a sort of see-saw and Susan was tied to one end. On the other end was a sack of 

sand, just a little over her weight. Then we shot a hole in the sack, and as the sand ran out Susan 

of course sank to her end."  

"I don't see much torture in that", said Betty.  

"My mistake", said Pirrolo politely, "I forgot to mention that at her end was a bunch of 

poisonous snakes. One of the bravest kids we have given the woiks to", and he shook his head 

a little regretfully. "And", he added fiercely, "all we asked was a million dollars' ransom. When 

I think of that father sacrificing a kid like that for a few grand I get wild."  

"I am not so sure that I want to be kidnapped", said Evelyn. "Wouldn't it be a better gang 

war if your gang were to steal the airship?"  

"We did that this morning", said Pirrolo easily, and he lit his second cigar. Robert was on 

his feet in a moment.  

"Keep them paws on the table, Pirrolo", he said dangerously. "Are you kiddin' us or have 

you really snooped the sky pram?"  

"Alf took it this morning", said Pirrolo, "and I ain't got a rod neither, not when I dine with 

friends", and he grinned nastily.  

"Frisk him", said Robert sharply, and Gordon and Bunny frisked him and took away his three 

guns. "Now", continued Robert, "spill the onions, you yellow stool pigeon."  

Pirrolo went white.  
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"Stool pigeon', he panted, "stool pigeon! Me a rat of a stool pigeon! Me, Pirrolo, a stool 

pigeon! Only death can avenge an insult like that."  

With a sudden movement he smashed the electric light with a chair, and leapt through the 

window.  

"That", said Neill, "has torn it. You are an ass, Robert. Why did you call him a stool pigeon? 

What is a stool pigeon anyway?"  

"No idea", said Robert with unconcern, "seen it many a time in the Black Mask."  

"A stool pigeon", explained Pyecraft, "is a low-down rat of a fellow who does the police 

dirty work by listening to conversations in speakeasies. To call a chap like Pirrolo a stool pigeon 

is like - like mistaking a guest for a waiter. As he said, only blood can wash out such an insult, 

and I'd advise you, Robert me lad, to go into hiding or else bump yourself off."  
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"I object to this", said Robert with indignation. "You wanted a gang war, and because I give 

you a good one you all blame me."  

"But don't you see, you fathead", said Neill, "that it isn't a gang war? They've pinched the 

airship and they can bomb this house and us to fragments at any time. Suppose they wreck it? 

How are we going to get back to England?"  

"Swim", said Robert ungraciously. "Don't you worry about the airship. We boys are fighting 

this gang war, and you can trust us to win. This war is to take a bit of planning. We beat them 

in brains."  

"Yes", said Neill dryly, "but the brains part of this company isn't taking part in the war."  

"But I am in it", said David seriously, and they laughed.  

"Seems to me", said Betty, "that what we learned in our civil war in London will come in 

useful. I mean using the stone people as we did before. But remember that Pirrolo has brains 

too. I wonder how he will start the war."  

"Seems to me", said Betty, "that what we learned in our civil war in London will come in 

useful. I mean using the stone people as we did before. But remember that Pirrolo has brains 

too. I wonder how he will start the war."  

They had a glimpse of Pirrolo's tactics next morning, when four curtained cars whizzed past 

the house. At the end of the lane they stopped, and from each car were thrown six stone people. 

Then from each car came a roar of a machine-gun, and the statues were blown to fragments.  

"What's their game?" asked Gordon.  

"Taking statues for a ride just to scare us", said David.  

"Maybe doing it for practice", suggested Jean with trembling voice.  

"Mugs", said Robert disdainfully; "mugs to think that they can demoralise us like that. Hand 

over that map of the city, Pyecraft. Come on, lads, our campaign starts from now. Here we have 

Pirrolo's headquarters, and opposite, there is this brewery."  

"Eh?" said Neill hastily.  

Robert ignored the interruption, and went on: "That brewery is to be our headquarters."  

"I think", said Neill, "on second thoughts I'll come into this little war. Go on, Robert, you 

were talking of our headquarters."  

"At eleven to-night we make for this brewery, not of course in a body, but singly. And singly 

we leave the brewery."  

"Why leave?" asked Neill wearily.  

"We must attack from all sides at once."  

"They'll have a Tommy Gun at each window", said David.  
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"In that case", said General Robert, "we dig a tunnel. Is there a waxworks in Chicago, 

Pyecraft? Good, we'll put a few figures on wheels and give them a shove across the street, and 

if the machine guns are there we'll soon know."  

They reached the brewery and in whispers talked of their offensive.  

"Hullo", said Pyecraft suddenly, "where's Betty?" Before anyone had time to answer, a 

woman's scream came from across the street.  

"Kidnapped be George!" whispered Gordon fearfully. "They are torturing her."  

"Don't get excited", said Robert calmly. "Our plan must be carried out. When the moon goes 

behind that cloud shove the waxworks out."  

This they did, and the thud of machine-gun bullets in wax figures followed instantly. 

Abraham Lincoln, General Grant, President Wilson, and George Washington bit the dust. 

Suddenly they became aware of Steve's voice through a speaking trumpet.  

"Us guys don't make war on janes. Give us the cheap hood what insulted Pirrolo and yuh 

can have yur frail back. Yuh got half an hour to decide. When it's up, the frail gets the woiks 

after some torture."  

"Bluff", said Robert.  

"It's no bluff", said Pyecraft earnestly; "that guy means business."  

Neill looked hard at Robert.  

"Are you going to let your sister be your fall guy?" he asked sternly. "Can you imagine what 

your life is going to be when you have the knowledge that, to save your own miserable skin, 

you sent an innocent girl to torture and death?"  

Robert did not answer. He made a speaking trumpet out of a beer mug and shouted across 

the street.  

"O.K. big boy, expect my visiting card in half an hour, but get this, yuh louses, when I call, 

I call with lead, and when I speak, I say things with lead."  

He carelessly threw down the mug and, turning to the others, he said: "That's what Ed. 

Jenkins or Race Williams would have said."  

"That's all very well", said Neill, "dramatic and all that, but you know darn well that it is 

only talk. You can't do nothink, as you might yourself elegantly phrase it", and he took up the 

mug that Robert had thrown down, but not as a speaking trumpet. Robert waited until Neill had 

filled and emptied it, then he took it up again.  

"Say, lissen, punks", he cried. "Will yuh guarantee that yuh won't blow me to bits with a 

machine-gun if I wander across the sidewalk?"  
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"On your life", answered Pirrolo, "yours not for the slow ride in that way. Yuh don't get it 

sudden."  

"But", said Robert, "if I come over how do I know you'll let the jane go free?"  

"We don't want the broad", said Pirrolo; "too young for us."  

"Oke", said Robert, "I'll be seeing you", and, laying down his guns, he opened the door and 

began to cross the street. His party held their breath, expecting the roar of a machine-gun, but 

he was allowed to go over. The door opened and he went in. The others waited to see Betty 

come out, but she did not come.  

"The dirty double-crossers", said Michael with set jaw, and his fingers automatically tensed 

on his rod...and that's how Jean lost the top of her ear.  

For a time now the story belongs to Robert, and it must be given in his own words.  

I got in, he said, and there they stood with their gats levelled. Betty crouched in a corner with 

fear in her eyes.  

"Frisk me", said I, and they frisked me and of course found no gun on me.  

Pirrolo looked at me and I never saw so much hatred in anyone's eye.  

"Stool pigeon", he said with dangerous softness, "and you called me a stool pigeon!" and he 

broke into bitter laughter. Then turning to his men he said shortly: "Give him the woiks." They 

took hold of me and began to hustle me out of the room.  

"Just a moment", said I, "you said you'd let the broad go free."  

Pirrolo turned to Betty.  

"Seat!" he said, and pointed to the door. But Betty suddenly clutched his arm. "I cannot go", 

she cried.  

"Why not?" he said and roughly pushed her away.  

"Because - because I - I love you, Pirrolo."  

Pirrolo's mouth opened, and he stared at her.  

"But this is imposs", he said. "You are too young. How old are you?"  

"Nine", said Betty with a coquettish smile, "but I feel like nineteen."  

Pirrolo looked at her, and a smile came to his face. "Oke", he said briefly. "You'll be my 

moll." 

I turned on Betty.  

"You double-crossing frail", I yipped with disgust, and then Alf hit me on the jaw and I went 

down and out. When I became conscious again I found myself tied to a chair, and vaguely I 

saw the faces of Steve, Alf and Spike looking at me. I heard Spike say: "He's come round, 

boys", and they untied my bonds and made me stand up. Then each got a piece of rubber hose 
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and they laid into me until I fell down again and knew no more. When I came to again I knew 

by the motion that I was in the cockpit of the airship. I was tied to a chair. Sitting opposite to 

me was Spike and he had a gat in his hand.  

"Taking me for a ride?" I asked, and he grinned. "For a fly", he said. "Pirrolo is taking you 

up as far as he can and he is to drop you on the brewery where your pals are."  

"Ah well", I said calmly, "there are worse deaths, and anyway I am glad that it is you who 

are watching me and not Arizona Alf, or Two-Gun Steve."  

"How?" said Spike curiously.  

"I never liked rats", said I.  

"Here", began Spike sternly, "you can't talk about my pals like that."  

I smacked my lips scornfully.  

"Pals? Pals you call 'em? How much did you get out of the Central Bank racket?"  

"A grand", said Spike. "Why?"  

I laughed ironically. "A grand? One thousand bucks! Ask the others to turn out their pockets 

next time you see them."  

"I never doubt my pals", he said shortly.  

"Oke", said I, "then there's nothing more to be said, but remember I'm telling yuh", and I 

relapsed into silence. And shortly afterwards Steve and Alf came in, and I saw a shadow of 

suspicion in Spike's eyes as he looked at them.  

"Got a butt on yuh, Steve?" asked Spike.  

"Sure", said Steve, and he put his hand in his pocket. A look of astonishment came over his 

face as he slowly drew out a wad of notes. They were all marked Central Bank.  

"That's funny", he said, staring at the wad.  

"Oh, yeah?" said Spike nastily. He turned to Alf and suddenly put his hand in his pocket and 

drew out another wad of Central Bank notes. He ran his fingers over them. "Sixty grand", he 

said in a tense whisper.  

"It's a plant", cried Steve, "a frame up", and he glared at me. I tried to look innocent.  

"What's a few grand anyway?" I said easily; "the world's full of greenbacks for the taking 

and they ain't worth a dime now. Forget it, Spike. You are thinking that, because they are 

Central Bank notes, they have some connection with that hold-up. Forget it, son."  

"Ses you", said Spike with a queer look in his eyes, and he went out of the cockpit suddenly. 

Then things happened.  

"You planted them lettuces on us", roared Steve, and both of them hammered me with their 

fists.  
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"Be yer age", I said between blows; "I ain't no conjurer. Where could I get Central Bank 

notes? I ain't been to Pirrolo's private office."  

"The boss ain't got none", said Alf.  

"O.K. big boy", ses I; "yuh's a flash guy and yuh knows", but I saw a quick look pass between 

them.  

"The boss wouldn't do it", said Steve, but there was doubt in his tone. At that moment Pirrolo 

entered. His face angered.  

"Wot's this mean?" he demanded. "Didn't I tell yuh to give this heel the woiks? Why ain't he 

unconscious?"  

Steve turned on him.  

"This ain't no kindergarten", he said sullenly. "We ain't G men specialists in beating up; 

we're gunmen."  

Pirrolo gripped him by the back of the neck. "I'm the big shot here", he said, "and wot I ses 

goes", and he gave Steve a violent push through the door. Alf followed him quickly and Pirrolo 

turned his attention to me.  

"In a few minutes I am going to drop you over the side", he said. "Got wot that means?"  

"Yes", I said shortly, "it means death, because, not being a stool pigeon, I can't very well 

fly."  

I knew it was a mad thing to say, but it came out before I could think. He flew at me like a 

maniac and battered me until I knew no more. I awoke to the sensation of something touching 

my bound hands.  

"Not a word", I heard Betty whisper in my ear.  

She cut my bonds in the darkness, and she slid something into my hand. I knew it to be an 

automatic.  

"Why haven't they dropped me overboard?" I whispered.  

"Don't know", she replied, "but Spike had a show-down with Alf and Steve, and one of them 

was killed, don't know which, but I saw a body falling over the side."  

"Good", I said, "now there are three, and, if it wasn't Spike that went over, I guess he'll be 

on my side. Now for action", and I crept to the door. I was just about to put my hand on the 

handle when the door opened, and Steve entered.  

"Raise them dukes", ses I easy like, and I pushed my rod into his stomach. He raised 'em up 

all right. "Yuh and me's got a little account to settle, Steve", ses I. "Back there on that berg there 

was a little dispute about quickness on the draw, and yuh said that shootin' watches didn't prove 

nothing."  
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"It didn't", said Steve.  

"Because I agree with yuh", ses I, "yuh and me's goin' a shoot it out now", and I took his gun 

from his holster and placed it on the table. At the other side I laid down my own gun. I stuck 

up my hands and said: "When the jane says go, one of us is got it coming to him. Got me, 

Steve?"  

"Aw gotjer", nodded Steve.  

Without turning my head I told Betty to give the word...and, well, I beat him to it and the 

hole through his heart was a wow.  

"That leaves two", I said with content. "Now where's Pirrolo?"  

I found Pirrolo in the steering cabin. Spike stood outside with a gat in his hand.  

"Elevate 'em, Spike", ses I, but Spike only grinned.  

"I ain't guarding the double-crosser", ses he; "I'm waiting for him to come out."  

"Spike", ses I, "you're a good chiselling bum of a pal to have, but this is my funeral, and 

Pirrolo is mine."  

Spike shrugged his shoulders.  

"As you say, hombre", he smiled, and moved away from the door.  

"Hoy, you, stool pigeon", I shouted through the door, "come out and take the rap."  

"We'll all take the rap together", cried Pirrolo, and suddenly he dived the airship. We were 

thrown to the floor, but I got up like lightning and put my shoulder to the door. It gave, and a 

bullet grazed my shoulder. I saw Pirrolo's face leering, saw his gun spit death, but in a diving 

airship his hand was not so steady as mine. I planted two beauties right between his eyes (David 

later covered them with the ace of spades), and seizing the wheel I got the ship level just before 

it was to crash into the brewery.  

That was Robert's story, and the story will be continued next week.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED... 
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Discussion 

Having given Robert so central a position in the story I knew that criticism would be hot.  

"Not much of a story", said Bunny aggressively. "All that bit about the gangsters was just a 

crib from the Ed. Jenkins yarns, for Ed. always gets one gangster to kill another for 

doublecrossing him."  

"Ed. never carries a gat", said I.  

"But Race Williams does", said Gordon. "It was a crib from Race Williams."  

"I don't think so", said Robert.  

"'Cos you got it all to do", said Jean. "It wasn't fair for you to be the hero and Betty the 

heroine all the time."  

"I wasn't a heroine", grumbled Betty. "Making me say I loved Pirrolo."  

"That", I explained hastily, "was your cleverness. You had to think quickly how to stay and 

help Robert."  

"Could of done without her help", growled Robert.  

"I didn't mind Robert getting it all to do", said Michael, "but there were too many mistakes 

in it for it to be a good story."  

"Yes?" I said.  

"Well, when Robert said that about the stool pigeon you said that Pirrolo took a chair and 

smashed the electric light. How could there be electric light when there was no mains power 

on?"  

"Ah!" I said, "didn't I mention that, being in the suburbs, Pyecraft had his own generating 

plant?"  

"All right then", said Michael, "we'll let you off with that one, but laugh this one off...how 

could his gang pass the house in curtained cars, taking statues for a ride, when you said yourself 

that the streets were blocked by wrecked cars?"  

This required some thought.  

"That", said I, "brings in the time factor. London certainly was full of wrecked cars because 

it was eleven o'clock in the morning when the cloud came. America is in the west, gets the sun 

later, six hours later, hence it was five in the morning and very little traffic on the streets."  

"You wriggle out of everything", said Michael with disgust.  

"I think it was silly", said Jean. "How did Steve and Alf come to have banknotes in their 

pockets?"  

"I fancy", said I, "that Robert could explain that", and I looked over at him.  
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He thought for a little, then a light dawned in his eyes.  

"Got it!" he cried. "I put them in their pockets that time they were shoving me from the room 

when I went over the street."  

"Where did you get them?" asked Jean sharply.  

"I dunno", said Robert. "Where did I get them from, Neill?"  

"That", I said, "would be a long story, but briefly it was so. You knew that the best way to 

fight the gang would be to make them suspicious of each other, and knowing they had fled 

because of the Central Bank hold up, you went secretly to the bank on your way to the brewery."  

"That wasn't clear in the story", said David critically.  

"Good heavens!" I cried, "can't you leave something to the imagination? Next time I see I'll 

have to tell you a story like this... It was summer and the grass was green. The trees had leaves 

on. Pyecraft gazed at a house which is a place people, and he said with his mouth... and so on."  

"Getting annoyed because you know it was a rotten story", said Gordon, "and the rottenest 

thing in it was the language of the gangsters."  

"Say, lissen, waffler", I said, "I'll put you wise why I've got yer goat when Robert hijacked 

the dough and stashed the rib, you stir-bird hadn't an out, so you lammed, and when Robert 

chiselled in -- "  

"You don't know what 'chisel in' means", said Gordon.  

I arose with dignity and walked out of the room, but I must really ask some American what 

exactly 'chisel in' does mean.  
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CHAPTER 7 

It was decided to return to Summerhill. At first Spike did not want to go with them, but when 

David gave him a picture of his future life Spike began to get uneasy.  

Said David: "Say, lissen, Spike. Yuh got nerve, but nerve ain't gonna be much use ter yuh 

walking around in this 'ere burg among a crowd of stone deaders. They're gonna get on yur raw: 

yuh're gonna get jumpy, and yuh'll be always drawing on every tombstone yuh sees. No one to 

speak ter, to have a wet with, to take for a ride...Spike, yu're gonna be dull in Chicago."  

Spike began to waver.  

"Only stone broads in Chicago", said Gordon.  

Spike looked at the broads, especially Betty.  

"Guess you're right, pals", he said. "Me for the pond crossing."  

And so they brought Spike to England. They found him a most likeable fellow. They pumped 

him about his past life.  

"How did you become a gunman?" asked Betty, who was beginning to get a little too fond 

of him.  

Spike grinned.  

"Gee", he said, "I dunno. I was a cowboy in Texas and one night at poker...I see the game 

was phoney and I knew that One-Eye Joe was monkeying the spot cards, but 'course I couldn't 

prove it, so I leans back in my chair and ses I: 'There's somebody doing the lowdown with the 

pasteboards", ses I. 'I don't wanna mention names, but if he don't cheese it I'll put out his other 

eye.'" He sighed. "Well, I was quicker on the draw than Joe, and that's why I had the sheriff's 

posse after me, and that's why I came to Chicago. I had to give a couple of dicks the woiks, and 

then somehow Pirrolo came along."  

"What were your duties when Pirrolo took you on his staff?" asked Neill.  

"Just shootin' ", said Spike.  

"Enemies?" asked Neill.  

Spike laughed.  

"Naw", he said, "why, I often had to bump off my pals. Business came first. Pirrolo wanted 

to put Bill Johnson on the spot, ses to me it was a ten bucks' job. Ses I: 'Bill's a pal o' mine.' 'In 

that case', says the boss, 'twenty bucks', and I plugged Bill with a sawn-off shotgun."  

"You shot a friend for twenty dollars!" exclaimed Jean aghast.  

"Should ha' stuck out for forty", said Spike regretfully.  

"But had you no feelings about killing a man?" asked Jean.  
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"Guess I was soft", he said with a little shame in his face, "for I spent ten bucks on flowers. 

We gave Bill a ten-grand funeral. I'll say this for Pirrolo that he gave his stiffs the best funerals 

in Chicago."  

Neill and the girls thought that his philosophy was awful, but the boys thought it fine.  

"Nice of him to send a wreath to Bill's funeral", said Bunny. "Just shows you that there is a 

good side to everybody."  

Summerhill was more dilapidated than ever. Chad's golf stance had tilted a little in the west 

wind, and his clothes were now rags. Betty and Jean spent a morning redressing him in highland 

costume, although Neill said that a kilt was the wrong thing to wear playing golf. The result of 

the dressing gave Spike much amusement; he kept coming to it and laughing.  

"Chap with goat whiskers and a jane's skirts seems funny to me", he said.  

The hockey field was beginning to look like a small forest, and the food question was 

becoming serious. Potatoes and vegetables were now growing wild, but the competition of the 

grass and weeds was telling, and the wild vegetables were puny things. Neill said that they must 

now begin to cultivate their own food, and they got tractors froms farms and ploughed the 

garden. Spike became the butcher and killed and dressed sheep and cattle, but the difficulty in 

finding these was now great, for the Zoo population had multiplied, and the leopards, tigers, 

and lions roamed the countryside. All that remained of the Scottish horses were a few stray-

bones in the hockey-field.  

It was not safe to walk down town even by day, for tigers had made their lair in Garrod's 

Garage, and Titlow's shop nested a litter of lion cubs. Then one windy night the airship broke 

from its moorings, and in the morning they saw it drifting towards Ipswich.  

"That", said David, "puts the lid on it. We are prisoners here now till we die."  

As he was speaking the radio began to be active. They heard Fritz speaking, and his voice 

was one of terror.  

"The wolves have broken through the trench and live wire, and I am in the church tower 

without any food for four days. Help me."  

They looked at each other in despair.  

"He'll have to die", said Pyecraft.  

"And we'll have to die too", said Neill, "now that the airship has gone."  

"There are lots of fast bombers at Martlesham", said Michael.  

"Where's that?" asked Spike.  

"Army aerodrome between here and Ipswich, fifteen miles away."  

"We could walk that", suggested Evelyn.  
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"Through tigers and wolves and lions?" asked Neill.  

"I know", said Gordon suddenly. "The Leiston train is still in the station, and the line is clear 

as far as Sax."  

"Yes", said David, "but remember that the Yarmouth train is wrecked at Wickham Market."  

"I know", said Gordon, "but I saw a crane wagon at Sax. last time we were there. We might 

be able to clear the wreckage."  

"Take us a year", said Neill without enthusiasm.  

"All the same", said Robert, "it's worth trying. Come on, lads, buckle on your guns and we'll 

go and get up steam."  

The engine looked more like a hedge than an engine. Moss had grown on the engine driver's 

face; crows had made their nest in the funnel; grass was twining its way through the spokes. 

Rust was over all, and it was decided to clean and oil it first. This took many hours, but in the 

end the engine looked as if it were ready for a show. The next work was to empty the 

compartments, and they piled the stone passengers on the platform. Then they filled the boiler 

and lit the fire. Unfortunately Betty had tied the station-master to the safety valve..."Looks 

better to have a railway official with us", she explained. The first that Neill and Pyecraft knew 

of the explosion was when David came through the roof of the school.  

"Hullo", said Neill.  

"Hullo", said David, with great presence of mind. "I just blew in."  

It took them some time to get Michael down from the top of Garrett's chimney, and then he 

wanted to climb up again for his trousers, which were pronged by the lightning conductor.  

The engine, luckily, had scattered so much that there was very little debris to clear away, 

and they got out the donkey engine from Garrett's Works and coupled it up to the train. Then 

they set off, Gordon driving, Robert stoking, and the other children with Spike in the first-class 

compartments. Betty had insisted on their having tickets, and because Jean had a third-class 

one, she was bundled out and into a third. Neill said he would stay and work the signals, and 

Pyecraft said that unless they had a sleeper he wouldn't go.  

Gordon had no idea of how to drive an engine, and, of course, the first lever he pulled sent 

the train backwards into the level crossing gates. However, by pulling every lever he could see, 

he finally got the train to move forward, and they pull-puffed their way along the line. It was a 

jerky journey because Gordon would not give up his fixed idea that the engine had a three-

speed gear with reverse. He kept looking for the clutch. They did the four miles to Sax. in two 

hours, and when they got there Gordon had forgotten where the brake was, but a convenient 

cattletruck brought his train to a standstill. At Sax. they found an express engine, and, having 

http://thelastmanalive.tripod.com/footnts.htm
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got steam up, they began to shunt so that they could couple on the crane wagon. Well, that is to 

say, they began to try to move the points, but this was beyond them.  

"Give me a screwdriver and a spanner", said Driver Gordon, "and I'll fix everything so's it 

will move the points."  

He spent some time in the signal box, and Bunny looked at the jumble of levers and wires 

and asked if Gordon thought it necessary to do the same to every signal box all the way to 

Woodbridge, because if he did he Bunny, would be too old to fly an aeroplane when they got 

there. Meanwhile Spike had set the points by hitting them with a sledgehammer, and Gordon 

was dragged from what had once been a signal box, but was now a scrap-iron store, and they 

set off south. They came to the wreck of the express at Wickham Market, and then found that 

they had hitched the breakdown wagon to the end of the train, so they had to go back to Sax. 

and put it in front of the engine. Then when they reached the wreck again they found that they 

had forgotten the handle for winding the crane, and back they had to go again to Sax.  

"Now", said Michael, "now I know why they call it the permanent way."  

They set to work. At first they despaired of ever clearing the line, but Spike took the lead 

and by nightfall they had done half the work. They slept in the train all night, and breakfasted 

on what they could rescue from the express dining-car, tinned food of course. They finished the 

clearing at noon next day, and then discovered that the rails were twisted. Bunny tried to 

straighten them with a cycle spanner but failed. There was nothing for it but to take a few 

lengths from the down line, and here the crane was neccessary.  

Towards dusk they set off south, and at Melton found a goods train standing in their way.  

"Back a bit", said Robert, "and knock it hard", and Gordon did this and broke the buffers and 

his nose. There was nothing for it but to shove the goods in front of them, and so they reached 

Woodbridge. They went on to the bridge over the main road, and then they had a short walk up 

the hill to the aerodrome. The bombers were all under cover, and they showed few signs of 

weathering or decay.  

"Oh, we are a lot of fools", suddenly cried Bunny.  

"How?", asked David.  

"Taking all this trouble to get here, and none of us can fly an aeroplane."  

"I thought about that before we came", said Betty, "but I didn't like to say it."  

"Ah, well", said Robert, "there's no harm in having a look at the blame things", and they 

commenced to inspect them. They shoved one outside, one of the very latest, and they filled its 

tanks with petrol.  

"Just try her out, Gordon", said Robert casually, and Gordon looked the other way.  
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"I think we should cast lots", said Evelyn, "to see who tries first."  

This was agreed to, and each with shaky hand took a straw from Spike's hand. Bunny's straw 

was the shortest, and sweat broke out on his brow. He went round shaking hands (in both senses) 

with the others, and left instructions as to what should be done with his belongings. Then 

bravely he climbed into the cockpit.  

"Contact!" he shouted, and the huge plane began to go forward. He circled the grounds twice, 

and then, going straight into the wind, he rose, and they saw him wave his hand.  

"If he can do it we can do it", said Michael, and each of them got a plane out, and one by 

one they taxied away and rose. The boys began to vie with each other, and soon they were 

looping the loop and nose-diving, but for the most part unintentionally. Bunny signalled, and 

they got into battle formation and headed for Leiston. Each made a fine landing on the hockey-
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field, and, led by Bunny, they rushed into the house and announced that they were ready to set 

off to the rescue of Fritz.  

Pyecraft and Neill said they were not going.  

"Why not?" demanded Bunny.  

Neill's eyes fell before Bunny's gaze.  

"Someone has got to - er - to look after the garden", he said.  

"It needs two men", said Pyecraft hastily.  

Bunny sighed contemptuously.  

"Seems funny to me", he said to David, that the older and more useless you get, the more 

you funk losing your miserable life. Come on, boys; the world belongs to youth."  

"Just radio us if you need us", said Neill sweetly.  

"Pah!" exploded Bunny, and he led his squadron to the machines.  

They reached Murnau in the afternoon, and glided down to a field inside the trench moat. 

Fritz frantically waved a flag from the church tower, and came running down to greet them. He 

was thin and pale and anxious, and their first act was to give him a good meal.  

"I don't see any wolves though", said Jean.  

"They only come at night", said Fritz. "See that place in the trench? They come through there 

where the rain broke it down."  

"But what about the live wire?"  

"The dynamo must be broken", said Fritz, "and I have been afraid to go up the river to mend 

it. The wolves have eaten up all the food around, and I have had to eat grass and leaves."  

They advised him to come away with them, and he readily agreed.  

Michael looked disappointed.  

"But we came over to have a fight with the wolves", he said. "We've got enough bombs to 

blow a thousand of them skyhigh."  

Spike was picking his one remaining tooth with a straw.  

"Bombs", he said with contempt. "Nix on the bomb graft. Too easy. Yuh wants gun-work."  

"Whattda yuh mean?" said Bunny.  

"Any cheap heel can bomb a wolf", said Spike; "ain't no risk to yuh, but face a pack o'wolves 

wiv a couple of heaters, and show yuh ain't yellow."  

"Spike's right", said Betty. "We'll stay to-night and meet them with our revolvers only."  

Fritz looked anxious.  

"No, no", he said quickly, "there are too many of them, and they are led by a big wolf."  
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"Who's afraid of the big bad wolf?" sang Michael; "but", he added, "I think we ought to take 

out the machine-guns just in case."  

Well, they set about preparing a rampart at the gap in the trench. They mounted the machine-

guns, and when darkness fell they waited silently. Ten o'clock, eleven, midnight, one, tow...they 

waited till dawn, but no wolf appeared. It was a most disappointed group that sat down to 

breakfast. They looked offensively at Fritz, as much as to say that he had swindled them.  

"It must have been the noise of the 'planes them away frightened", he said.  

"We'll try again to-night", said Robert, but in the afternoon a radio message came from 

Summerhill..."Pyecraft disappeared. Come at once. Neill."  

They set off at full speed to Summerhill, Fritz riding with Spike. They found Neill in a very 

agitated state.  

"I was planting cabbages", he said, "and Pyecraft was, as usual, lying on the ground telling 

me how to do it, when a roar came from the other side of the hockey-field. Sounded like a lion, 

so I popped into the house for a gun, and when I came out again Pyecraft had gone."  

"No footmarks?" asked David. "Did you examine the fag ends lying about with a 

microscope? Take any measurements? Any fingerprints?"  

"No lion is big enough to carry off Pyecraft", said Jean with decision.  

"I gotta hunch", said Spike. "Neill took him for a ride."  

"Neill's a scotsman", grinned Michael; "he wouldn't take him for a ride; he'd take him for a 

walk. But why should he?"  

"Search me", said Spike, "but Pyecraft was a millionaire. Ain't the first millionaire to be put 

on the spot."  

"Don't be silly", said Neill. "We all are millionaires now if we want to be. We have all the 

gold in the Bank of England if we want it, but what use is it to us? And we're wasting time 

standing here jawing when the thing to do is to find Pyecraft."  

They looked everywhere without success, looked for bloodstains, footprints, clues of any 

kind. There was no sign of Pyecraft.  

"I'm afraid", said Bunny, "that he is by now inside some lion."  

"Lion! That's an idea!" said Michael. "Chuck over that grid", and he mounted a cycle and 

went off in the direction of Aldeburgh. He found Pyecraft in the White Lion, asleep.  

"That was a rotten anticlimax", said Robert that evening. "Fetching us all this way back from 

a wolf battle to fetch a man from a pub. It wasn't fair. In my opinion it was a frame up: Neill 

and Pyecraft got funky without us to protect them, and they framed this to get us to come home 

again."  
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The two men denied this allegation vigorously, but they were looked upon with suspicion 

for some days. Life was rather dull ath this time. The constant demands of necessary labour 

grew irksome. Food had to be cooked, and, of course, they had to keep the place tidy. The water 

supply had long ceased to function because the town pumping apparatus was silent. They had 

to pump water from a well. Then there was so little in the way of entertainment. The group was 

beginning to get on each other's nerves.  

"Always seeing the same faces", said Gordon, "always listening to the same asinine 

conversation."  

Still they had their diverting moments. Fritz had asked Betty to give him lessons in English, 

and Betty had suggested that Spike should take him on. So in the evenings they listened to Spike 

teaching his pupil English.  

"Now", Spike would say, "yuh gotta say it arter me, Fritz. Say this sentence: 'Aw ain't no 

chisseling bum, yuh stiff stir-boid.'", and Fritz would say: "O ent no keesling boom, yo steef 

steer boyd."  

"Gee", Spike would say in despair, "tagging the King's English down this yipper's neck is a 

rib, yuh betcher life."  

In the daytime they spent many hours bombing villages and towns, but they got tired of this 

play.  

One night they sat talking.  

"It's a dull world, really", said Evelyn. "I am getting more fed up every day. Let's fly to 

London and go to the shops again", but no one seemed to want to go to London.  

"Having everything you want isn't so much fun as I thought it would be", said Betty. "Why 

do you think that is, Neill?"  

"That", said Neill, "raises a deep psychological question. The most fascinating things in the 

world are those you can't get. I remember how much I wanted a good car, by now, even if the 

roads were clear, I shouldn't want a good car. Swank comes into it of course. Wearing diamond 

necklaces or nice frocks isn't any fun if there is no one to see you wear them."  

"I don't want to wear them", said Betty, "although you ones can see them."  

"The group is too small", said Neill. "You don't care what we think or admire. The fact of 

the matter is that our values are allchanged now. We have become more primitive. David there 

hasn't washed for a month."  

"That", said Robert, "is a pre-cloud matter."  

"And I", Neill went on, "find I go for days without shaving now. I don't care what I wear. 

My old interests are gone for ever. Spain! Franco and the Republicans are all stone. Russia! A 
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dead cemetary. Politics gone, society, gossip, racing, cricket, football; no films, theatres, music; 

and worst of all no more crossword puzzles."  

"Worst of all, no hope", said Pyecraft. "We exist and no more. I really don't think we shall 

live long enough for a new generation to be produced. We are just letting things slide. The 

youngsters really ought to be learning trades. Fritz ought to be teaching them all about 

electricity, for instance. But what is happening? Mucking about bombing villages, fighting 

animals, growing a few potatoes and carrots. I tell you that if we don't stir ourselves some other 

animals will steal civilisation from us."  

"I thought at one time the rats would steal it", said Michael, "but they gave up the fight."  

"But have they given up the fight?" asked Gordon. "We don't see them much, but maybe 

they are working underground. Maybe one day they will come out of their holes by the million 

and carry everything before them."  

"No", said Neill, "they are too small. They can't manage material of any weight. I rather 

fancy that the apes may be doing something."  

"I never thought of that", said Michael. "Tarzan! They have the weight and size, they have 

hands."  

"But very little brain power", said Bunny.  

"That", said Neill, "doesn't matter. Man built a civlisation without much brain power. The 

apes have courage and force, and for my part I am thankful that apes don't grow in England and 

can't swim the Channel."  

"All the same", said David, "it would be interesting to know if they were doing anything. 

We might take the bombers to Africa just to see."  

"Impossible", said Robert, "couldn't get petrol there. If only the airship hadn't got lost." He 

paused. "I say! Why not try to find it with the 'planes?"  

The children jumped at the idea and next morning they set off. It was Jean who found it near 

Cambridge. Its anchor had caught in a church tower, and it seemed to be intact. Jean managed 

to board it, and, leaving her 'plane, she flew the airship home. There was general rejoicing, and 

it was decided to fly to Africa to study the apes.  

"We'll maybe find the missing link", said Bunny.  

"What, again?" asked Betty, looking archly at David, and David blushed and gave her a 

clump on the ear.  

From this point the story may sound almost incredible, but fiction is always stranger than 

truth. They found that the apes had begun to make a new civilisation. It was Gordon who first 

saw them as they flew over Kenya.  
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"Look!" he cried, "down there! Men working!"  

They saw what appeared to be men hauling a tree. Their glasses showed them that they were 

looking at apes. They stopped the engines and hovered over the scene. The apes looked up 

astonished, and then they came back and went on with their work, glancing up at the ship every 

now and again, half fearfully, half curiously.  

"What are they doing?" asked Neill.  

"They've got saws and axes", said Michael; "they must have seen men using them."  

They had apparently cut down the tree with a crosscut saw, but they seemed to be at a loss 

what to do with it. Some were hacking at it with axes, while others were making aimless saw 

cuts on the trunk.  

"Just aping men", said Pyecraft. "Haven't the brains to know what to do with tools."  

"Still", said Betty, uneasily, "I don't like it. They are groping for something, and if they grope 

long enough they may get somewhere. After all, when primitive man made a stone axe he wasn't 

much ahead of these apes. Look at that big one who seems to be the leader. Look how he orders 

the others about. There is the beginning of the capitalist class, the masters. Goo, but he's a hefty 

brute; shouldn't care to be down there among them", and he shivered.  

"Watch them", said Neill, "there's method in their madness. My opinion is that they are trying 

to make a boat. If not, why is that chap scooping out the middle with the axe? Let's go on and 

see what the others are doing. We can come back later and see what they have done with the 

tree."  

They went on, and soon they came to another group which was trying to build a house with 

branches. One child ape was sitting on the ground striking matches.  

"They have discovered fire", said Bunny, "but that won't help them, for when they have used 

up the matches they have made, they won't be able to make any more. And there that silly fool 

sits wasting good matches. You see they don't know what to do with fire. Hullo!"  

His exclamation was caused by a sudden flare. A dropped match had ignited the grass, and 

there was a howl of terror from the apes who sprang to the branches of the wood. But one large 

ape jumped down and began to beat the flames with a branch.  

"Not so stupid after all", said Neill. "Mark my words, the apes will conquer the world. Unless 

-"  

"Unless what?" said Michael.  

"Unless we do it first."  

"We could easily exterminate them", said Robert. "We have enough bombs in Europe to 

wipe out every ape in the world."  
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"That", said Pyecraft, "is a dog-in-the-manger attitude. We can't make a civilisation 

ourselves, and we won't let another brand make one. I think that we should make an attempt to 

join forces."  

"With the apes?" said David.  

"Why not? We can teach them a lot."  

"They would kill us", said Betty. "Oogh! They would tear us limb by limb. Let's go higher; 

we are too near for my taste", and she moved the altitude lever. Nothing happened.  

"The helium is going out", cried Pyecraft, and his face paled. "We are sinking!"  

 

TO BE CONTINUED... 
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Discussion 

"Phew!" whistled Robert, "it's getting exciting. But, of course, in real life the apes couldn't 

do it."  

"The worst of Neill's stories is that they are always copying other stories", said Betty. "Just 

a crib from Tarzan of the Apes now."  

"Oh yeah?" said I. "Who was he? And was that also a story of you and a new civilisation? I 

begin to tire of casting pearls."  

"Pearls!" said Jean with a chuckle. "Chestnuts I should call them."  

"That was a good bit about me flying the bomber", said Bunny. "That made it real life." He 

paused when I raised my eyebrows. "I could fly a 'plane easily", he continued, "but I think you 

ought to have made Betty or Gordon crash. They couldn't loop the loop I know."  

"We can't ever get back to Summerhill now", said Evelyn, "for we can't mend the helium 

that broke", and the boys laughed scornfully.  

"Helium", explained Gordon, "is a gas. You can only get it in America, so we can never fly 

in the airship again."  

"Unless", I said, "you go to America and bring back some in a petrol tin, Gordon."  

"But it was silly to lose it", said Jean. "We're left with the apes, and how can we ever get 

away again?"  

"You might marry one and settle down in Kenya", I suggested.  

"Kenya!" said Michael. "Are you quite sure that there are apes in Kenya?"  

I was far from sure.  

"Of course", I said quickly, "three old Summerhillians went out there."  

"That may be", said Michael, "but are you sure there are other apes in Kenya? And do you 

know what an ape is?"  

The conversation was getting too dangerous, so I side-tracked them by telling them an 

anecdote about a gorilla.  

Bill Murray was an unemployed musician. The radio and the dance band had narrowed down 

the musical world, and Bill was on his beam ends. He went to see an old friend, a business man.  

"I'm just about through", said Bill; "no food, no clothes. Can't you give me a job, Alf?"  

His friend said sadly that he hadn't a job for him. "But", he said hopefully, "I was lunching 

with the superintendent of the Zoo yesterday, and he happened to remark that he needed a man. 

Go and see him and say that I sent you."  

So Bill went to the Zoo.  
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"Yes", said the superintendent, "yes, it is true that I am looking for a man, but it is hardly the 

job for a man like you."  

"I'll do anything", said Bill; "what sort of a job is it?"  

"Well", said the superintendent, "it's like this. The gorilla died last week. It was a great 

favourite with the kiddies, and they are missing it frightfully. My idea was this: if I could get a 

man to put on the gorilla's skin, and hop about the trees, the kids wouldn't know the difference. 

But, of course, it isn't a job for a cultured man like you."  

"Any job will do for me", said Bill; "I've got to live."  

So Bill donned the skin of the gorilla and began to play about the enclosure. The kids threw 

him buns and nuts, and he tried his best to amuse them. Daily he improved, and soon he could 

swing from branch to branch. Then one day the superintendent told him that some very 

distinguished guests were to be visiting the Zoo that day, and would he try his best to amuse 

the youngsters of the party? So when the guests came, Bill excelled himself. But he was too 

ambitious: he swung on a branch: it broke... and he dropped into the lion's den. He looked up 

and saw a huge lion approaching him with the crouch that precedes a spring. Bill cowered in 

the corner in terror. The lion gradually came nearer and nearer, till Bill was frantic. The lion 

was now two yards away from him. I paused and looked at him.  

"Get to hell out of this", said the lion savagely; "there are enough unemployed musicians 

here without you."  
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CHAPTER 8 

Betty managed to miss the treetops, and brought the ship down in a clearing. The apes 

scattered in all directions, but they could be seen watching furtively from the trees. Everyone 

of the ship's party was scared. The girls screamed; the boys wept; Pyecraft almost collapsed; 

Spike went white and fingered his guns; Fritz hid his head in his hands. Only Neill was 

comparatively calm.  

"Listen to me", he said, "there has been a lot of tripe talked about the savagery of the wild 

animal. Savage they can be, but that is when they are driven about and attacked by men. Tigers 

and lions are not savage; they are not even cruel; it just happens that by nature they must kill to 

eat. Now apes are not carnivorous; they are a vegetarian animal. I am certain that we shall be 

quite safe among them."  

"Have you ever seen one before?" faltered David.  

"I haven't."  

"Then you know nothing about them", said David.  

"True", said Neill patiently, "I have never had to deal with apes, but I am reasoning by 

analogy. In Summerhill I had to deal with a tailless branch of the Simiidae, and -- "  

"This is no time for trying to be funny", said Bunny roughly; "we're in a hole, and instead of 

talking rot tell us how to get out."  

"Open the door and get out", said Neill. "I tell you they will be friendly if we don't frighten 

them with guns and things. Why, they might even accept one of you bright lads as a leader. 

Hullo, here comes the king!" and he pointed to a large hairy ape that came waddling forward. 

He was followed at some distance by other apes. He stopped and stared at the machine, then he 

began to feel it with his hands. He came to a window and suddenly saw Robert's face inside. 

He started back suddenly, but Robert gave a ghastly imitation of a smile, and he came forward 

again and looked at Robert.  

"I could swear the brute is grinning", whispered Neill.  

"I'm not", said Robert. "I feel more like being sick. What an ugly dial!"  

Spike had the ape covered with his 45.  

"Lemme plug the plug-ugly", he said, but Pyecraft gently took his arm, saying: "If you do, 

you make them enemies, and, seeing we are stuck here, our only chance is to make them 

friends."  

The big ape had now wandered round to the propeller, and was turning it with interest. He 

gave it an extra turn, and a blade hit him on the head, and then he got savage. He tore at it with 
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his long, hairy arms, spitting and roaring. Then Michael touched the lever that started the 

engine, whether by accident or not, he could not say. The propeller began to revolve furiously 

and this made the ape wilder than ever. He rushed at it and one of the blades cut his head off 

cleanly as it were a sharp knife.  

"That", said Neill, "is a pity. That possibly signs our death warrant."  

The other apes, startled by the incident, had made for the branches, and were staring at the 

decapitated body in great agitation.  

"He was apparently their leader", said Michael uneasily. "They'll try to avenge his death, 

or...ah, look! That younger he ape has come down and is trying to say something to the others. 

He is going to be the new leader."  

"In that case", said Bunny, "there is a chance that he is rather glad that his old rival has got 

the works. Stop the engine, for heaven's sake, Betty."  

When the propeller had stopped revolving, there was a pause, and then the apes began to 

crowd round the machine. A few of the more adventurous climbed on top of the carriage, and 

one of them began to swing along the wireless aerial.  

"Well", sighed Neill, "either we stay in here and die of starvation, or we go out and risk it."  

"You try first", said Robert; "you were the one who talked about the dear friendly apes", and 

the others said: "hear, hear!"  

"Don't be frightened", said Jean; "they may think you are one of themselves, seeing you 

haven't shaved for a month."  

Neill tried to smile at this futile joke.  

"I think", he said, "that I am not the best person to begin the fraternising business. It should 

be someone nearer to them in development, someone who can do a song and dance on the 

branches. I am too old and stiff. Perhaps if Pyecraft were to go and try a swing on a branch, the 

branch would break, and the apes would think it so funny to see old Pyecraft hit the earth that 

they would, as it were, get into a good mood." Pyecraft thought otherwise.  

"Or one of the girls", suggested Neill. "Evelyn could do the branch act with grace."  

"You can't get out of it that way", said Evelyn sternly. "Have the courage of your 

convictions."  

So Neill took a deep breath and opened the door and went out. It was with deep gratification 

that he noticed Spike standing there behind the glass with two guns at the ready. Neill took a 

step forward, and the semi-circle of apes drew back. Neill smiled at them, or rather made a 

grimace that was intended for a smile, but there was no facial response. Then he put himself in 

an ape position, with body crouched and hands hanging down to the ground, and began to 
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waddle about, making what he thought were agreeable noises. The apes began to chatter among 

themselves.  

"Don't give them too bad an impression of the human race", cried Gordon.  

What the apes had chattered about is not known, but a dead silence followed, and the leader 

slowly waddled forward and stood looking at Neill half afraid. Neill went down on all fours, 

crept up to the ape, and rubbed his face against its hairy hand. And then a grin came over the 

ape's face. This emboldened Neill to take hold of the ape's hand and shake it, and the ape grinned 

more than ever. Fritz had the presence of mind to throw out a banana, and Neill presented it to 

the ape who stood and ate it, still with the grin on his face. The children by this time had lost 

their fear, and one by one they came out, and soon there was a general rubbing of faces on hairy 

hands. Pyecraft and Spike stayed in the ship, ready to shoot any ape that showed animosity. 

Robert, David, and Michael went a step farther, and making for the trees, they began to swing 

among the branches. The apes seemed delighted, and with a merry chatter they joined in the 

fun. They laughed when the boys missed a branch and fell to the ground. The apes were very 

curious about the clothes that the humans were wearing. They kept pawing them, and some of 

them began to gather leaves with which they attempted to make garments for themselves. 
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Michael had a happy inspiration: he dived into the ship and brought out Pyecraft's top hat and 

presented it to the ape leader. He grinned as Michael put it on his head. Betty fetched a looking-

glass and held it up to the ape, but when he saw the reflection of his face, surmounted by a tall 

hat, he scuttled away in terror. Betty dropped the glass in alarm, but the ape came back and 

picked it up, then stared at himself for a long time. Then he suddenly got angry and began to 

attack the face in the glass. The glass smashed, and he stared stupidly through the empty frame.  

"Some hopes to make them apes civilised", said Spike to Pyecraft.  

"Still", said Pyecraft, "he showed some intelligence. If I had a face like that, and saw it in a 

glass, I'd want to smash the blame thing too."  

The humans went into the ship to have some lunch.  

"You see I was right", crowed Neill. "I told you that they would not be savage if we treated 

them in a friendly way."  

"Yes", said Robert, "but what comes next? We can't help them to found a new civilisation. 

They haven't got the brains."  

"Not so sure", said Neill.  

"They'll never be civilised", Robert shook his head: "how can they ever make bombs and 

poison gas, tell me that?"  

"I didn't say that they could reach the higher branches of civilisation", answered Neill, "but 

I don't see why they shouldn't rise to a mild form of capitalism. Take that leader ape."  

"You can never give him culture", said Betty. "Can you ever imagine him liking music or 

painting or reading books?"  

"But why should he, Betty? Pyecraft here is one the world's best capitalists, but he knows 

nothing of books and music and painting. He thinks Botticelli is a cheese."  

"Not so ignorant as that", laughed Pyecraft. "I've had bottles of the stuff in my cellar for 

years."  

"I agree with Betty", said Bunny. "We may be able to teach them to make a boat or a wood 

house, even to cook food by fire, but we'll never be able to teach them to make radio or 

gramophones or motor-cars, or to read and write even. We might make an attempt to start a 

school, eh?"  

"Get Spike to teach them English", laughed Gordon.  

"Ses which!" grinned Spike. "Yuh gotta cut out them flash ideas about eddercatin' the 

monkeys. They ain't so good. Yuh can't eddercate 'em. That boss monkey, he cud never handle 

a Tommy Gun or take a G man for a ride."  
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"The trouble is", said Neill, "that we all differ about what civilisation should be. Gordon's 

standard is Oxford, Spike's is Chicago, Pyecraft's a deal with a modest 400 per cent profit, 

Bunny's a Morris Car factory. I say that we should forget them all; I suggest that we do not try 

to lead the apes, that we stand by, as it were, and see how far they can go."  

"I'm gonna keep my peepers fixed on that old geezer wiv the one eye", said Spike. "Aw was 

catchin' him. He gotta screwy slant of his one optic that ain't good to look at."  

"I notice that too", said Fritz. "He was the only one that did not us be friends to."  

"Better take him for a branch swing, Spike", said Neill with a laugh.  

They were wakened early in the morning by the chatter of the apes. The leader, Bobe (a 

name suggested by David -- owing to a hint of resemblance to a friend of his) stood outside and 

smiled through the window, and the children went out. Pyecraft had suggested that they build 

a house, because the ship's cabin was rather cramped, and they began to saw down trees. The 

apes soon joined in, and soon they were sawing easily, better than the children, for the strength 

of their arms made the crosscut saws bite through at a rapid rate. They noticed that Bobe soon 

took on the duties of gaffer, and he shouted at the workers, and when they slacked off he clouted 

them with his heavy hand. Bobe did not handle the tools himself. One-Eye sat down and looked 

on, and it was noticed that Bobe made no attempt to make him work.  

"He's scared of that One-Eye", said Spike. It was apparent that One-Eye resented the 

leadership of Bobe.  

"Mark my words", said Robert, "that One-Eye will have a show-down with Bobe in the near 

future."  

The work was going smoothly. The boys got the apes to put the logs in position, and they 

nailed them down. Bobe had fallen asleep, and the apes seemed to get tired of the work, and 

wandered away. "  

Hopeless", growled David.  

"Not at all", said Neill; "just like the municipal workers of any city. We should have given 

them spades to lean on."  

The house was about six feet high by evening time, but when they awoke next morning they 

were surprised to find One-Eye directing the gang. They had taken the whole thing to pieces 

and were sawing the logs up into short lengths. Two apes were trying to saw through an iron 

crowbar that the children had left lying about. It was obvious that the apes had no understanding 

of work.  

"Don't tell me", said Spike. "That loodah knows what he is doing. I wanna know what's 

happened to Bobe."  
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They found Bobe in the wood. His had been a horrible death: he was literally torn limb from 

limb. The children shivered at the sight, and terror gripped them. They made for the ship as fast 

as they could, but, as they ran, One-Eye swung from a branch and seized Jean, and went 

swinging through the woods with her in one great hand. Her shriek of terror froze their blood. 

The situation was critical. No one could hope to keep pace on the ground with an ape swinging 

from branch to branch at a great rate. Spike tried a long shot with his revolver but missed. It 

seemed hopeless to save Jean from an unspeakable death. But Spike, with his trained eye, had 

seen that One-Eye was not going away straight; he was going in a circle. Spike dived into the 

wood with a view to heading him off, and the others followed. Spike left them far behind. They 

plodded on, and the sound of a shot gave them added impetus. They came to an open space and 

there they stopped dead and held their breath, for the scene before them was shattering. Spike's 

shot had got One-Eye in the right arm, and he had dropped to the ground, still clutching Jean in 

his left hand. Jean appeared to be unconscious. One-Eye dropped her and sprang at Spike, and 

Spike's gun roared, and the ape staggered back with blood flowing from his neck. Spike fired 

again, but the gun jammed, and, before he had time to draw his other gun, the ape was on top 

of him, clawing his face with its left hand. Spike managed to smash his gun into its face, and 

its fury then was beyond all bounds. The boys rushed forward, but before they could reach the 

antagonists, One-Eye, with a mighty tearing blow, got Spike in the face and he went down. 

Robert got the ape through the heart with a bullet, and it sank to the ground. They rushed for 

Spike, but it was clear that he was done for.  

"Oh, Spike", cried Betty, sinking to his side and holding his poor torn face in her hands.  

He looked up and a feeble smile came to his face.  

"Is the jane safe?" he whispered, and when they assured him that Jean was unharmed, relief 

came into his eyes. "Queer", he said, "queer. Remember me tellin' yuh about the One-Eye gink 

and the cards? Queer that another One-Eye shud be quicker on the draw  

this time. I guess aw got what was comin' to me. Yuh've been a gang o' swell guys, and aw 

wish aw cud have stayed wiv yuh."  

"You saved my life", sobbed Jean, and she kissed him.  

Tears came into his eyes. "Kinder makes me feel soft", he said. "A flash gunman wouldn't 

bump off even a gorilla for less than two grand", and he smiled, and smiling he died. They 

buried him there, and they piled flowers on his grave.  

"Guess Pirrolo couldn't have given him a better funeral", said David, and he voiced the 

feelings of all.  
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Spike's death was a sad blow. The children now realised how much they had loved the simple 

gangster. Further they felt that they had lost one of their strongest defenders, for Spike was 

fearless. They looked forward to the morrow with something like despair in their hearts, for 

their position was precarious. Stranded in the midst of uncertain apes, apes without a leader 

now, they dreaded what might happen.  

"They may get another leader like One-Eye", said Gordon.  

The leadership question was not long in coming to a head. Next morning they woke to an 

excited chattering, and they looked out to find the apes all set round in a huge circle. In the 

middle were two he apes, circling round each other, trying for a fatal hold. The fight was long 

and grim, but in the end the older ape won, and his opponent was left dead in the middle.  

"The new leader is rather like Roger", said Betty, and they called him Roger.  

Roger's first act after he had killed his rival was to break a saw across his knees, and this 

symbolic act told the children that any approach to him was out of the question.  

"The only thing is to fight now", said Neill, "but how? One thing is certain, that we must try 

to make the coast in the east."  

"I can't walk that far", said Pyecraft mournfully.  

Michael indicated the crowd of apes outside the ship, and said: "None of us will get that far."  

The apes were much excited. Some of them threw stones at the airship.  

"They are going to attack us", said Robert, as a big stone crashed through the cabin window.  

There was nothing for it but to kill the apes. The children hated to do it, but they knew that 

their lives depended on wiping out that ape mob. They did it reluctantly, but they did it. They 

simply mowed them down with machine-guns.  

"We can't stay in this bloody mess", said Bunny. "Let's pack up and get out."  

So they began to get ready for their dangerous journey.  

"We must take only necessities", said Robert, and they all knew that he meant revolvers and 

machine-guns and daggers and cartridges. They had five machine-guns, and the boys took one 

each. The girls carried the revolvers and daggers, and Fritz and Pyecraft the cartridges, while 

Neill carried the map and compass. They reckoned that they were about three hundred miles 

from the coast, but what they were to do when they reached the coast they dared not even 

consider. They saw apes but they generally ran away at their approach, but on one or two 

occasions they had to gun their way through. They came to the tree trunk they had seen the apes 

working on from the airship. They had made it into a sort of boat, but then they had sawn it up.  

Said Neill: "A dim intelligence darkly trying to express itself. In ten thousand years the apes 

may reach the evolution of the stone age."  
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Pyecraft's condition was giving them some anxiety. The unaccustomed exercise had no 

slimming effect whatever; indeed, he seemed to grow fatter. His heart was troubling him, and 

their pace had to be a slow one on his account.  

"Don't wait for me", he kept saying. "I am of no importance. The world belongs to the young. 

Leave me and get on to the coast."  

Michael offered to carry him, knowing well that Pyecraft would not accept the offer. Then 

one day they espied a coffee farmhouse, and they entered. To their astonishment they found it 

was the farm of Pat and Joey Townshend, two old Summerhill pupils who had married.  

"Why, Pat!" exclaimed Neill, then he apologised to the Townshend statue. "All the same", 

said Neill, "it's good to be among friends even when they are stony. I wonder where Joey is." 

They found her in the bath.  

"Just like one of the Elgin marbles", said Pyecraft.  

"I see no resemblance to a marble whatever", said David. "Now if you had been in the bath, 

Pyecraft, that might have been different."  

They spent a few days happily in Pat's home. They got Joey out of the bath and clad her, and 

they set the newly-married couple one on each side of the fireplace to make the home more 

homely like, as Evelyn said.  

"Very sad", said Neill gloomily, then more cheerfully: "but it's an ill wind that blows nobody 

good", as he espied a multi-bladed knife he had once lent Pat.  

"Wouldn't it be queer", said Betty, "if all the stone people could still hear and think. For all 

we know Pat and Joey may know what we are saying."  

"I hope not", said Jean startled. She had been whispering to Evelyn about Joey.  

It was a bit eery at the dinner table with the host and hostess standing there.  

"I always feel we should be inviting them to sit down", said Bunny.  

They had to move on, however, and they got ready to go. Robert insisted on shaking hands 

with Pat even although the others warned him that the arm would probably come off in his 

hand. It did, and Robert decided to carry it home to England to give to Pat's father, but then he 

remembered that the father was also a statue, and he threw the arm into a ditch.  

It is no use to tell of their adventures as they made for the coast. Suffice it to say that they 

reached it, tired and footsore. Pyecraft had done better than his condition had promised. Luckily 

there was a harbour quite near, with some largish ships in it. They at once took possession of a 

British torpedo boat, and threw the crew overboard.  

"The route", said Robert, "is Aden, Red Sea, Suez, Gib."  
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"Wait a minute", said Michael, "aren't there locks in the Suez Canal? We'll have to go via 

the Cape."  

No one knew anything about locks, and David's assertion that he had often made a key from 

a blank was very properly ignored as being irrelevant. They all agreed that it would be safer to 

take the Cape rout, and as Neill had been to South Africa by the Union Castle Line he said he 

knew every inch of the way. The torpedo boat was an oil one, so that the question of stoking 

did not arise, much to the delight of everyone. Neill was elected captain, and he donned naval 

uniform and looked really fine. The others all donned officer's uniforms.  

Neill objected. "How can I give orders to swab the decks to a bunch of lieutenants, 

commodores, even admirals", and he indicated Bunny and Robert.  

But the crew refused to give up their rank. Neill sat in his cabin for half an hour studying 

navigation, and when he had mastered it, ordered Chief Engineer Commander Gordon to give 

Full Speed Astern.... Luckily there was another British torpedo boat in the harbour, and they 

swam to this one, and Neill spent another half-hour studying navigation. He got the ship out 

with the help of four motor-launches which the boys used as tugs, and once at sea he felt that 

he couldn't do much harm whatever order he gave to the engine-room. Soon the ship was sailing 

south in a calm sea. The boys had tied the motor-launches on astern in case of accidents. They 

made Durban in good time, and in a few days anchored off Cape Town. They were two days 

out from Cape Town when the mutiny began. Neill had ordered David to box the binnacle, and 

David started to argue about it.  

The Captain began to look angry. "An order is an order", he thundered, "and must be carried 

out."  

"O.K.", said David, "if you'll tell me what and where the binnacle is I'll box it."  

It was then that Captain Neill swore for half an hour without repeating himself.  

"I ship a bunch of land-lubbers", he cried, "and you don't know one thing about a ship."  

Robert had fetched a dictionary from the boatswain's cabin.  

"Binnacle", he read: "the box on a ship that holds the compass. How the heck can David box 

a blinking box?"  

"That is the language of mutiny", cried the Captain. "Get furrad, you scum. Not you, David, 

me lad. Will you box that binnacle?"  

"I'll try", said David with a grin, and he hit the binnacle with a straight left followed by an 

upper cut. The compass went out of action and remained out of action.  

"You fool!" roared the Captain.  

David saluted.  
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"Your orders have been carried out, sir", he said.  

The crew had a meeting forrard.  

"He can't steer the ship without a compass", said David, "and I votes we chuck him off and 

get another captain." Carried unanimously. Robert and Bunny were sent aft to interview the 

captain.  

"We've elected Gordon in your place", they said.  

Neill smiled an ugly smile.  

"Indeed", he said, and opening a drawer he took out a revolver. "This is mutiny, and on the 

high seas mutiny is punishable by death. I am captain and I remain captain of this ship."  

"The why don't you steer it straight?" asked Robert. "We've been going in circles for the last 

three hours."  

"Insolent ruffians!" cried the captain. "Get out!"  

They reported to the ship's Soviet.  

"We'll have a stay-in strike", suggested Jean, and they did.  

Neill acted as steersman, but he had to sleep, and all his shouts brought no one on deck. After 

a fourteen's hour watch, he tied the helm so that the ship would go round in circles, and, turning 

in, he fell fast asleep.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED... 
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Discussion 

"So the ape civilisation was no use?" said Michael. "I don't believe that the apes could saw 

trees."  

"I wish you hadn't made Spike die", said Betty. "He was a nice gangster."  

"But don't you see", said David, "that he'll have to make the other men die too? Fritz, Pyecraft 

and himself, they'll have to die."  

"Why?" I asked.  

" 'Cos you are no use. Only the young ones should live."  

"But if I die", said I, "how can I end the story?"  

"We could become spiritualists", chuckled Jean, "and then your ghost could come back and 

tell us the story. Make all the stone people come back as ghosts, and we'll fight them."  

"I think", said Gordon, who had been sitting very thoughtful, "that there is one big flaw in 

the story. There must have been hundreds of men down in submarines, and the cloud couldn't 

have touched them. They would all be alive."  

"Yes", I said, "I agree that that is a reasonable deduction, but again you show your ignorance 

of science. This cloud, which was composed mainly of SiF2(CN)2 united with the H2O of the 

sea and formed the chemical compunds HF and HCN, which were, if anything, more poisonous 

and, on the account of the SiO2 which was also formed, petrified every moist tissue they 

touched."  

"There's no such formula", said Bunny.  

I ignored the interruption.  

"So that when the submarine crews came to the surface they met a sort of hanging mist that 

turned them into stone."  

"All of them?" asked Robert. "Couldn't there be one submarine of -- say -- Franco's that 

stayed down long enough to come up when the mist had gone?"  

"When I come to think of it", I said slowly, "I believe there was one of Franco's submarines 

that did survive."  

"Good", said the boys together.  

"You haven't had your revenge for me burning the White Horse yet", laughed Betty.  

"The story is not yet ended", I said softly.  

"There's not nearly enough blood in it", said Michael. "Why didn't we have fights with lions 

all the way to the coast? And shooting the apes with machine-guns was too easy. I want hand-

to-hand battles with axes or swords. I hope Franco's submarine attacks the torpedo boat." "If I 
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am the captain!" said David. "Box the binnacle! You don't know much about the sea, Neill. You 

box the compass."  

"What does that mean?" I asked.  

"Why", said David scornfully, "it means putting the lid on it after you have used it. You 

shouldn't try to tell a story of the sea if you don't know what the words mean. What's the opposite 

of port?"  

"Claret", I said hastily, and the boys shouted: "Ses you!" and went away.  

But the girls stayed.  

"It isn't exactly what you would call a love story, Neill, is it?" said Betty.  

"Weren't you just a little in love with Spike?" I asked.  

Betty blushed.  

"I liked him, but I wasn't in love with him. You can't fall in love with a man in a story. But 

I don't think you should have made him die to save Jean."  

"Why not?" asked Jean bridling.  

"I dunno. Just seems silly to have a man die for a kid like you. In the films when a chap dies, 

it is always 'cos he loves a woman his own age. And she never never marries, just gets old and 

looks at his photo every day."  

"Oh, you're so mushy", said Jean with scorn, "and you're just jealous too. If I had a face like 

--" but I stepped in and declared the sitting ended." 
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CHAPTER 9 

As he slept Captain Neill was seized by the crew and clapped into irons. Michael was elected 

Captain, and, setting a course by the stars, he sailed for the Spanish Main. When they again 

reached Cape Town Captain Michael hastily explained to his indignant crew that he had 

returned for oil.  

"But we had enough to take us to Madeira", said Pyecraft. "Why go south again?"  

Then it came out that Michael had forgotten that he was in the southern hemisphere, and had 

mistaken the Southern Cross for the Great Bear. So Gordon was made captain, and when he 

had brought them to Ceylon, Evelyn was elected in his stead.  

"The method of trial and error", said Pyecraft wearily, after they had touched at Rio and 

Hong Kong and Thursday Island, "must oneus back tot Europe." And it did ultimately. One 

morning they looked out and saw the Rock of Gibraltar. They were not sure, so they brought 

Neill up in his irons, and he identified the Rock, for he had spent a few days there once.  

The Bay of Biscay was, as ususal, rough, and the bad sailors had a beastly time. "Funny", 

said David, "but the first day at sea you are afraid the ship will go down, and the rest of the 

voyage you're afraid it won't."  

"Is that original?" asked Pyecraft.  

"Of course", said David. "Why?"  

"Only that I said that in 1925", said Pyecraft.  

"Mean to tell me that you hadn't read Mark Twain till 1925?" asked Michael.  

Gordon, on the bridge, summoned Bunny to his side.  

"See that over there?" he said. "If I didn't know that we were the only people left alive, I'd 

swear that was the periscope of a submarine."  

"Maybe it is", said Bunny. "Maybe filled with stone men. Let's fire a salvo at it for practice."  

So they cleared for action, and six guns roared and bleched.  

"Got it!" cried Gordon, "right through the periscope. Will you have a cigar or nuts?"  

They were all laughing at the joke when a torpedo went zooming past the ship. They stared 

in consternation at the submarine which was now riding on the water. It ran up the flag of 

Nationalist Spain. Its gun spoke and hit the torpedo boat clean amidships.  

"Fire!" yelled Gordon, but before they could get the range the submarine sought the depths.  

"Depth charge it!" roared Gordon, but they did not know where the depth charges were kept. 

However, Betty found one but it failed to explode...but Evelyn did when she discovered that 

her plum pudding had been sent to the bottom of the bottom of the Bay of Biscay.  
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Meanwhile Neill was shouting from his hold. He had no idea of what was happening. It was 

Evelyn who went down and unlocked his irons, and, when attacked by the others, she said it 

was absurd to have anyone in irons when they were in such great danger. Pyecraft agreed with 

her, and the others reluctantly consented to Neill having his freedom. Bunny was heard to say 

in disappointed tones that they should have made him walk the plank. He had seen and admired 

the film The Mutiny on the Bounty.  

It was a time for action.  

"We've got to get ahead full steam", said Neill. "If I were captain --"  

"You are not going to be captain", said Robert firmly. "I'm going to stay on the bridge til we 

reach Portsmouth."  

He finished speaking and then: Crash! A torpedo got them in the engine-room, and the ship 

began to heel over. They rushed for the boats. In less than three minutes they were tossing 

helplessly on the sea, trying frantically to keep their small boat steady in the whirlpool the 

sinking torpedo boat made.  

Franco's boat came to the surface and approached them slowly. Pyecraft asked them in 

Spanish what they meant to do, but they did not understand him.  

"I am Italian", said the captain of the submarine, "and my men are German. Why did you 

fire on us?"  

Gordon explained that it was a joke, that they did not know the submarine had live men in 

it.  

"Oh", said the Italian suspiciously, "what side are you on?"  

"What do you mean?" asked Michael.  

"What side were you on in the Spanish War?"  

"Government", said Michael boldly.  

"So it was no joke", said the Italian. "You deliberately tried to sink us."  

"No", said Michael with brave honesty, "but if we had known you were Franco's men we 

would have sunk you at sight."  

"Kind of you", sneered teh Itaian, and he gave a quick order to his men, and they tied a rope 

to the boat, and the submarine set off to tow it into Santander.  

In Santander they were put into the town prison, and two German guards were stationed 

outside. Fritz spoke to them in German and learned that the captain was one Silvo, one of the 

cruellest of the Nationalists. Neill, who had read Spanish Testament, quaked with fear. He asked 

for a private interview with Silvo and was given one.  
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"Look here", said Neill, "why are you keeping us prisoners? We don't want to fight you. All 

we want is to get back to England. You can have all Spain and the whole of Europe."  

Silvo smiled cynically.  

"And give you England? Your young people go back to England and they grow up and have 

children, while we, having no women, die out. No, sir, no. We are willing to let the males go to 

England, but the females will stay with us. Nationalist Spain must live." When Neill reported 

this conversation the boys saw no difficulty about it.  

"Quite simple", said David. "We don't want the girls, do we, lads?" And they were all of the 

same opinion.  

But Fritz said that was all very well, but what did the girls think about it? Did they want to 

stay and marry the foreigners when they grew up? Evelyn said she didn't mind much, but Jean 

and Betty were furious at the boys for what they called treachery.  

"Betraying your womenfolk to save your own miserable hides", spat Betty. "You can go if 

you like, but rather than marry a Francoite I'll kill myself." And she looked as if she meant it.  

About half an hour later one of the German sailors came in carrying a gramophone. Silvo 

followed with a record in his hand.  

"Kind man after all", whispered Evelyn, "going to play us a hot rhythm."  

The sailor wound up the gramophone, and Silvo put on the record. Everyone grew pale, for 

the record was a speaking one: it was speaking in English, reproducing the words that they had 

spoken half an hour before.  

"You didn't know there was a microphone in the cell", said Silvo grimly. He turned to Betty. 

"So you are the girl who said that you rather kill yourself than marry a Francoite? Bah!" and he 

gave Betty a wipe on the cheek. Robert started up and reached for a gun that wasn't there, but 

he sank down again when one of the sailors covered him with a revolver.  

When Silvo had gone they found themselves in a dilemma. The question was how to speak 

without being registered by the microphone. David suggested the deaf and dumb alphabet, and 

they used it until Silvo put a stop to it by switching out the light. They finally settled the 

conversation problem by using the language they had picked up from Spike, and Silvo spent a 

whole day playing and replaying a record that began with: "Nuts on the frail biz." (It was Robert 

speaking). "Us for the Summerhill lam. Give the dagoes the woiks and step on the graft gas if 

they stall on the up grade." Silvo was furious, but he would have been less furious if he had 

known that Robert's sentences conveyed a different meaning to each of his listeners. He brought 

the record of Robert's conversation in, and ordered Michael to translate it. "Oke," said Michael 
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unblushingly, "Nuts on the frail biz, that means that Robert likes nuts to eat. The word frail 

means fragile, easily broken. Robert likes nuts that are easily broken."  

"What does biz mean?" demanded Silvo.  

"That", said Gordon, "is poetic licence...it was summer time and the bees were bizzing 

around the nut trees."  

Silvo frowned. " What does Us for the Summerhill lam mean ? "  

Michael put on an innocent smile. "We are longing to get back to Betty's little lamb," he 

said. " Its fleece was white as snow..."  

"You are swindling me", cried Silvo in anger. " It is a code, a cypher. If you use it again I 

will have you all beaten with rubber sticks", and he went out, slamming the cell door.  

Fritz, the electrician, did things to the mike with a horse nail, and, as none of the Germans 

knew anything about mikes, the recordings stopped, but poor Fritz was badly beaten up. The 

German guards were then ordered to listen to every conversation, for they knew English, but 

Neil and Pyecraft tricked them by speaking German. The guards could not understand it.  

One morning, about a week after their imprisonment, Silvo arrived and announced that the 

males were to be put into a motor-boat to make their way as best they could to England. The 

females would stay behind.  

"If we refuse ?" asked Bunny.  

Silvo tapped his revolver significantly, and David sang to a foxtrot tune: "Nix on the mix in. 

We'll scram and tag the broads from the froggie circuit."  

"What does that mean ?" asked Silvo.  

Just a song," smiled David, " a mere song, an old French ballad."  

Silvo fumed but could do nothing. He lifted his gun and seemed about to shoot David, but 

David put on so innocent a look that Silvo reparked his gun. They were put in a boat with 

provisions for seven days, and they set out on what looked like a long voyage. When darkness 

fell Neill turned to David: "I presume that when you said we would tag the broads from the 

froggie circuit you meant to convey to the girls that we'd land in France and try to rescue them 

across the Pyrenees ? "  

"Apennines", corrected David, "Yes. We can't leave them to blokes like that."  

"I think," said Robert, "that we ought to creep back in the dark and pinch their submarine."  

"Too well guarded", said Pyecraft. "We're sure to find a submarine in a harbour like 

Bordeaux."  

And they found one of the most modern submarines riding in the harbour of Bordeaux, a 

lovely ship. They began to explore it.  
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"Wonder how it sinks", said Bunny, and a moment later, when Pyecraft came aboard, it sank 

right away. Bunny managed to close the hatch in time to prevent the ship's flooding. None of 

them had ever been in a submarine before, and all were scared stiff. Luckily, Bunny tripped 

over the lever for the oxygen ventilating apparatus, and they gradually lost their fear.  

"All I know about a submarine", said Neill, is that under water it runs off accumulators, but 

you have to sail on the surface in order to charge these accumulators. Test them, Michael."  

Michael tested them and found them almost fully charged, and they began to experiment 

with various levers. After a time they found how to raise the ship so that only the periscope was 

above the surface, and then they found how to make the engines go. They looked gingerly at 

the torpedo tube, but decided not to experiment with it till they were well out to sea. Later, they 

practised with a dummy torpedo and found that they could hit the target about six times in a 

hundred.  

"We'll have to rely on the four-inch gun", said Gordon, "even if it means coming to the 

surface to fire it each time."  

They cautiously made their way back to Santander, and, in the early morning, they lay 

outside the harbour. Pyecraft, who was using the periscope, suddenly cried: "The Franco 

submarine has disappeared!" It had. They came to the surface and sailed into dock. The enemy 

had gone, taking the girls with them. They searched the prison but could find no clue to their 

whereabouts. Suddenly Bunny pounced on a tiny scrap of paper in a corner of the prison yard. 

On it was the word BURGOS . . . in red ink.  

"Betty's writing", he said, " writ with her own blood. But where is Burgos?"  

No one knew until they found a map. Burgos was inland, and that meant abandoning the 

submarine. Michael's suggestion to put wheels on the submarine was not taken very seriously.  

"It's either footing it or horsing it", said Robert, "and I've got an idea. Do you notice how all 

the stone people are growing whiter in the rain and sun? I votes we get whitewash, and then we 

can approach as near them as we like if we don't let them see us moving."  

They found as many rifles and revolvers as they required, and they started out on the road to 

Burgos. They tried to catch horses, but these had become too wild. They tried a car but the roads 

were chock full of troops and artillery and provision wagons. It was the heat of summer, and 

marching was cruel, for most of them were unaccustomed to walking, and their feet got 

blistered.  

They came to the outskirts of Burgos, and then they decided to wait till dark before they 

entered. They slept in a Red Cross wagon by the side of the road. About midnight Robert awoke 

suddenly. He nudged Michael.  
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"I heard steps outside", he whispered. They peered over the side of the wagon. "It's one of 

the German blokes", said Michael. "Come on, let's get him."  

They crept out of the wagon, and began to track the unsuspecting German. He sat down on 

a stone and lit a cigarette. The boys crept up behind him, and suddenly they pulled a sack over 

his head. Robert made things surer by clumping him over the head with his rifle, and then they 

ran and awoke the others. Robert's blow had made him unconscious but not wounded.  

"I know", said Fritz. " He is me very like. I vill his clothes take off and I vill go and they vill 

think I am his."  

"That's all very well", said Neill, " but you don't know where to go to."  

"But", said Fritz, "I can all places go and I vill find them."  

So Fritz set off in the German's uniform. They deliberated about what they should do with 

the German soldier.  

"Spike would have bumped him off," said David.  

"Yes, but we couldn't very well do that", said Bunny. "He hasn't done us any harm."  

"No", said Michael, "but he might. We can't keep him unconscious by biffing him on the nut 

all the time, and if we tie him up he'll yell unless we gag him. Really it would be safer to do 

him in."  

At this point the German woke up and stared about him vacantly. Suddenly he found that lie 

was in his shirt and underpants, and he looked alarmed.  

"Wo ist mein Uniform ?" he asked excitedly.  

Neill explained to him that a fellow countryman had borrowed it.  

"But", cried the German, "they vill him shoot. I run avay because the man Silvo so cruel to 

the womans. I am deserter. They vill shoot him." He had just spoken when the noise of a rifle 

shot pierced the air.  

"Follow I", cried the German, and he rushed towards the town. They followed at a run. At 

the corner of the first street Bunny tripped over something. It was the body of Fritz. He had 

been shot through the heart. They all stopped.  

"Oh, the swine!" cried Robert with clenched fist; "they will pay for this. Hi, you, what's your 

name?"  

"Sepp", said the German.  

"O.K., Sepp, are you on our side?"  

Ich hasse Silvo", said Sepp tensely.  

"I don't know what that means", said Robert, "but the way you said it is all I want to know. 

Where are they?"  
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"They is in a what you say Kaserne in the next street. I take you by little streets. Come."  

As they approached the barracks they heard a girl's scream.  

"That is the Betty", whispered Sepp. "Silvo he not her like because she say him he bad man, 

not?"  

Said Neill: "I don't see how we are to attack the barracks across that open space."  

"This is where the whitewash comes in", said Robert, and he deftly whitened all their faces. 

"Now look", he went on, "you see there are lots of statues dotted about the place. Our game is 

to get among these statues, and then edge our way by inches nearer the barracks."  

"Er", said Pyecraft, "I think it a splendid idea, but with this cough of mine I might give you 

all away."  

Neill cleared his throat. " Getting a cold too", he said cheerfully.  

Robert gave the men a withering look, and his silence said more than any words could have 

said.  

It was still dark, but the dawn was creeping on them.  

"We must act at once", said Robert, and he led the way creeping on all fours. When dawn 

came the four boys and Sepp were standing rigid and white in the barrack square.  

"That takes nerve", said Pyecraft as he and Neill watched from behind a stone Major-General 

of generous cover.  

"I know", said Neill. "Let's creep round and do a flank movement. The garrison will shoot 

at us and that will give the boys a chance to move forward."  

So they crept round, and, when they were on the west side of the barracks, Neill sent a rifle 

shot through a window. He was answered by a volley, and Pyecraft, who could see the boys, 

cried that they had advanced a lot. " Give 'em another shot", he said. Neill emptied his magazine, 

and Pyecraft shouted in delight that Robert and David had reached a point ten yards from the 

barracks. Then came a mishap. Gordon had a wasp settle on his nose, and if there was one thing 

that put the shivers down Gordon's spine it was a wasp on his nose. He stood it as long as he 

could, then he slogged it. He was seen by Silvo and a shot rang out. It got the wasp.  

"Take cover!" yelled David, and they dropped behind statues. They began to fire, while Neill 

and Pyecraft continued to fire from the flank. In a lull in the firing they heard Silvo's voice.  

"Surrender at once or we shall kill the girls."  

"Keep him talking", whispered Bunny. "Do you notice that old Pyecraft is shoving the 

Major-General before him and getting closer?"  

"Right", said Robert, and then to Silvo: "If we surrender will you spare our lives?"  

"Yes."  
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"And let the girls come with us ?"  

"No, never."  

Robert kept one eye on Pyecraft, who was by this time quite close.  

"Well, then, will you make a bargain, Silvo ? Give us one of the girls and you can keep the 

other two."  

"Which one?"  

"The one with the beautiful face", said Robert.  

"Which one is that ?" asked Silvo.  

They saw Pyecraft raise his right arm, and a bomb crashed into the wall. There was a loud 

explosion, and when the smoke had cleared away they saw a huge gap in the wall. They had 

been wise enough to rush forward in the cover of the smoke and dust. Pyecraft got there at the 

same time, and they stormed the barracks. The Germans threw up their hands, but Silvo fired 

straight at Robert, missed him by a hair's breadth, and got Sepp in the throat. Sepp dropped with 

a horrible gurgle. Then Pyecraft laid Silvo low with the butt of his revolver, and the battle was 

lost and won. Rapidly they tied the prisoners up, and Neill went in search of the girls. He found 

them tied to posts in a dungeon. They wept with joy. They had a terrible story to tell of anxiety 

and torture. They had not been subjected to beating or any bodily torture, but they had been 

driven almost mad by Silvo, who kept telling them what he intended to do to them if the boys 

attempted a rescue. The German soldiers, they said, were quite nice to them, and Sepp had even 

tried to restrain Silvo from inflicting terror on them. They were very sad when they heard that 

Sepp was dead, but when they were told of Fritz's death they wept passionately.  

There were five Germans left. The question was what to do with them and Silvo.  

"He ought to be court-martialled and shot", said Betty with heat. Then she looked at Robert. 

"No", she said, " you are my brother, and it is your duty to fight a duel with him to redeem my 

honour."  

"Didn't know you had any", said Robert sourly. "This is a communal affair. I'm all for a 

court-martial."  

"I agree with Betty", said Neill. " Betty has suffered, and there is an unwritten law that, when 

a damsel suffers, her lover, or, failing a lover, her brother, should challenge the offender."  

"You are her headmaster," said Robert; " it's your duty to protect her. You are in -- in -- 

what's the Dutch phrase ?"  

"In loco parentis", said Neill, " and it isn't Dutch; it's Greek. Well, what about it, Robert? Of 

course if you are afraid I'll have to do it myself."  

"Who said I was afraid?" demanded Robert.  
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"Beg pardon," said Neill with a bow, " but I knew you would act the gentleman."  

So when Silvo recovered from his stunning, Robert went up to him and hit him in the face 

with a glove, which of course is the correct way to invite a man to fight a duel. Silvo rose 

unsteadily.  

"My second will call on you when you are ready."  

"In a second", said Robert, and he indicated to one of the Germans that lie should be Silvo's 

second. So the German presented Silvo's card to Robert, and Robert didn't know what to do 

with it; but then lie had a bright idea, and, taking out a pair of pliers, he punched the card, and 

they all laughed, except Silvo, who glared.  

"Give me as many insults as you like," he said. "I shall avenge them. Since you have 

challenged me I have the choice of weapons." He paused to let this sink in. "I was the best 

swordsman in the Italian army," he added, and again paused to let this one sink in. It sank in all 

right, and Robert's heart sank still deeper, for he had never fenced in his life. Silvo looked at 

him and laughed harshly. "I see you go pale", he said.  

"Not through this whitewash, on your life" came back Robert as quick as lightning. Then he 

turned on his heel. "We meet at sun-rise", he said stiffly, and, falling over the mat, he left the 

room.  

The Germans were concerned about Robert. They had had no love for Silvo, and had only 

obeyed him through fear. One of them spoke to Neill.  

"It is madness to let the boy fight Silvo", he said earnestly. " I have seen Silvo fence, and he 

is really wonderful. He has killed many men in duels. I think you would be justified in taking 

the boy's place, sir."  

Some of the others thought so too, but Neill waived their objections aside.  

"You are asking me," he said indignantly, "to -- to step in and deprive Robert of the greatest 

adventure of his life. Do you want me to make him a coward for ever? Would Robert ever 

forgive me for spoiling his fight ?"  

"Oh", said Robert, "I guess I could forgive you all right."  

"Always generous", said Neill quickly, "but of course he would never let me deputise for 

him."  

"Of course", said Robert, "if you really want to have a go at the blighter, Neill, I'm quite 

willing to stand aside this time."  

"Robert," said Neill solemnly, "your self-sacrifice is great, but, well, another time. This is 

your funer-- I mean your hour."  

Robert looked troubled.  
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"But I can't use a sword. He'll run me through first go off, unless -- "  

"Unless what ?"  

"Would it be playing the game to put on a chain armour under my jumper?" asked Robert.  

"Robert", said Neill, "you are not yourself. If you were, you would blush to suggest so vile 

a method of saving your skin."  

"I was only asking", said Robert with irritation. "Oh, if only the blighter would have 

rheumatism or something!"  

"Ah !" said his sister, and she rose hurriedly and left the room.  

Robert spent most of the night trying to hit a sack with a cavalry sword. When dawn came 

he was wild-eyed and nervous. Pyecraft rang the barracks bell, and they went out to the parade 

ground. Silvo was in his shirt sleeves, and Robert took off his coat too. Pyecraft held out two 

swords, and they each took one. Silvo smiled with contempt and made a lunge at Robert. Robert 

side-stepped and gave the other's sword a wallop. Silvo said Ugh! and squirmed.  
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"Don't see much of his famous swordsmanship", whispered David to Betty.  

Betty smiled brightly. "Robert's going to win."  

"How do you know ?"  

"'Cos I put clean sheets on Silvo's bed last night."  

"But what have clean sheets to do with a duel ?"  

"They were damp," said Betty with a giggle. "Didn't you see him squirm when Robert hit 

his sword? Rheumatism."  

"Seems a bit low down", said David.  

"Don't see it", said Betty. " People have handicaps at golf and tennis, so why shouldn't a 

plus-four bloke like Silvo have a five over bogey handicap when playing a beginner like Robert 

?"  

Silvo had tried to use his left hand, but the rheumatism had gripped him there too. He cursed 

and changed over to his right again. This gave Robert an idea. He had once read a story of 

Napoleon's march to Moscow, when a French soldier was fighting a Russian. The Frenchman 

did a trick by suddenly changing his sword from one hand to the other, and sending his 

opponent's blade whizzing through the air. Silvo lunged at him, and Robert changed hands, and 

. . . there was a gasp as Silvo's sword flew through the air.  

"Cut him down !" yelled the boys, and Robert pointed his blade at the Italian's throat.  

"Stop!" cried Betty. "Don't give him a sudden death. I have a better plan."  

"What plan ?" said Robert.  

"Let him live with rheumatism", said Betty. "Let him hobble about on crutches till he dies."  

All eyes were turned on Betty. Silvo, with a rapid movement, whisked Bunny's revolver out 

of his belt, and, putting it to his own head, he blew his brains out.  

There is not much more to tell about this Spanish episode. The Germans said that they 

wanted to go home, and they set off after a friendly good-bye. Poor fellows, they were eaten by 

wolves on their way through France. The English party found a motor-yacht in Bilbao, and a 

week later were safely back in Summerhill.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED... 
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Discussion 

"That was a really lousy chapter", said Betty with indignation. "Why should the boys do all 

the brave things? Rescuing us...as if we would ever need rescuing, humph!"  

"I think so too", said Jean. "Makes women inferior all the time, and we are as good as the 

boys."  

"Shut up", said Robert testily. "All the same, you shouldn't have made me run Silvo through 

the gullet. And it wasn't fair to make Betty give him rheumatics. Unsporting thing to do 

anyway."  

"Also", said Michael, "very unscientific. Chap couldn't get rheumatism by sleeping one night 

in damp sheets. Another thing, that German chap Sepp we shoved the sack over; if he was 

running away would he sit down and light a fag?"  

"Of course not", said David. "Pity Fritz was killed, wasn't it?"  

"I didn't mind", said Evelyn. "He never seemed to live in the story. Now, Spike did, didn't 

he? I was sorry when he died, but Fritz was so dull. You must admit he was rather dull, Neill, 

wasn't he?"  

"Rather dull", I said. "It was time he was dead."  

"Why not let us all live?" said Michael.  

"Because", I said, "because the title of the story is The Last Man Alive."  

"You mean that everybody will be killed except one of us?"  

"You shouldn't spoil the story by giving away the end like that", said Betty. "Who is to be 

the last one alive?"  

"That", I said, "I don't yet know. It depends a good deal on what happens during the next 

few weeks. If you girls keep me awake by chattering, as you did last night, I promise you a very 

bloody death, and if some of you lads don't return those spanners I lent you yesterday...well, 

I've given you fair warning."  

"I think", said Jean, "that in the next chapter the girls should be the brave ones. What do you 

say, Betty?"  

"No good asking that", said Betty sadly. "Neill always thinks that his sex is the only one with 

guts, but he never does very brave things in the story himself."  

"I may have to rescue you all next time", I remarked. "I think it is time to show what I can 

do myself." 
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CHAPTER 10 

Summerhill was looking more dilapidated than ever. Tiles had fallen off the roof, and 

windows had got broken, how the children could not guess.  

"Seems to me", said Betty, "that someone broke these windows. For all we know we aren't 

the only people left alive in England."  

"Suppose we aren't", said Robert, "what would be the point of the others making a special 

excursion to Leiston just to have a few shies at our windows ? Be your age, Betty."  

"I think they were broken by falling tiles and by branches broken off by storms", said 

Pyeeraft.  

"Maybe rats", ventured Bunny.  

"Rats!" said Neill.  

"Anyway".said Michael, "I wish we hadn't come home from warm climates. Summerhill in 

a cold November with no windows and no coal isn't my idea of comfort, when we have the 

whole world to live in. I don't know why we keep coming back to the beastly place."  

"The homing instinct", said Neill. "The dog returns to its . . . hullo, look at Chad! He's got 

in the rough all right", and indeed he had. Weeds were up to his waist, and bindweed had 

commandeered his kilt. Pyecraft and Neill, the two golfers, said that it was disgraceful that the 

royal and ancient game should have degenerated into a means of sending Michael into vulgar 

hysterical cackling, and they cut the weeds, and gave Chad a pair of plus fours instead of his 

kilt. They found a caddy with clubs over at the golf-course, and they brought him over and 

placed him behind Chad.  

"That's much better", said Neill. "Gives Chad a distinction that he never had in life. I really 

think we ought to bring a few Colonel Blimps over from Aldeburgh golf-course to stand around 

as if Chad were playing a foursome with them." But Michael, the Communist, objected 

strongly, for Chad had also been a Communist.  

"Queer", said Pyecraft, "that he was a Communist and played a bourgeois game like golf."  

"Chad never played golf", said Neill hastily. "Why, man, look at his stance !"  

The Colonel Blimp additions were voted out, but they allowed the two golfers to make a 

bunker at Chad's feet, and Pyecraft broke four niblicks and threw them into the bunker to make 

it more realistic.  

Food had not worried them in their excursions abroad. In Kenya and Spain they had found 

all the fresh food they required, but back in Leiston they had to turn their attention to the garden 

again. But, since it was November, nothing was growing, and while they dug for the spring they 
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had to live on what plants they could find growing wild. The wild animals had eaten up all the 

domestic animals in the county, and had moved inland in search of fresh kills, and if the 

Summerhillians complained that they had no meat to eat, they at least realised that the 

countryside was safe from tigers and lions. The girls tried their hardest to make what food there 

was appetising, but, as Evelyn said, it was not easy to serve up a tasty dish with a menu like the 

one she was preparing for the Sunday dinner.  

MENU  

Dandelion Soup.  

Fillet of Sole (suggested by Charlie Chaplin's The Gold Rush, but this sole was without 

hobnails).  

Braised Dock Roots, with Thistle Sauce.  

Motor-Oil Pudding with BP Commercial Sauce.  

Coffee.  

 

 

The boys looked at the menu and went out for a walk. Neill said it wasn't fair to Evelyn, and 

he came back in time for the coffee. Pyecraft buried the Motor-Oil Pudding darkly at dead of 

night, leaving a few fragments on the plate, so that Evelyn should think it had been eaten. 

Everyone was beginning to look pale and thin, and Pyecraft lost fifty pounds in three weeks. 

Then the gastric influenza epidemic came upon them. One by one the boys doubled up in intense 

pain, and soon they and the men were in bed with high temperatures. Luckily, the girls were so 

far unaffected, for the nursing requirements were urgent and heavy.  

Said Neill: "Nursing is no good. We are dying of vitamin starvation. Unless we get decent 

food we shall all die. And if you girls nurse us you'll catch the infection. Leave us to die."  

The girls held a meeting.  

"Neill is right", said Betty. "Our job is to go out and find food."  

"But who will nurse them ?" asked Jean.  

"They don't need nursing. I believe in Nature Cure. They should fast until they are better."  

"But", lisped Evelyn, "they have been fasting ever since I started to cook."  

"No", said Betty, "they drank the coffee we brought back from Pat's farm. It must be a 

complete fast with nothing but water."  

So next morning the girls appeared all dressed up for a journey. They were fully armed. They 

announced their intention of going in search of meat and fresh fruit and greens. They were to 
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go north by motor-cycles, lightweights that they could lift when they found the roads blocked 

by cars and wagons.  

"Why north ?" asked Neill weakly, for he was very ill.  

"There will be sheep on the Yorkshire moors", said Betty, and up Lincoln way there are lots 

of glasshouses where they grew tomatoes, and there may be some growing there yet."  

So the three brave girls set out on their perilous journey. Each carried a rifle and two 

automatics, and Jean had a machine-gun strapped to her carrier. The other two had baskets tied 

to their carriers to bring back the food.  

"It's lovely being on our own", said Jean. "I hope we meet lions."  

"Shut up", said Evelyn nervously.  

They made good time in spite of the traffic jams, and they reached Norwich in two hours. 

Jean wanted them to put up there for the night in a sweet shop, but they were adamant and 

insisted on going on.  

They stayed the night in a hotel in King's Lynn, and had an excellent dinner of tinned meat 

and tinned fruit and lemonade, and they got very jolly and put on the gramophone and danced.  

"Funny we are so happy", said Jean, "but we shouldn't be when the others are all lying very 

-ill in Summerhill", and she began to laugh, and they also began to laugh, and they laughed 

until they cried, and then they danced again and Betty fell and couldn't get up, so she just lay 

there and laughed and laughed. Oh, they had a lovely time! They went to bed about three in the 

morning, and when they got up they all felt that they had taken the 'flu, for their heads ached.  

"All the same" said Evelyn, "we had a great night, and that lemonade was the best I ever 

tasted. I wonder what kind it was", and she lifted the empty bottle and read: Louis Roederer 

Grand Vin Sec.  

"I never heard of that brand before" said Evelyn. "In Leiston the lemonade bottles don't have 

a big cork tied on with wire, do they ?"  

"My head is awful !" groaned Betty. "Perhaps the fresh air will do us good."  

So they set off and soon their heads felt better. They stopped in Newark for lunch, but this 

time they thought it safer not to have lemonade. They slept that night in Doncaster. They had 

not seen any animal larger than a cat on the whole journey. Jean studied the map.  

"To-morrow we should reach Scotch Corner at least, and if we go west from there we should 

find sheep on the moors. We'll take in Lincoln and the tomatoes on the way back, so's they'll be 

fresh when we get back to Summerhill."  

They saw their first sheep near Scotch Corner, and Jean killed it by shutting her eyes and 

firing her revolver. Then they tried to skin it and clean out the innards, and they found that a 
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disgusting job. They cut off the cooking parts and wrapped them in paper, and filled one of the 

baskets. Then, feeling very sticky and mucky, they retired to a house and had a wash and went 

to bed. They looked out next morning and saw two lions eating what they had left of the carcase.  

"Oh, the lazy brutes", said Evelyn indignantly, "why can't they kill their own food ? To think 

that we had all that messy trouble just to give them a meal. And they always say that the lion is 

a noble animal."  

"There's one thing that disturbs me", said Betty, "and it is this: if sheep are plentiful around 

here would two lions eat one that we had killed ? Lions like fresh food, newly killed, and they 

like to kill it themselves."  

"And look how thin they are " said Jean. I'm afraid we won't get much food to take back with 

us."  

It is worthy of remark that they did not speak of the danger of having lions around. Their 

thoughts were with the sick men at home. They went out and kick-started their cycles, and, at 

the noise of the motors, the lions slunk away. They went inland and soon they were in a bleak 

moorland with no houses on it. They saw lions in the distance, but no sheep. But they saw one 

big lion that seemed to be tracking something in a hollow. They crept forward through the 

heather, and, looking down, they saw a solitary sheep drinking from a brook.  

Betty whispered to Jean: "You aim at the sheep and I'll aim at the lion. When I say go... Go 

!" and the shots rang out simultaneously. The sheep dropped dead, but Betty's shot had only 

wounded the lion in the shoulder. With a roar lie sprang towards the girls. They fired with their 

rifles, but the bullets were army ones, too fine for work like that. They hit but they only made 

him more furious. He was just ten yards away by now, and the girls felt that their last hour had 

come. He was gathering himself for the final spring. Jean suddenly remembered a story about 

a man who conquered a lion by his eye, and the story had added the moral that no wild animal 

can stand the fixed stare of a human being. So Jean stood and glared at him. Unfortunately, 

however, the lion was looking at Betty. He sprang and three automatics spoke together. They 

sprang aside as the great brute came hurtling through the air, and they knew that their shots had 

told, for with a heavy thud the lion dropped and lay still.  

"Quick!" cried Evelyn, "to the sheep, and we'll tie it on the back of one of the motor-bikes, 

for it isn't safe to cut it up here ... what's that ?"  

That was the growl of a lioness. She had come to look for her mate, and she had found her 

mate, and she was letting them know that she had found her mate.  
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"We can't fight any more lions to-day" said Jean with a half-sob. "Let's leave the sheep and 

run for it." And the others agreed. They seized their motor-bikes, and jumped in the saddle. The 

engines roared and they set off with the lioness leaping behind them.  

"It can never keep up with a motor" said Betty who was leading. Suddenly her back tyre 

burst with a loud pop, and her machine bumped along the road.  

"Get back to Summerhill with the food." she cried. "Tell them I died game."  

But, of course, the other two would have none of this. They quickly dismounted and Jean 

hastily unstrapped the machine-gun.  

"We must have left the cartridges when we drank that lemonade !" she gasped.  

The lioness had stopped, and was now wriggling its way on its belly through the heather 

towards them. Jean was doing something with a file.  

"Just like you " said Evelyn, "to manicure your nails at a time like this. Shall I lend you my 

lipstick ?"  
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"Ass" said Jean, "I am making this bullet into a dum dum one. I have filed cuts across the 

nose and when it hits it will spread and make a horrid hole."  

"How can you be so cruel ?" said Evelyn. "I hate all this shooting. I am sure if we simply 

stood and did nothing the lioness would not touch us. Ooh, here it comes! Aim at its right 

shoulder, Jean. Get its jugular vein, the brute !"  

Jean got its jugular vein, and it died instantly; and Jean demonstrated on the hole that the 

bullet had made, and showed how it was a smallish hole on entrance but a big one on exit, and 

Betty and Evelyn were suddenly sick.  

"Hunting with a couple of sissies isn't much fun", said Jean wearily, and she sat down on the 

lioness's hindquarters and frowned.  

They walked back and fetched the sheep, and then the trouble was what to do about the 

puncture. They could shoot like men; they had more than the bravery of men, but none of them 

knew how to mend a puncture.  

"I've seen Robert do it ", said Betty hopefully. "You get a basin of water and then you squeeze 

some stuff like toothpaste out of a tube, and then you -- l forget what you do next."  

"You have to take the tyre off first, surely" said Evelyn. This they did with the tyre levers, 

and then they found that the inner tube was torn for about a foot, and they knew that it was 

hopeless to try to mend it. But they did not despair. They stuffed the outer cover with grass, 

and, slowly and bumpily, they reached a garage about six miles away. Jean had ridden all the 

way with the sheep round her neck. They found a box of tyres the right size, and in ten hours 

they managed to fix one on. They cut up the sheep and filled the other basket, and then they 

thought they would make their way home via Lincoln.  

"We've had enough of adventure" said Betty as they rode along the Great North Road. "Me 

for the peaceful life, as dear Spike would have said it."  

They rounded a bend, and they dismounted hurriedly. Standing in the road was an elephant. 

And here it must be explained how elephants happened to be running wild in England. The Zoo 

elephants had wandered into the country quite peacefully, for they were all tame, and most of 

them had taken kiddies for rides round the Zoo for years. Jumbo was accepted as the leader at 

once, and the chances are that, left to themselves, they would have continued to be harmless. 

But there had been a big circus in Leicester, and the elephants there had also gone off foraging 

in a group. Their leader was Simbo, and when the two groups met there was a terrific battle 

between the two leaders. Jumbo was slain, and Simbo, the fierce, became leader of the united 

groups.  
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A few months later when they met a circus group from Aberdeen, Simbo again slew the 

leader, and thus he came to have a herd numbering forty elephants. His ferocity conveyed itself 

to the herd. In captivity he had crushed his keeper to death with his feet, and it was easy for him 

to regress to the savagery of his pre-captivity days. He hated men, and, when his herd came 

upon the race crowd at Newmarket, he led the way, charging the stone punters and knocking 

them to pieces with mighty swipes of his trunk. This was the Simbo who stood on the Great 

North Road, idly battering the statue of a policeman to chips and dust. Farther along the road 

his herd was attacking a haystack.  

"Let's go on" said Jean. "Elephants are tame animals. They won't mind us."  

"How if he mistakes us for policemen too ?" asked Evelyn with a shiver down her spine. 

"Hullo! He's spotted us !"  

And he had spotted them. He looked surprised, and, indeed, he was surprised to see humans 

that moved. Then his huge cars began to go back and he trumpeted loudly. The girls knew that 

when an elephant's ears go back it is going to be dangerous. They stood as if they also were 

petrified. Horror held them spellbound, rooted to the spot. What were their puny little revolvers 

and rifles against an enemy like this ?  

"O for a six-inch howitzer", sighed Betty.  

"Look", said Jean, "the men have been mending drains here, and their trench is narrow and 

at least ten feet deep. If we get in there lie can't get at us."  

"Scram !" cried Evelyn, and they dived into the trench. They heard the thunder of 

approaching heavy feet, and their startled eyes saw the brute astride the trench. He put down 

his trunk and felt about for them, while they crouched at the bottom. His reach was too short. 

He went away; they could not see how far.  

"Elephants are frightfully clever" said Evelyn. "He must be thinking. What do you think he'll 

do ?"  

"I know what I'd do if I were in his place", said Jean. "I'd fill up the trench with that loose 

earth with my feet."  

As she spoke loose earth began to come into the trench, and they saw him cock his head and 

look down to see what was happening. More earth came in, and it was clear that soon they 

would have to choose between being buried alive and being battered to pulp by the elephant. 

They saw his shadow as he kicked the earth upon them. Then another shadow appeared.  

"We haven't a chance" sobbed Jean, "for they are all going to bury us."  

Suddenly the kicking of earth ceased, and there was a loud trumpeting. Betty cautiously 

climbed up and looked over the top.  
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"There's another one fighting him" she cried, and the other girls climbed up to look. A terrific 

battle was going on. What it was all about they could not guess. They were so interested that 

they did not think of making their escape.  

What had happened was this: Simbo's young rival, Checko, from Aberdeen, had come 

forward to watch Simbo. He stood by like a true Aberdonian, waiting to get something for 

nothing, for he would have enjoyed throwing the girls about. Unfortunately Simbo kicked some 

earth into his eye, and Checko took it for granted that the insult was intentional. So he kicked 

some earth into Simbo's eye, and then there was nothing for it but the fight that had been 

impending for weeks, the fight for the leadership of the herd.  

It was a long battle and a terrifying one. Simbo was getting the worst of it.  

"The young one is going to kill him" said Evelyn, "and then he'll go for us. Let's get out at 

once."  

They crawled out, and they had just reached their cycles when they heard a mighty trumpet, 

and they saw Simbo fall. Luckily for them Checko began to trample on his fallen foe, and they 

had mounted and got two hundred yards down the road when Checko remembered their 

existence.  

Glancing back they saw the herd crowding round its fallen leader; then they saw the new 

leader raise his trunk in the air, and, although they could not hear his trumpet, they knew that 

he was signalling a charge to battle. Luckily the road was broad, and they had no difficulty in 

getting round crashed cars. The crashed cars served the useful purpose of delaying the charging 

elephants. At one heap of cars Betty had the brilliant idea of setting it on fire, and the herd 

stopped abruptly at the blazing petrol. This gave the girls the opportunity of going down a side 

road, and finding themselves in Ripon. Here they made for the best A.A. hotel, and found some 

more lemonade with large corks, and when, some time later, the elephant herd wandered into 

the square opposite, they all agreed pleasantly and with much mirth that the herd had doubled 

itself. They laughed heartily when the leader smashed the A.A. sign with his trunk.  

"I like elephants" said Evelyn, and she reached for the bottle, "but I am so sorry for the poor 

things not having any of this nice lemonade."  

She then suggested that they fill a bucket with the lemonade and put it at the front door, 

which they did, and Evelyn slipped down and hastily put it on the step. Checko came forward 

and took a drink and emptied the bucket, and soon afterwards lie began to perform a sort of a 

dance. When he fell down the girls roared with laughter: he was so funny.  
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In the morning they did not feel very happy or well, nor unfortunately did the elephant. He 

was in a decidedly bad temper, and he stood in the square and threw stone people about, and he 

even attacked his wives. They all seemed scared of him.  

"I'm just afraid", said Betty, "that the lemonade gave him a sore head too. I don't know how 

we are to get away."  

"I know", said Jean, "we'll fill all the hotel buckets with the lemonade and they'll all drink it 

and get sore heads and --"  

"That would be silly", said Evelyn. "We'll give them real drink that makes you drunk; come 

on to the bar."  

So they mixed up beer and whisky and rum and wine and filled the buckets, and lowered 

them on ropes from an upstairs window, and the elephants began to drink. But the leader pushed 

his way forward, tasted the stuff, and then with a wild trumpet lie dashed the buckets to the 

ground.  

"Neill would cry if he saw that liquid spilled on the ground", said Betty. "There is no hope 

for us unless we can kill that leader."  

"Try him with one of the hotel cigars" suggested Jean, from whom the effect of the previous 

night's lemonade had not wholly departed.  

"Even if we kill him", said Evelyn, "a new leader will simply take his place. My fear is that 

he may find the garage and batter down the doors and wreck our mobikes. What can we do to 

escape ?"  

"Try presenting him with a hotel bill", said the facetious Jean, then she sat up quickly and 

exclaimed: "Whassat?" That was the elephant commencing to knock out the front windows.  

"Can an elephant climb a stair?" asked Evelyn doubtfully.  

"Circus elephants do", said Betty, "and remember these are all circus ones."  

"I know", said Jean suddenly. "We'll go to the top window and throw down the hotel staff 

on him." But when they tried they found that they could only carry the page boy upstairs, and 

they had to be content with taking the heads of the manager and the headwaiter and throwing 

them down. They missed. Two other elephants were by this time trying to push the garage door 

in, and the girls knew that they must act now or never.  

"If only we could get to the handle of that petrol pump", said Betty. " I've a good mind to 

try. If I slip down the water-pipe and you distract their attention --"  

"How?"  

"Throw hotel buns at that pile of petrol tins on the left, and they'll run to see why the noise 

is. Go on." The ping of buns on tins made all the elephants turn their attention to the left side 
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of the court. Betty slid down and, with one hand, turned the petrol pump, while with the other 

she held the hose so that it would spray the centre of the court. Then, when she saw she was 

discovered, she shinned up the waterpipe, and from the window she threw down a ball of 

blazing newspaper. The court suddenly became a lake of fire, and the elephants, with a scream 

of terror, thundered out.  

"Quick! the back way!" cried Betty. They got their cycles, and, passing down a narrow 

passage, reached the street at the back. Then they went off like bullets from a gun. They did not 

stop until they reached Doncaster, and they knew that the elephants could not possibly catch 

them now. Still it was risky to stay there, so, after filling their tanks, they made for Lincoln, and 

there they spent the night in a temperance hotel where the lemonade wasn't very good. Next 

day they found greenhouses, but at that time of the year the ripe tomatoes had all gone rotten; 

but they filled a basket with green ones and set off for home, which they reached without any 

further adventures.  

They found the boys and men still in bed. They had fasted since the girls set off. But their 

temperatures had gone, and soon they were able to cat.  

"You saved our lives" said Robert, "and we are grateful. Had you a bad time ?"  

"Only two mornings" said Jean.  

"See any wild animals ?" asked Neill.  

Betty wrinkled her brow in thought.  

"Did we, Evelyn ?"  

"Two sheep", grinned Evelyn, and that's all the heroines would say about their adventure.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED...  
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Discussion 

 

"The lousiest instalment you've told", said Bunny sourly.  

"We saved your lives anyway", said Betty.  

There was a bitter laugh from the boys.  

"For one thing", said David, "no girl can ride a mobike. Secondly, no girl could hit anything 

with a gat. Thirdly, elephants don't attack like that. Fourthly, I'd rather die than have my life 

saved by a mere girl."  

"Be just, David", I said. "Remember the women who saved men -- Grace Darling, Joan of 

Arc, Nurse Cavell, and -- and -- er --"  

"You don't know any more", said David, "and women in history don't count. You never see 

women who can fight and shoot in the 'tec mags., anyway. And look at the chaps that do things. 

Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin. All men. Girls are no use."  

"Bump David off in the next chapter", said Evelyn earnestly. "It would be nice if all the boys 

were killed in the story and only the girls left."  

"What about me and Pyecraft?" I asked.  

"You could die, but Pyecraft can't die", she said.  

"Why not Pyecraft?"  

" 'Cos he's a millionaire, and if he dies you'll never be able to tell us another story about him 

and airships and things."  

"Other great writers have killed off their heroes and brought them back to life again", I said.  

"Who?"  

"Conan Doyle brought back Sherlock Holmes, and Cutcliffe Hyne, Captain Kettle."  

"I agree", said Robert, "that it is unwise to kill your hero, but, after all, Pyecraft isn't the hero 

of this yarn, is he?"  

"Who is then?" I asked.  

Robert smiled in a very superior way.  

"You tell him, Michael", he said to his henchman.  

"I'm not quite sure", said Michael, and tried to avoid Robert's glare. "I think we are all heroes, 

Spike and Fritz and us, but Neill is always the coward. Why do you always make yourself the 

coward, Neill?"  

"Possibly", I said slowly -- "possibly because when I do show myself in my true colours, 

you'll all come down with an awful bump."  
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CHAPTER 11 

"I think", said Neill, "that, instead of seeking adventure among gangsters and wolves, we 

ought to try to get civilisation going again."  

"How ?" asked Robert.  

"We should begin with the local town, make ourselves the Borough Council; I could be 

Mayor, Pyecraft the Town Clerk, and you boys could be the scavengers, and start to clean the 

streets. Betty there might get the water pumping restarted, and Evelyn might open a hat shop. 

We might make a trip to the Mint and make our own coinage, and begin a kind of Communism. 

As Mayor, of course, I'd have to have a good salary, and --"  

"I know", said David brightly. "We can start the Leiston Works. All we have to do is to get 

the engines going and all the lathes and things, and the Works have their own dynamo, so if we 

join it to the mains wires we can have light at night."  

"Very nice", said Neill, "but what exactly will you do when you have all the machines 

running? What can you make? What we need most is good food, and I can't see you turning out 

a good square meal on a ten-inch lathe."  

"Lathes don't turn square", laughed Gordon. "We might turn a round of mutton."  

"I know !" exclaimed Michael. "We can make a robot."  

"You can't make a row-boat on a lathe", said Bunny.  

"A robot, one of those mechanical men who do things. I once saw one at Olympia, and it 

could do all sorts of things -- tell you the date of Waterloo, and the square of a number, and 

things like that."  

"That", said Neill, "would be most useful to us. Think what an easy time we should have, 

reclining in our armchairs, and getting the robot to do all the dirty work of shouting out the date 

of Henry Vlll's first marriage, or the square root of 20164. But isn't there a danger that it would 

make us lazy ?"  

Michael did not notice the sarcasm of this speech; he was thinking of his robot.  

"Gee !" he went on, "we might begin a new race of robots."  

"And when we die ?" asked Pyecraft.  

"They could go on making their own robots."  

"No", said Pyecraft, "no, Michael, that's only a dream. Even if you had the skill to make a 

robot it would only do what you, with your brain, had planned it to do. A mechanical thing can 

never be original."  

"I don't see it", said Michael. "Did you see the mechanical feeding-machine in Charlie  
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Chaplin's Modern Times? It started out as a mechanical thing but it ended up by doing 

original things. My idea is that machinery has a kind of originality of its own."  

"How did you come by that idea ?" asked Pyecraft.  

"It came to me one day when I was watching Neill in his workshop. I noticed that everything 

he tried to make round in the lathe turned out to be oval."  

"There is something in what Michael says", put in Neill hastily. "There is a perversity about 

metal that all the skill in the world cannot overcome. It steels itself against --"  

"Draw it mild", smiled Gordon, but his pun was lost on an audience that did not know the 

grades of steel.  

"Let's stop gassing", said Robert, "and get on with this robot idea. We'll have to begin by 

making drawings, and I votes we all make a design and then we'll let Neill choose the best one. 

"  

So they made for the drawing-office of the Works, and they sat at tables with blue prints 

before them, and there was silence save for an occasional unprintable expletive from Michael. 

Pyecraft went to sleep, and Neill walked round giving advice and encouragement.  

"Fine", he said, looking over David's shoulder. "Excellent, but isn't his nose on the long side 

? "  

"That isn't his nose", grunted David; "that's the vacuum cleaner."  

"I beg your pardon !" said Neill. "It's a good idea to put him on skis, though; we get snow in 

Leiston about once in ten years."  

"They aren't skis", growled David; "they are caterpillar wheels, and, for heaven's sake, move 

away; you put me off", and so Neill moved on to Gordon.  

"Looks good, Gordon. Policeman robot, isn't it ?"  

"How do you make that out ?"  

"His long arms."  

"What do you mean ?"  

"The long arm of the law", said Neill, and, dodging Gordon's inkpot, he moved on to Bunny.  

"What's the idea of all these hands, Bunny ? "  

"So's he can fire six revolvers, three machine-guns, two howitzers at once." "Yes, that makes 

eleven hands. Why the twelfth ?"  

"To chuck bombs with, silly", said Bunny, with undisguised scorn.  

Jean collected the drawings and laid them in a pile in front of Neill. He seemed to have some 

difficulty in awarding the first prize. Finally he stood up, looked at a design in his hands, 

coughed, and began:  
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"Ladies and gentlemen, mine has been a Herculean task. It has been most difficult to judge 

between so many excellent designs, but finally I have selected the one I now hold in my hands. 

I have chosen it on the following grounds: it has grace; it has movement; it has poise and 

inherent strength. It is my ideal robot, and I have much pleasure in declaring" -- here he peered 

at the signature -- "Evelyn Williams as the winner."  

After the half-hearted cheering had died down Evelyn got up, and her eyes, instead of 

showing pleasure, showed anger.  

"I wasn't competing", she said. "I couldn't do it, so I made a sketch of Neill instead."  

When order was restored Neill awarded the prize to Michael, but he suggested that Michael 

might generously incorporate in his design some of the features from the designs of the others, 

and this he agreed to do.  

"The first thing to do", said David, wiping his nose on the sleeve of a pair of overalls 

originally made for a man six feet four, "is to go to the pattern shop and make patterns in wood, 

and then we cast them in metal."  

They made quite good patterns, and then came the question of the casting. Neill was made 

foreman moulder because he had had experience of casting ... he said he had once cast a silver 

bee in plaster of Paris ... After all the casting boxes had been ruined, they decided to make the 

robots out of sheet brass, 10 S.W.G., and ... but it would be dull to tell of all the mechanical 

processes. Suffice it to say that one fine morning Michael's robot was put on a truck and taken 

to the centre of the hockey-field. The great moment had arrived. Michael was all nerves.  

"Don't worry", said Pyecraft, "I'm sure the robot will stand the test."  

"So do I", said Michael with a tremor in his voice, "only I wish I knew where I left that 

magneto spanner. I think I took it out, but I'm not sure."  

"Let's get on with it", said Robert.  

"Oke", said Michael, "I'll explain how it works. If I press this button A it will walk. When I 

press button B --"  

"We know", cried Jean and Betty in chorus; "you get your tuppence back."  

Michael looked at them witheringly, and then went on. "If I press button B it should talk."  

"Better start with B", said David, "for if you press A it may walk and never stop."  

"But", said Evelyn", if you press button B it may go on talking and never stop."  

"The word robot is masculine", said Robert severely. "Go on, Michael, make it B."  

Michael pressed button B. There was a horrible noise like a 1910 Ford getting into gear, and 

the robot's mouth began to open and shut like a rat-trap. Michael adjusted something with a 

screwdriver, and the jaws began to work with a rapidity that gave a noise like a machine-gun. 
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However, Michael did some more adjusting, and the jaws slowed down. But it made no attempt 

to speak.  

"Maybe it's been a well-brought-up robot", said Evelyn, "trained to speak only when spoken 

to. We should ask it a question."  

"What time is it ?" asked Bunny.  

The eyes began to flicker. Red, green, and blue lights changed rapidly, and then all the 

mechanical eyes directed themselves on Bunny.  

"I do believe it is going to answer", said David. "Ask it again, Bunny."  

"What time is it ?" repeated Bunny.  

There was a scrunch of gears.  

"Grrrrrr !" said the robot. Then it began slowly in a mechanical voice: "One-two-three-four-

five-six-" Here it suddenly went into rapid tempo: "87398676329657489786553427645. "  

Neill looked at his watch.  

"I didn't know it was so late", he said. "I'm slow."  

"Grrrrrr", said the robot, and something cracked inside.  

Michael began to do things to it with a screwdriver.  

While Michael was so engaged Pyecraft asked Robert what the other buttons were for.  

"Button C makes it dance to a gram. record inside its belly. D -- I forget what D is."  

"D", said Gordon, "is the maths one. You give it a problem and it gives you the answer."  

"Let's try that one", said Neill, and, when Michael had withdrawn himself from the innards 

of the robot, he pressed button D.  

"Now", he said, "give it a problem."  

"I'll give it one", said Pyecraft. "If the dollar stands at 4.7 to the Ł how many dollars should 

I get for Ł56 10s. ?"  

The answer came promptly:  

"56 tons, 16 cwts., 3 quarters."  

"Marvellous !" cried Neill. "Wonderful! He might have been educated at Summerhill."  

"Was the answer right ?" asked Evelyn.  

"I don't think so", said Michael doubtfully, but half a minute", and he made for the robot 

with a spanner. Then something happened. The lost magneto spanner must have made a short 

circuit, for every button seemed suddenly to go into action at once. It began to run in circles 

under the influence of button A, then, suddenly, it would stop and button C would take control. 

The record began to play and the robot did a dance. Then buttons B and D appeared to have a 

joint control, and it stood and shouted out numbers and mathematical formulae. Then A came 
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into action again and the robot kicked Pyecraft in the seat of the pants, and they all ran for the 

house. The robot kept making wider circles, and then it crashed into a tree. There was a dying 

creak of gears, and the robot lay still.  

They talked during lunch.  

"I think it was rotten the way Neill made fun all the time", said Michael. "After all, I couldn't 

help the bally wires getting short circuited."  

"But", protested Neill, "I didn't make it funny. The thing is a scream in itself."  

"How ?"  

"It's just crackers. I grant that it is cleverly made; I admit that your mechanical genius is 

wonderful, Michael, but my point is this: you've made the wrong robot."  

"What do you mean ?"  

"We don't want a robot to tell us the time or tell us lies about arithmetic. We can easily make 

our own mistakes in arithmetic. Nor do I want a robot that dances to hot rhythm. One of the 
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major advantages of this stone age is that it has killed the crooner and the saxophone player. 

Why not make a robot that is useful ?"  

"All right", said Robert. "What sort of a robot would please you ?"  

"Well", said Neill, "I want a robot that combines the qualities of the domestic servant with 

the qualities of the cultured person." "Meaning which ?"  

"I want to see a robot that makes my beds cooks the breakfast, washes up, sweeps the floor, 

and so on. Then, in the evening, I press a button and it comes in and plays me a Chopin Etude, 

or, even better, makes itself into a whole orchestra. It might have an extra pressbutton that 

would make it paint me a modern picture in oils in the Picasso or Matisse style."  

"Neill is right", said Pyecraft, "right for him, but wrong for us. It amounts to this, that each 

one of us should have his own robot. Let Neill have his piano-playing robot, but, I say, let 

Bunny have his gangster robot. For my part my requirements are modest: all I want is a robot 

that will sing me a lullaby at reasonable intervals during the day."  

So the united genius of the children went into making a robot for each person, and a few 

weeks later each went about with his or her mechanical companion. There were unfortunate 

shortcomings. Pyecraft's robot certainly sang lullabies, but its voice was so harsh and loud that 

poor Pyecraft was kept awake all day. He solved the problem with the aid of a sledge hammer. 

Neill's robot was musical, and played the piano delightfully, but for some obscure reason it 

would not play Chopin. It played Bach and Bach only, and if there was any music that made 

Neill bad tempered it was the music of Bach. And in its domestic work it was not completely 

reliable, for it sometimes washed up the dishes before they had been carried in to the dining-

room, and Neill hated to see his bacon and egg being scrubbed vigorously in the sink with Vim. 

The boys tried to retune it, and then it took to playing Bach on the butter, and smearing the 

piano keys with dripping. David had to cut out the art circuit, for the robot seemed to think that 

his, David's, face was a canvas so that on some days David looked like a camouflaged sausage.  

The other robots were not perfect either. Bunny's gangster was a dreadful nuisance. Bunny 

was careful only to give it blank cartridges, but, as the others complained, it was no fun to be 

wakened up at three in the morning by a robot stumping along the passage shouting: "Stick 'em 

up!" and firing blank cartridges. And then Gordon's robot, a mathematical prodigy, kept writing 

equations and drawing diagrams on all the walls, a harmless creature but a tiresome one. 

Evelyn's robot, or perhaps we should say robotess, was one of the best behaved in the house. It 

spent hours trying on dresses and using lipstick, and then it had an epidemic of kissing. It kissed 

everyone and everything including Chad's statue.  
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"Puzzling", said Pyeeraft, looking at Evelyn keenly. "I make the guess that a robot only does 

what it has seen humans doing." And Evelyn blushed deeply and glanced at David who blushed 

still more deeply.  

One big drawback about the robots was that they had always to be having their batteries 

recharged. Betty's robot, which did the cooking, had an awkward habit of running out of electric 

juice when it was lifting a pot off the Aga. Many a dinner was ruined thus. Jean's robot was a 

comedian, for Jean was a bit of a comic herself, and had designed a two-voiced robot which she 

christened Clapham and Dwyer (buttons A and B). But Jean had also a religious strain in her, 

and had arranged that button C should provide a sermon if necessary. Sometimes in the dark 

she pressed the wrong buttons and then the conversation was something like this.  

"Last night I came in very late, and my wife said --"  

"Woe unto you, winebibber and gnasher of teeth. Verily, verily, I say unto you --"  

"Don't tell me. The answer is a lemon. Talking of fruit, why is a cheese like a -- ?"  

"High mountain, and he looked down and saw --"  

"The girl had dropped her garter."  

"O thou weak-kneed generation ... " and so it went on. It shocked Jean, but she really seemed 

to get the wrong buttons more often than was necessary.  

Robert's robot was the gardener. It could fill a barrow and wheel it. It could plough and plant, 

and Robert was very proud of it. But, if anything, it was over enthusiastic; and not content with 

planting potatoes in the hockeyfield, it insisted on trying to raise cabbages on the concrete 

platform in front of the garage. Something went wrong with it one day, and Robert took it into 

Neill's workshop to repair it. The dinner gong went, and he left it while he dined. When he 

returned he found that it had planted all the screw drivers in the bench and was busily watering 

them. And it had an incurable habit of planting onions one day, and on the following days 

planting successively, in the same patch, lettuces, wallflowers, artichokes and turnips. It tried 

to plant Betty one day, and, after that, Robert was compelled by public opinion to cut out the 

main lead from the battery when the robot was not working under his direction.  

Michael's robot was a pure luxury.  

"I designed one that would do no work", he said. "I call him Colonel Blimp."  

Colonel Blimp was in a manner the most interesting of the lot. He strutted around saying: 

"Egad, sir, in my young days ..." He reclined in a club armchair and talked by the hour about 

shootin' and huntin' and The Empiah.  

Said Neill one night: "I suddenly have an idea about these robots. My theory is this, that each 

of us has made a robot that expresses his unconscious mind. Take Michael there. He is a 
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Bolshie, but he makes a Blimp. Why ? Because Colonel Blimp is the unexpressed part of 

Michael, just as the gangster is the unexpressed part of Bunny."  

"How is mine my unconscious ?" asked David, and Neill had to confess he did not know. 

For David's robot was a highly complicated figure. It was a Labour Leader, and a strong 

friendship sprang up between it and Colonel Blimp. They had so very much in common --a love 

of armchairs, of luxury, and, most salient of all, of talking. David had given it a United Front 

reinforced with steel bars across the stomach, but, in its swelling speeches, it always broke its 

United front, much to Colonel Blimp delight. Sometimes when a short circuit took place it went 

on for hours shouting: "Moscow Cold! Moscow Gold!" Neill said it was the most natural of all 

the robots, and suggested to David that it should be given a title, so David called it Sir Ro Bo 

Pink. It had very strong opinions on the wickedness of strikes, and the sight of a red flag made 

it homicidal. But it had a good voice, and, of an evening, the boys would get Colonel Blimp 

and Sir Ro Bo to sing as duets: Rule Britannia and Land of Hope and Glory. Michael tried to 

adjust the mechanism so that the two would sing The International, but the only result was that 

they had to be taken to the workshop to have their big ends repaired.  

Robert, whose hobby was printing, had made his robot a printer. It ran the Summerhill Daily 

Worker, but on the complaint of Betty and Evelyn, a censor had to be appointed, and Pyecraft 

was given the job. Often the Worker appeared as four pages all blacked out. So Robert lost 

heart, and, redesigning the circuit, he converted his printer into a personal valet. He brushed 

Robert's clothes in the morning, folded them at night, tied his ties, and cleaned his shoes. Neill 

suggested that they might all have his services, and Robert agreed to share him. But the result 

was not a great success, for he kept trying to put Pyecraft's trousers on Jean, and, worse still, 

Jean's stockings on Pyecraft. He seemed to have a fixed idea that Michael's face was a boot, 

and Michael got very tired of continually spitting out chunks of Nugget Polish. So Robert had 

to change the circuit again, and his robot became a fireman, and he was a fireman until Neill, 

tired of having all his cigarettes hosed out when he lit them, shoved him in the duck pond, and 

Robert said it was too big a job to clean the rust out of the works.  

After that the robot craze wore off. The children got tired of the constant attention necessary 

-- the oiling, charging batteries, etc., and a day came when the robots lay out in the grounds and 

rusted. Neill set up Colonel Blimp so that he could watch Chad's stance. Before his battery ran 

out the Colonel said some unprintable things about commoners who dare to play golf.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED... 
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Discussion 

"Not bad", said Michael, "but it couldn't have happened."  

"I didn't like it at all", said Betty. "Just silly, and I didn't understand all that about Labour 

Leaders and that man Blimp."  

"It could have been a very good chapter", said David, "if you hadn't made us do impossible 

things. How could we make a robot that talked or sang?"  

"Still", I said, "you made no objections when I make you stand on your head and hit six eggs 

in the air with a gat. Isn't that just as impossible?"  

"Of course it isn't", said David. "Chaps like Buffalo Bill could do that, but nobody has ever 

made a mechanical man that could do things you said they did."  

"You might make something like a robot in a dream, though, David", said Betty.  

"That", said I, "is a very illuminating thing to say, Betty. In the dream all is possible, and, if 

in the dream, why not in a story? After all a fairy tale is simply the dream of primitive humanity. 

You all like Aladdin and his lamp. Why object to Neill and his robots?"  

"My point", said David, "is this. Aladdin is a fairy tale and we take it as a fairy tale, but your 

story could happen in some bits and is like a fairy tale in other bits."  

"I agree with David", said Gordon. "Charlie Chaplin is all right in Modern Times, but if you 

shoved him into a film about being lost at the North Pole it would just be silly."  

"What you are saying, Gordon, is that comedy or tragedy should not be combined with farce. 

I say why not? My robots are just as real as the machines in Wells' film Things to Come."  

"Which was a rotten film", said Robert. "No, Neill, you are in the wrong this time, and the 

sooner you bring the story back to real things the better."  

"What do you mean by real things?"  

"Oh, gats and gangsters and lions and tigers and thngs. I want the story to be true to life."  

"All right", I said, "we'll bring the story back to the realistic." 
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CHAPTER 12 

It was over a year since the cloud had made the world dead. Indeed, it was Christmas Eve, 

and Jean had prepared a sumptuous repast for the occasion. Robert printed the menu on his 

Roneo machine.  

MENUE  

(as read out by Bunny)  

Horse Devvers, consisting of fried  

Snails, Pickled Earthworms, Braised Beetles.  

Mole and Mayonnaise.  

Rat -Tail Soup.  

Mouse Cutlet with Toothpaste Sauce.  

Face-Cream Tarts, with Lipstick  

Jelly.  

Swiss Cheese.  

Coffee.  

Cigars and Liqueurs.  

 

It was great fun. They had Xmas Crackers from the International Stores, and candles from 

the Co-op. They had wines and liqueurs from the wine shop, and as many cigars and cigarettes 

as they wanted. None of them were very hungry, and they toyed with, rather than ate, the first 

four courses. The real fun started with the cheese. Gordon had donned a gas mask, and he looked 

so funny chasing the cheese round the dining-room, that they all had to laugh. They lit their 

smokes, the boys all smoking cigars, and then one by one the boys wondered if it was going to 

rain, and one by one they went out to look at the sky. They took a long time to study the sky. 

Pyecraft and Neill concentrated on the liquids, and the girls had two bottles of the lemonade 

with the big corks. David came in from studying the sky, and Neill asked him if he would like 

another cigar, and David went out hurriedly again.  

Later they sat around the fire and yarned about their past experiences. For the first time the 

girls told of their adventures with the lions and elephants, and the boys listened with bated 

breath.  

"I wonder what the future has in store for us", said Pyecraft. "Where shall we be by next 

Christmas? All dead perhaps." He sighed. "For my part I don't very much care. I've had a busy 

and interesting life."  

"Why didn't you marry ?" asked Betty, who was always interested in love stories.  

Pyecraft laughed softly.  

"Because you were born too late, Betty", he said gallantly. "But, seriously, I lost her because 

-- because she liked thin men."  
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"That was a bit thick", said Gordon.  

Pyecraft chuckled.  

"She was too, when I saw her last."  

"When was that?"  

"I went round to her house when we were in Chicago, and there she stood holding a bottle 

in her hands and stonily staring at it."  

"What sort of a bottle?"  

"Slimming mixture", said Pyecraft.  

"Poetic justice" said Betty. "Was she very fat?"  

"Yes, poor Nancy had put on a bit of weight. Yet if she had married me I reckon she'd had 

so much to worry about that she might have remained the slim graceful creature she was forty 

years ago. You are putting on a bit yourself, Betty."" I know," said Betty ruefully, "but I have 

cut out snails and rat liver."  

The men smoked in silence for a time.  

"I fancy," said Neill, "that life is to be much duller now. Since the Germans were eaten by 

wolves in France it is almost certain that we are absolutely the last people alive. The wild beast 

danger isn't great, and since we have taken to snails, mice, beetles, and spiders, the food supply 

will give us no trouble."  

"Couldn't we fillet the spiders?" asked Bunny. The legs keep getting into my teeth and --"  

"Ugh! said Jean suddenly, and she also went out to study the weather.  

"So you see", Neill continued, "life is going to be dull. We have long got over any wishes to 

raid shops for necklaces and knives and things. As I see it we'll just carry on here till we die of 

old age. In a few years the youngsters will marry and bring up families, and they may start 

something new in life, thought I doubt if they will get very far without all the past knowledge 

that is lost to them. Life is going to be dull."  

There was a violent, heart-rending scream and Jean came rushing in.  

"There are people coming down the front drive!" she gasped.  

They jumped to their feet, and each one unconsciously put a hand on a revolver. They stood 

thus listening with strained ears.  

"Footsteps all right," whispered Neill. "Who can it be?"  

A loud knock on the door.  

Robert braced himself.  

" C-C-Co-Come in!"  
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The door slowly opened, and a man stood there. Behind him were five men. Their appearance 

was awe-inspiring. They were all unkempt and unwashed; the stubble of weeks lay on their 

faces; their eyes were wild and hungry.  

"Who are you?" faltered David. "What do you want?"  

"Food", growled the man who had opened the door.  

"Come and sit down", said Pyecraft, "and have a drink."  

They shuffled in and sat down, and Pyecraft gave each a glass of brandy. Each swallowed it 

at a gulp. The girls had gone to the kitchen to see what they could rake up in the way of a meal. 

The strangers sat and said nothing.  

Where did you come from ?" asked Michael in friendly tones.  

"Dartmoor", said the leader.  

"But how did you escape the stone cloud?"  

"Dunno wot yer means by stone cloud. We was escaping and we hid down an old tin mine, 

and next morning we looked to see if we was being follered, and we see a warder standin' 

outside, so we hit him wiv a shovel and he was stone. Cud 'a knocked us down wiv a feather. 

Then we sees that everybody was stone."  

"But how did you know we were here?" asked Neill.  

"We didn't. We seen the light in the window."  

The girls brought food and the convicts set to, eating like beasts without knives or forks. The 

wine and spirits made them more cheerful, and the leader even began to smile.  

"Pardon my manners", he said, rising and making a mock bow, "but we should ha' interduced 

ourselves. I am Convict 99 and my pals are 23, 65, 78, 91, and 97."  

"Lifers?" asked Robert.  

"Yus."  

"What were you in for?" asked Michael.  

"Murder." 99 drained his glass, and then waved it towards his pals. "All of us was in for 

murder."  

"Very interesting", said David with a ghastly smile."  

"Did you say a tin mine?" asked Neill.  

"Yus, why?"  

"I was thinking about the cloud. There must have been some chemical affinity between tin 

oxide and the cloud, something that neutralised the petrifying property."  

"That don't mean nothin' to me", said 99. He looked round the room. "Nice place you've got 

here. Can you give us beds for the night?"  
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"Easily", said Neill. "This was a school and there are any amount of beds. The food question 

is more difficult. We have to spend a good part of the day catching our food."  

"Catching' ?" said 25. "We haven't seen nothin' to catch for weeks, not even a rat. We been 

livin' on tree roots and greens mostly. Where do you catch yer grub?"  

"By digging mostly," said Neill. We sometimes have the luck to find a frog or a hedgehog, 

but mostly we look for worms and beetles and spiders."  

99 suddenly looked queer.  

"'Ere", he demanded, "is this grub we've been eatin' beetles and spiders ? "  

"No", said Betty, "we were out of these so we gave you snails and young rats."  

"Tasted O.K. to me", said 78 with a short laugh, and he put his hand on 99's shoulder. "Wot 

does it matter, Bill, when a lady stands yer a feed; it ain't manners to ask wot is in the food, is 

it ?" Bill grunted and poured himself a whisky.  

Pyecraft and Neill showed them where they were to sleep, and then the Summerhillians sat 

round the fire to discuss the matter.  

"Just our blinking luck to share the world with a gang of murderers", said Gordon. "I don't 

like it. They may kill us all in our sleep."  

"That", said Neill, "is not likely. They have no motive, and no one kills without a motive; 

but, all the same, lock your doors and have your gats under your pillows."  

"Don't worry", said Pyecraft; "they'll move on to-morrow."  

They did not, however, move on on the morrow. They said that they liked company and 

would like to stay a few days if there was no objection. 91 seemed the most friendly of the lot, 

and the boys talked with him.  

"Who did you murder?" asked Bunny.  

"Ah", said 91, "99 was pulling your leg a bit last night, maybe to give you a bit of a thrill. 

We aren't all murderers. 99 is: he strangled a girl. But the others aren't. I was a company 

promoter, 23 a forger, 65 a burglar, 78 a pickpocket, and 97 a confidence-trick man. 99 was a 

lifer, but I, for instance, was a five-year man."  

When they were alone the boys talked this over.  

"It isn't so bad as we thought," said Michael. "There's only one murderer among them."  

"That's true", said Robert, "but look here. Does it not strike you that here we have six men 

who were useless to society? Not only useless but sponging on society. Para -- para -- 

paradoxes."  

"Paragons", corrected David.  
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"That's it, paragons, living on others just like fleas do. My fear is that, if we continue to feed 

them, they'll simply settle down here and let us go on feeding them."  

By the end of the week Robert's prognostications had become clear to all.  

"We can't go on feeding six lazy louts like that", said Neill. "You speak to them, David. Tell 

them they must help find the food if they are to stay here."  

"I'm not the head of this school", said David. "Tell them yourseIf."  

So next morning, while the boys were trapping snails on the lawn, and the convicts stood 

watching them, smoking cigars, Neill joined them.  

"Them kids do it well", said 23. "Look at that little nipper how lie herds them into the trap."  

"Why not join them and learn how it's done?" asked Neill diffidently. 23 turned to look at 

him.  

"Me hunt snails? I may not look it now, mister, but I was a gentleman, I was. I was the best 

cheque forger in England."  

"No doubt you were", said Neill, "but unfortunately we haven't any special use for forgeries 

at present. We need food."  

"Well", said the forger rudely, "aren't these boys getting us food?"  

"True", said Neill patiently, but it takes a lot of snails to feed us all. There are other ways of 

getting food: digging for worms, catching young rats, trapping mice."  

99 had listened to this conversation in silence.  

"The kids can easily do it", he said. "Ain't got nothin' else to do all day. And if they don't do 

it we'll show them how to", and he laughed significantly.  

The boys had overheard most of the conversation. They had a whispered consultation, and 

then they walked off the lawn.  

"Gone off to catch mice now, I guess", said 65, not knowing that the boys had gone on strike.  

The girls also had gone on strike, and when one o'clock came 99 went to the kitchen. "'Ere", 

he said, "hurry up wiv that grub."  

Jean calmly explained to him that there was no grub.  

"Why for not ?" he demanded.  

"Because if you eat in this house you have got to find your own food."  

"So that's the game!" said 99 with a leer. We'll see about that."  

He went to the dining-room and told his pals about it.  

"But", he cried, "we'll make the lousy scum get our chuck. If they think that we'll work they 

got a lot to learn. Leave it to me", and he untied his leather belt and made it whistle through the 
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air. He went out and met Bunny in the passage. He seized him and began to lay into him with 

his belt.  

"I'll learn yer to do wot yer told!" he roared.  

Then he felt something boring into his back, and he heard the mild voice of Betty say: "Just 

stick 'em up, Mr. 99. If you hit that boy once more I'll send you to the place that's gaping for 

you."  

99 put up his hands. Betty said: "March !" and she marched him out to the road. "Now get 

for good", she said, and she stood covering him till he was beyond range. Meanwhile the boys 

had covered the other convicts and they marched them out to the road also. They looked as if 

they might try a rush, but Pyecraft fired a rifle over their heads and they ran away like rabbits.  

"A good riddance", said Robert with a sigh of relief.  
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"They'll come back", said Evelyn nervously. "I heard them talking and one of them said that 

he was sorry they had left their revolvers behind 'cos they were heavy to carry and there were 

no animals to kill. They'll go and get them and come back."  

Neill said he didn't think so, but the others said that they wouldn't take any risks, and they 

began to fortify the house. They barricaded the windows with boards, and reinforced the doors 

with iron bars. They posted sentries around during the day while they searched for food, and at 

night time they sat in the darkness listening. A week went by.  

"They'll never come back now", said Neill.  

"They will", said Pyecraft gloomily. "I have a presentiment that that 99 will get me."  

"Nonsense", said Neill. "Why do you say 99?"  

"Listen to Dr. Neill", laughed Michael.  

"99", said Pyecraft, "has always been my unlucky number. I lost my girl in '99. 99 was the 

number of my office, the one that burned down uninsured. My fortune was 99 millions."  

"How was that unlucky?" asked Evelyn.  

"Try as I might I could never made it the 100", he said. "Besides, it is easy to score a bull's-

eye on a figure like mine."  

They found Pyecraft dead at the front gate next morning. He had been shot through the heart. 

As they stooped to examine him a shot took David's cap off. They had to run for it. They got 

inside and barred the doors. They were all heavy with grief, for they had all loved Pyecraft. 

Evelyn was inconsolable, and even the manly Robert shed bitter tears.  

"To think that such a decent chap as Old Pyecraft should be done in by a filthy crowd of 

toughs like that !" he sobbed. "By God, they will pay dearly for this! Here, lads, hold up your 

hands. I want you to take an oath. Say after me: I hereby declare that I shall avenge Pyecraft's 

death, even if in doing so I meet my own end." And the boys swore the oath, and the girls 

insisted on swearing it too. They were startled by the ringing of the telephone-bell, a faint ring 

because the wet batteries were weak. Neill lifted the receiver.  

"99 speaking. We've shown you wot we can do. 65 was a prizeman at Bisley in the old days, 

but it was me got the fat johnny. Wot about coming to terms? We offers you a fair deal. We 

live in the house and the kids can be our servants and we won't be too hard on them."  

"Else ?"  

"If you don't agree, then we'll kill you all."  

"I hope you get a fine day for it", said Neill, who always was accustomed to show much 

bravery at the telephone. And he replaced the receiver.  

He recounted the telephone conversation.  
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Michael the Bolshie said: "So they want the old order? A privileged class being served by 

an exploited proletariat without even wages. Back to slavery. I prefer death."  

"Politics don't interest me", said Robert. "My one and only interest now is to avenge the 

death of poor Pyeeraft. They are six; we are eight."  

"Nine", corrected Neill, "you eight and me."  

"I was only thinking of effectives", said Robert.  

"Look here", began Neill truculently, "am I in this fight or not ? Because if you don't want 

me I can join the other side. Why should you get all the avenging to do ? I knew Pyecraft long 

before you did."  

"That may be," said Robert, "but you must admit that, in the past, you haven't helped us 

much in our battles. You swung the lead, dodged the column. The long and the short of it is that 

we haven't any faith in you as a fighter."  

"O.K. ", said Neill bitterly. "O.K. Then my role is a passive one. I shall be the looker-on, the 

war correspondent so to say: The Times special correspondent in Riga. But, mark my words, 

you'll be glad of my help one day soon."  

So Neill walked around the house while the children manned the windows and doors. He 

kept their warlike spirit up by pretending to be the G.O.C. inspecting the forces.  

"Hoy, you, big fellow", he would say to Michael, "clean your buttons this morning? Take 

his name, sergeant. Give him pack drill", and Michael would look murderous. Robert suggested 

that Neill should be tried by court-martial for Trotskyism and sabotage, but David asked wearily 

why waste a good cartridge on a traitor.  

"Traitor !" laughed Neill scornfully. "You are the traitors. I offered a United Front, but you 

Social Democrats and British Labour Leaders rejected my offer. Just like the Anarchists were 

in Spain, you are."  

"It isn't a case of politics", said Gordon, "it is simply that you are no use. You have never 

shown us that you can shoot straight."  

"So that's it", said Neill. "That can soon be remedied. Stand back from that wall." He drew 

his automatic and wrote his name on the wall. The children gasped. "Now" he said, "can I shoot 

?"  

"Yes", said David, "you have proved you can shoot, but you haven't proved that you have 

any courage."  

"That", said Neill, "will be shown on the day of battle."  
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The children held a private meeting and decided to enlist Neill as a private soldier, but on 

probation, that is, they were to watch him when the danger came and report on his ability to 

stand up under fire.  

"This is just pure unadulterated hate and jealousy of the old men of life", said Neill. "You 

have now a United Front in theory but not in spirit. In the history of the Socialist Movement it 

is clear that --"  

The shattering of a bedroom window cut short mere argument.  

"The attack has begun", said David, and his mouth set hard and firm. "To your posts, 

comrades."  

The enemy was attacking in extended order. One man was sniping from Coates' shop, 

another from Junction blouse. Two were firing from the direction of the hockey-field, and one 

front the Cottage. The sixth man they could not locate, because he was lying very still up by 

the railway footbridge, with a bullet from Pyecraft's rifle through his head.  

"Don't waste ammunition on them", said Bunny. "They can't do any damage sniping at a 

brick house. We are safe as long as we remain indoors."  

"Yes", said Jean, "but our food has given out, and unless we can go out and get it they'll 

starve us out. And no one can possibly go out in that fire." They held a council. They made an 

inventory of their ammunition: two machine-guns with ammunition belts, a rifle and revolver 

each with any amount of cartridges, two dozen Mills' bombs.  

"Defence is never any good", said Michael. "We must attack. Our first objective is the 

Cottage. I have an idea that they all sleep there at nights, for there are always lights, and shadows 

across the windows. My plan is this: we crawl over at midnight, and when near enough we 

chuck a bomb at the door. It will blow it to smithereens."  

"And then ?" asked Neill.  

"We rush in."  

"Quite", said Neill, "but what are the convicts doing in the meantime? Sleeping peacefully? 

Or will they have sense enough to man the windows and, with the light of the blazing door, 

shoot down anyone who approaches ?"  

"Neill's right for once", said Robert. We must bomb the windows at the same time as we 

bomb the door."  

And at midnight they crept forward, and they carried out the raid, and they shattered the door 

and the windows, and then lay waiting to hear if the enemy were alive. Suddenly they heard the 

sound of loud laughter coming from Coates' shop.  

"We've bombed the wrong house", cried David in disgust.  
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"And used all our bombs", said Gordon. If this had been China, Michael would be shot for 

incompetence."  

"My intelligence branch let me down", said Michael. "And how was I to know that the 

candles and shadows were a blind ?"  

"Now I come to think of it", said Evelyn, the shadows kept walking round and round. There 

must have been someone to make the shadows."  

"I think I know", said David suddenly. "Come on, let's look. Yes, just as I thought. See how 

they made the shadows? Gramophone with a clay man fixed to a record. Watch how every time 

it comes round past the candle it makes a shadow on the window. That's clever."  

"Saw it once in a crook film", said Neill. He looked at David hard. "And, if I remember right, 

David saw that film too", and David went very red and said that he didn't 'cos he had a cold that 

night and didn't go to the cinema. See ?  

They had had no food for three days. Jean had attempted to salvage a young rat that lay dead 

on the front drive, but a bullet sent her scuttling back to safety.  

"We must take them in the rear", said Gordon.  

"Don't be vulgar", said Neill severely.  

"We'll divide the party", Gordon went on, ignoring the interruption. "Me and Bunny and 

Michael will creep out at night over to the Theberton Road, and then round to the station, and 

then they'll be between us and you."  

This was done, and they reached the station safely, and mounted the roof. And thus they got 

23 in the back as he lay on Coates' roof sniping at the school. He slid down and fell to earth 

dead. Bunny was so excited that he raised his head, and 99 sent a bullet from Coates' window. 

Bunny rolled down and fell to the platform. The others scrambled down, but he was dead. 

Gordon and Michael stared dry-eyed at their fallen comrade. They could not believe that they 

had lost him for ever. It was incredible that Bunny should die in this way. Then their tears came, 

and they sat down and gave way to their bitter grief. But when they arose it was not grief that 

showed in their eyes: it was a grim determination to hunt the convicts down to death. They 

could not return to the house before it was dark, and they huddled in the ticket office miserably 

waiting.  

Suddenly a face appeared at the ticket hatch. "Two singles to Hell", said 99, and two shots 

rang out, and then there was stillness in the office.  

Ten minutes later Neill was called to the telephone.  

"Just wanna tell you that three of your rats are lying over in the station", he said.  

"And another rat is lying over the 'phone", said Neill.  
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"Please yerself", said 99, "but I just thought it friendly like to put you wise."  

"Trying to destroy our morale", said David but I wish they would come back."  

As the hours went by they became more and more anxious. Robert could stand it no longer, 

so he made a detour and was away a long time. He returned and stood staring at the carpet.  

Well ?" said Neill. "Find them ?" Robert nodded slowly.  

"Are they all right ?"  

Robert did not answer.  

"You are keeping something back", cried Betty, clutching his arm with alarm. "What is it ?"  

"They're all dead."  

"What ?"  

"Stone dead. That 'phone message was right."  

"Michael too ?" asked David.  

"All of them."  

"Awful", said David; "he owed me ten marbles and a stick of chewing-gum. "  

"I brought them", said Robert, and he paid the debt; but David protested at Robert's having 

used the chewing-gum on his way back.  

Their situation was now critical. Three of their best fighters were dead, and they had no 

notion of how many of the convicts still lived.  

"It seems so dumb of them to kill us", said Betty, "for, if it is slaves they want, killing us will 

mean that they have to work for themselves."  

Then 99 'phoned again.  

"If you give in now", he said, "we'll make it easy for you. We'll give you a trade union 

working day of eight hours, but you must give up your arms and obey our orders."  

Robert, who had answered the 'phone, hesitated for a moment.  

"Thanks very much", he said. "Your terms are most generous. But they are not in our 

language."  

"Wot do you mean ? "  

"We speak with lead when we address yellow-livered rats", and Robert hung up the receiver.  

In the afternoon Robert spent some time in the bathroom.  

"What are you doing ?" asked Jean.  

Robert looked up from the sheet he was washing.  

"Making a white flag", he said briefly.  

"You mean to surrender ?"  

"Nope, I mean to parley."  
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The semi-white flag was hoisted, and then 9 rang them up.  

"Wot's the game ? You give in ?"  

"No" said Robert; "we want to talk to you."  

"You can talk to me now."  

"No, we want to talk to all of you", said Robert, for this was his plan to discover how many 

of the enemy still remained alive.  

There was a pause at the other end.  

"And you'll fire at us when we come near", sneered 99.  

"We are gentlemen", lied Robert with dignity.  

Another pause.  

"We'll come", said 99.  

They came and stood in a group near the front door.  

"We refuse to be your slaves", said Robert. "Go away and live somewhere else. You have 

killed three of the bravest boys that ever lived, and one of the most loveable men, but we do not 

now seek revenge. We want peace. "  

They consulted among themselves, and then 99 said that they would like to go over a bit and 

talk it out.  

"That suits me", said Robert, and he sat down on the front doorstep to await their decision.  

"Come inside, Robert", cried Evelyn fearfully, "it isn't safe there."  

Robert pointed to the semi-white flag.  

"That", he said, "is protection enough."  

Then there was a shot, and Robert fell forward on his face and lay on the gravel very very 

still, and a crimson ribbon crept slowly over the path. Neill and David fired, and two men bit 

the dust, but 99, the murderer, and 65, the burglar, escaped over the wall.  

"I'm afraid that flag wasn't white enough", sighed David. "It was one of Michael's sheets, 

and Robert was mad to try to make it white. Poor Bob, but he was asking for it."  

By this time they were literally starving. A sparrow dropped an earthworm on the lawn, and 

the girls rushed out wildly to capture it. Betty got it, and there was a struggle for possession.  

"The fools", cried David; "they are making themselves targets."  

Three shots rang out, and they gently sank to their knees and lay still.  

"They asked for it too", was all that David said. Neill looked at him.  

"David", he said, "you and I are left to fight two convicts. Why not meet them and shoot it 

out? Better that than go on starving as we are doing."  
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"I'm game", said David. He made a speaking trumpet and shouted to 99 and 65. "Hoy, you 

rats, we'll meet you in five minutes by the garage. Revolvers only."  

"Come on !" cried 99.  

They met. They stood facing each other at a distance of ten yards.  

"We'll shoot it out in twos", announced David calmly. "Me and 65 first."  

Neill and 99 stepped aside, and there the boy and the man stood.  

"I'll say Go !" said Neill.  

"Go !"  

A stealthy movement of 99's arm distracted David's attention, but his quickness on the draw 

equalled that of 65. Each bullet found its mark. David got his through the heart; 65 through the 

head.  

"Now", said Neill.  

They watched each other's hands. Suddenly 99's dived to his belt, but he was a thousandth 

of a second too late, and Neill's bullet caught him squarely between the eyes.  

Neill looked at the three corpses, then, stooping, he searched David's pockets and redeemed 

his pet screwdriver and his pocket-knife. Then, with a sigh of contentment, he slowly walked 

towards the house.  

"The last man alive", he said pleasantly, and, going to the larder, he poured for himself a 

glass of Three Star Brandy. Then he went out and smiled at Chad's stance.  

 

THE END. 
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Discussion 

 

Then they attacked me. Betty pounded me with her slipper, and Bunny pulled my hair. They 

were furious.  

"It wasn't fair to kill us and let yourself be the only one alive", said Jean.  

"And it wasn't even a good story", said Betty. "You said you'd have revenge for me burning 

the White Horse, and you never did it."  

"If", I said, "getting bumped off struggling for a worm isn't your idea of a subtle revenge, 

I'm sorry for your perception."  

"The whole thing was silly", said Michael. "That tin mine, humph! That was too far fetched. 

You shouldn't have brought in the convicts at all. I hated them."  

"But you must admit", said I cheerfully, "that whatever its faults, the story had one great 

merit...the hero triumphed over all difficulties and lived on happily ever afterwards."  

"On what? Earthworms?" and Betty threw a cushion at me.  

"I didn't mind getting killed", said Robert, "but I did object to being killed the way you made 

it. Honestly, Neill, do you think I'd sit out on a doorstep and trust a bunch of convicts like that? 

Without even getting one of them?" he added ruefully. "No, the story was all right in some 

parts, but the end was just lousy."  

"Good touch", laughed David, "that bit about the two singles to Hell. Better if you'd said 

first-class ones though."  

"Excursion", said I, "might have been better."  

"Why?"  

"Latin ex = out, for they went out all right."  

"But", said David, "an excursion is a cheap trip."  

"A cheap trip for cheap yeggs", said I.  

"Wouldn't it be nice", said Betty in her sweetest manner, "if somebody good were to write 

the story about the last man alive? It would make a good novel."  

"H. G. Wells could do it", said Michael, who read a lot. "He knows so much. He would make 

it sound as if it were true. And he knows science too. In The Invisible Man and The Food of the 

Gods it all seems so absolutely scientific. Yes, Wells could do it."  

"The art of story-telling isn't easy", said Gordon. "Of course anyone can tell a story that 

obviously isn't true, but I mean a story like they put in a book. You need brains for that."  
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"Neill always makes mistakes", said Bunny. "That about the German chaps being eaten by 

wolves in France. How did we know? See? That's what I mean."  

"Well", I began, "I hadn't time to tell everything you know. I took it for granted that your 

instinct would tell you that we had picked up a bottle on the beach with a message from them."  

"I suppose it's easy to find a message by bottle from the middle of a French forest", sneered 

Bunny.  

"They, of course, threw it in the river", said I.  

"And, naturally, of all places, it came to Sizewell Gap", he said.  

"Homing instinct", said I. "In olden days Sizewell Gap was a notorious smugglers' cove. 

Any self-respecting bottle would --"  

Here there was a united interruption, a forcible one that cannot be printed in a nice book.  

"What did you do after we were all dead?" asked Evelyn.  

"That", said I, "is another story which I may tell you next term", but they were unanimous 

in declaring that they had no desire to hear any story in which they did not take part.  

"Pity", I said with a heavy sigh, "for after your deaths I had time to concentrate on my 

scientific work."  

"Your what?" cried Michael with a derisive laugh.  

"My biological work", I proceeded. "I discovered how to make new humans in the lab."  

"What were they like?" asked David amused.  

"All body, no brains", I said. "Pre-cloud man failed because he could think. Because he had 

intelligence he made weapons and conquered the animals, but then his intelligence was so 

feeble that all he could do was to go on making weapons which he used to conquer other men. 

My new race had no self-consciousness; they acted on instinct. They weren't ashamed of their 

naked bodies; they made no religion, no laws, no morals; they had no weapons, no wars; they 

did not have rich and poor; there was no disease among them; they died of old age."  

"But", said Gordon, "all that would describe cows or sheep."  

"Quite", I said; "in other words, I made a human race that was as high as the animal race."  

"Here!" said Robert, with marked suspicion in his voice, "Did you mean the story to teach 

us something?"  

"You mean, was it a tale with a moral? Yes, it was a story with a moral."  

"What moral?"  

"That the man who pays the piper calls the tune."  

"Meaning what?"  
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"That the bloke as has all the trouble of making up the story deserves to be the only man left 

alive. In reality, I can't bump off all the young pests who follow me around all day asking the 

time, or have I seen Corks, or will I lend him tuppence, but in my story I can plan and execute 

revenge. The phantasy of any idiot who runs a free school must be that he is the last person 

alive."  

"Time we were moving, lads", said Michael. "When Neill begins to talk psychology the only 

defence is flight. Come on."  

"Where shall we go?" said Bunny.  

"To the hockey-field", said David. "We must have a competition to see who can beat the 

others on the quick draw."  

And for the next week someone said: Stick 'em up ! every time I turned a corner, and at the 

next General Meeting Robert sat with two wooden gats in his belt, and when he rose to speak 

on the question of Gerd's making a row in the cinema he said: "Say, sister, was the other broads 

in on this once-over? Youse frails try to beat the rap on the movie chisel in, and when the movie 

big bum lissens in on the short wave and beats it to a show-down, the janes do the wet hankie 

racket. Whatta yuh mean by it?"  

 

FINIS 


